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MEMO FOR:, Melanne Verveer' 

From: Susan Biade~ 

Subject: First Lady as Honorary President of Vital Voices
Bulgaria 

Melanne, fro~ the ~SC's perspective, it would be great if the 
First Lady accepted the position of Honorary President of the 
National Vital Voices-Bulgaria. However, the NSC'sreview is 
limited to the foreign pol~cy merits of this proposal. Our 
legal office tells us that 'the use of the First Lady's name, 

, likeness or words 'by private entitie-s, in particular for 
fundraising efforts, requires the approvp.l of the Office "of 
White House Counsel. 'While we do not believe the use of her 
name in this case is, directly related to fundraising, our legal 
office recomIllends that you clear proposal with Amy Comstock in 
White House Council. Let us know if there is more we can do. 

----------- ~. r " 
J 

----- .... __ . 
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Agenda - Meeting with Louise Frechette 

1. Thanks. and acknowledgement for her role - leadership in pulling people together Thope she 
will continue. I 

. 2. Our goals for Special Session: 
move forward PfA 
visibility, appreciation UN in action 

3. To achieve, UN must take seriously: 
Role of Kofi Annan 
Use Dag Hammarskjold Plaza for event 
Other locations, high level events 
Resources 
Staff, personnel 

4. For example, will DA W have support to get through negotiating process after document 
drafted -
Will other agencies with expertise be involved? 

·5. Documents 
Her view how documents are coming along? 
Review and Appraisal? Outcomes and Trends? 
Be clear: if we had our preference, would not be another negotiated document 
But at least: Don't reopen PfA 

Start with draft that is strong and short and maintain positive approach 
through negotiations : 

Go for language that takes us forward; for example use of benchmarks, already agreed on 
. I . 

by other agencies so don 'f try to create de novo I 

6. NGO Access, accreditation, participation 
. Note: Copenhagen uses different - progressive - standard for accreditation, enables new 
NGOs to apply - but regressive on particip'ation - only 5 NGOs, need gov't approval 

7. Resources for teleconference, enable women all over world to participate 
. We have talked to Nadine Hack, know will take UN resources to. work 

8. Other UN events just before and after 
Millennium NGO forum 2 weeks before 
(Copenhagen + 5 after in Geneva) 
How do they see these working together - not compete 
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Meeting with June Zeitlin, Theresa Loar, Melanne Verveer, Lidia Soto-Hannon, Linda Kizer 
1/5/00 

Concerns for Louise Frechette Meeting: 

I. DAW is weak- needs staff to be assigned or borrowed 
Not bringing in other UN agencies with expertise -egUNlFEM; no plan to circulate drafts 
within other agencies 
Reflected in lack of strategy for outcome; failure to focus on issues or goals 

II. Of documents to be produced by W2000: i 
1. Political declaration is "almost there" - should be finished at intersessional end of January 
2. Review and appraisal: produced by DA W, non-negotiated - based on questionnair~s 
submitted by nation-states; work underway (but for example, had not translated Arabic 
documents as of very recently) , 
3. Outcomes - negotiated document which means draft needs tobeready by CSW eai-Iy March 
but not begun so far as we know 

Preferred contents: 
3-4 emerging issues/challenges 
(already included in PF A but last 5 years have brought new urgency to need to: face, eg 
AIDS) , ' 

+ concrete benchmarks /goals for areas which UNIFEM has identified ,where statistical 
markers are possible: both past progress and agreed on goals -
--would provide yardsticks for governments and NGOs to measure progress ': 

III. NGO Access/accreditation: 

Would it be possible to have same rules for each conference, so Beijing + 5 would be same as 
Social Summit, with 3 categories: went to Beijing; accredited to ECOSOC, and new requests , , 

, , 

Ann raised concern whether'document # 3 doable in present circumstance: has to be written and 
circulated by same staff struggling with # 2 and be ready by end of February?? Cc)Uld:only be 
done and still not easy - ifDA W contracts with writer, narrowly focuses -on potential or ' 
emerging issues, and incorporate UNlFEM work on benchmarks 
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JulyI2:'13 mtgs. at State 
(Includes Human rights NGOs and general NGOs) 

Goal of Human Rights NGO meeting:. Keep focus on human rights 

Questions: 

I.Number on delegation(s) including public rnembers 
To Regional meetings? 

(in '95 had 3 "permanent public members") 
Prepcoinm in March ? 
UNGA 
. Ann raised with Michael Southwick at 10. No specific limit (Number 10 = 

threshold exec branch employees for reporting back , but in practice they report each 
I 

time) 
I 

Note: At human rights NGO meeting, Sameena.Nazer requested that U'S govt. "sponsor" NGO 
delegation thatis diverse racially, ethnically, and on issues and that AID spon~ors NGOs from 
other countries 

. . I 

(If not all countries, esp. problem countries such as South Asia, Mideast. Teresa said will 
discllss with colleagues for key countries, based on Cairo +5 experience) ) l 

Caution in discussing funding: Not widespread govt. funding -restriCtions by Congres~ . 
But consider targeting certain countries where participation really important (e.g. ,Pakistan) 

. And try to encourage non-government funding 

**Problems with visas? asks that we be aware ofpbtential problems with visas (Tereb: 
especially with fi'nancial documents required women from Asian countries, difficult t9 meet 
standards) We will work with consulates to prepare for requests for visas. I 

2. NGO Access to UN sessions 
Problems at NCPD with access to General Assembly session 

5 slots on plenary program -then taken back; 50 tickets to highest gallery only I 

(but: Sarah -not problem in working session) 
Aware possible problems at regional meetings -US will work to increase access 

Kathy Hendrix :Check to see what other countries/groups (e.g. Canada) are doing toibring in 
NGOs 

3. Lessons learned from Cairo +5 process? 
Peggy Curlin, CEDP A: "Keep your eye on main prize -marking progress" 

(Don't get sucked into using energy on document) 
Teresa: ask all of your help how we use opportunity to reaffirm, 
(Did get change in Cairo language -turned out opposition = small minority but well 

organized and vocal) ~ 
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4. US Goal = A Political (Visionary) Declaration 
Affinning platfonn, com~nitment to build on, and extending platfonn and Nairobi strategy 
Include Commitments and Lessons learned 

Is this US goal ? What happened as result of "formal infonnals "at UN ? 
Teresa -not aware of meetings -:-but yes to goal of declaration as "chapeau "on fiv,e year 

review; will try to get date any future "fonnal infonnals" 

5. Perhaps ask agencies to hold open meetings as part of 5-year review?? 

./ 
( 

General NGO Questions 

4. Maria Reilly, Center of Concern 
Question how to have input; possibility of issue specific discussions with NGOs with I 

specific areas of expertise? 
Teresa suggested could have separate group meetings as doing with Human Rights 

groups 

5. June Zeitlin (see separate Zeitlin notes) 
NGOs meeting in NY recommended: focus on action/outcomes 

reduce platfonn to fewer concrete areas? 
Use year to produce outcomes/results 

Bring International home: CEDA W, etc. 
6. CONGO June 3-4--plans 2day session-not NGO forum (Status on Women COI11lT).ission 
voted not to hold NGO forum) 1 

but will.hold 2-day session to "prepare for UNGA" 
(CONGO = NGOs recognized by ECOSOC ) 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Hillary, Maggie, Melanrie (cc: Neel, Patti) 
Fr: Lisa 
Re: Suggested Media strategy for UN Fourth World Conference on 

Women 
Dt: August 30" 1995 

Throughout yqur trip, it is important ,for us to underscore 
your longstanding work and advocacy on behalf of women, ~amilies 
and children. It is important to stress the interconnec1;ion 
between the~e issues: If women flourish, families flourish, 
economies flourish'and therefore communities and societies are 
healthy, strong and flourishing. This will prbvide the 'media 
with a context for your trip to Beijing and will also serfve as 
the uniting theme, tying together your trips to Beijing, I 

Copenhagen and South Asia, and your speeches to the UNto all of 
the work that you have done here at home domestically on :behalf 
of women, families and children not just as First Lady but over 
the past 25 years. While you are in Beij ing,. Carol Browner, Ann 
Bryan and Betsy Myers will serve as the principle :spokespeople or' 
voices for. the conference here at home. I , 

i 
, I think to reinforce the notion of bringing your trip to 

Beijing home, it is important to schedule some listening :sessions 
following the Atlanta and Santa Fe models upon your return. 
These events will serve to visually and substantively connect 
your trip to the UN Women's Conference to women in the united 
States. ,I would propose doing one, or two with working women and 
one with young women (college or late high school age). !The 
event with young women could be pegged to the "b~ck to s6hool" 
theme and would communicate the importance to investing in the 
educa~ion of young women to the overall health of our economy and 
our society. The reason I suggest both working women and younger' 
women events is to draw a connection between the two. Investing 
in and educating girls and younger women leads to working women 
who will contribute to a heal thy and p':rosperous s'ociety. : ' 

In' addition to scheduled events, we should give som~ thought, 
to potential media opportunities. I have,some thoughts 'tihich I 
have outlined below. Maggie, Melanneand I agree that we do not 
want to make any commitments at this time and want to stay fluid 
to see how things go in China. r generally propose some! press 
opportunities while on the trip, followed by a series of;press 
opportunities ,when you return as a way to report back.tolthe 
American people, particularly American women, on your trip. with 
all this. in mind, here are some suggested press opportunities arid 
possible dates with, the goal of riding out the positive p~ess 
coverage and positive press relations we hope to gain on! this 
trip. I make a lot of suggestions so that you have a number of 
different options from which to pick and choose: I 
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o 10 minute one-on-one interview with Judy Woodruff of CNN 
while ~n Beijing (Judy will ~e anchoring from Beijing duting the 
Women's Conference). -- September 6. ' 

I 

o 30 minute on the record wrap up session with trave;lling 
press corps. We should do this session in Mongolia on the 
terrace of the Guest House which Maggi~ says is be~utifu~. I 
would suggest having a very informal cocktail reception with the 
press on the terrace on September 7 and then do your wrap up 
session the' following morning on September 8. It would be, a nice 
conclusion to the trip. --september 7 and September ,8. 

o Dan Rather has requested a one-on-one interview with you 
upon your return for the evening news. He has requested:to be 
the first prime time television interview. I would sugg~st pre
taping a'10 minute one...,on-one interview with Dan Rather on 
September 11 to air that evening. What I like about the ~ather 
interview as the first interview when you are back is that it 
establishes the Women's Conference and w6men's issues asa 
serious story. This will help to'reinforceour message that 
women I s issues are not "soft" issues. -- september 11. ' 

, , ' 

o Suggest a women's listening session ,event in DC/Baltimore 
area on September 11 or 12. Not only would this serve to 

, immediately bring your trip to Beijing home, but it will :also 
give fresh domestic. b-roll footage to tie in with the foqtage 
from Beijing. If we do a women's listening session in a !college 
town (i.e. Baltimore), you could conduct a college press round ' 
table discussion to talk about your tiip and women's issues after 
the listening session. If we do women/slistening session in a 
college town, I would suggest going to a community college. I 
think it iS,also important to do a listening session int.he 
Midwest as soon as we can upon return. ' 

o 30 minute live appearance on "Good Morning America" with 
women from Atlanta and Santa Fe listening sessions to discuss UN 
Fourth World Conference on Women ahdrelated issues. The 
preference is to have you in the studio in NY with Joan Lunden 
and the women from the listening sessions and then have ,~ 
satellite interaction with women at Beijing conference (probably 
Ela Bhatt and one other) -- September 12 or 13. i 

o Guest appearance on "Regis & Kathie Lee" from 9 am-l0'am 
after "Good Morning America" while we are in NY. Regis and Kathie 
Lee has a huge women's audience and would be an important target 
group for you to hit.-- september 12 or 13. 

I 

o On the record press breakfast with Los Angeles Ti~es. To 
be broadcast by C-SPAN. Not only is California an important 
state for us politically, but the Los Angeles Times understands 
international and Pacific Rim politics. 'In addition, it! has a 
large audience of opinion makers. -- September 13 or 14 •• 
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o 30 minute one-on-one interview'with'Lanny Jones of People 
Magazine. You could do the interview with White House photp 
spread ofphbtos taken during your trip. -- Week of 8eptember 11 
to come out on the stands the week of September 18.1 

o Education trade press -- Roundtable dis6ussion with 
education reporters to talk importance of education of young 
women and girls to our economy and. our society. -- Week cDf 
September 11. (The week of September 11 is National Education 
Week and the President will be doing' education events that week. 
This roundtable discussion would complement the President nicely 
and 'serve to get out our message.) : 

o One hour of television satellites into majormark$ts for 
their noon television shows, which are usually heavily female 
audiences. --.; September 14 or 15.' i . 

o One hour of radio interview time with radio talk shows 
heavily geared to women's audiences. -- September 14 or 15.' 

o Host an on the record luncheon at White House for; the 
editors of women's magazines. -- Week of September 11 or! week of 
September ~8. (I think this is something we should inst.itute on 
a regular basis .overthe next year, perhaps once every three 
months.) . 

o Do a background or on the record meeting with thei 

"economic tong". (There'are a number of tongs, or.inforinal 
groups of reporters, that Mike McCurry is trying pull ini on a 
regular basis to see senior White House officials in order to 
give them more access and a context for their stories.) ; You 
could talk about economic issues as they pertain to women. Mike 
McCurry thinks this would be a great idea. -- Week of Se'ptember 
18. : 

I 

o pitch a !'Prime Time Live" segment which would be Idone by 
Ann Compton that would tell the story of your trip to south Asia 
and Beijing and how those two trips relate to what you are doing 
here at home. Suggest air date September 13, the day before the' 
Beijing conference ends, or a week later on September 2q. This 
would probably entail a 20 minute one-on-one interview with Ann 
compton. 

o Recycle portions of your speeches in China and YQur speech 
to the Denver Womenis Economic Forum into an op edfor USA Today 

week of September 18, preferably to run. in the weekertd edition 
which comes out on Friday, September 22 •. 

i 
o If we were to go to the Midwest to do a listening session, 

we .should give some thought to doing Oprah. It is a perfect 
target audience both demographically and in size. 

o We should make 
Catholic women should 

a special effort to reach out and1talk to 
anything be ruffled by the right.wing about , 
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your trip to China. The could entail an interview with t~e 
Catholic Standard. '; ~ I 

o We may want to consider reaching out and doing an' 
interview with the largest Methodist newspaper in order to 
communicate directly with Methodist women about your trip. 
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TO: 
FR: 
RE: 
DT: 

Maggie 
Lisa 
HRC Media possibilities 
August 31, 1995 

MEMORANDUM 

I 
I ------------------------------------------------------------

i 
1) Women's Media -- Hillary should own the women's media.; By 
wo~en's media I mean that media which reaches women and'{s 
produced by women and is heard and trusted by women. Hiilary can 
accomplish this goal several different ways: I 

o Meet with the editors of the women's magazines onde a 
month or once every two months. This can be done in New [York and 
in washington. It would be nice to alternate it. When the 
editors corne to Washington, we could set up a morning briJefing 
session with senior female Administration officials so t~at they 
are brought up to speed on the Administration's red6rd. ' 
Hopefully, this outreach will produce stories in the wom~n's 
magazines about the President's accomplishments and record and 
turn the editors into Clinton surrogates. 

o Wom~n's television -- We should haveH{llary appe~r on 
local noon television shows either by satellite or in-pe~son when 
she is doing an event in a major media market. Local noqn shows 
hav.e large female viewership. In addition, the morning shows 

I have large women's audiences. We should explore some additional 
creative ways to put Hillary on the morning shows. We a~e 
already off ~nd running well on this front with the CBS ~hi~ 
Morning show with the audience of mothers, the Good Morn~ng 
America show with the women from the listening sessions ~o be 
done after Beijing and finaily the children's town meetirig around 
the book idea for the Today Show. Oprah and Regis and Ka:thie'Lee 
are also important for us to consider. 
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o Women's sections of newspapers -- These are not t~e 
"style" sections in most newspapers across the country, but 
rather the "features" sections. In fact, Hillary's column is 
running in the features sections of many papers. These sections 
are widely read by women. Hillary could write an op ed that 

,could be sent out to these sections of newspapers acrossrthe 
country. In addition,she could conduct interviews with' 
reporters from these sections when she is in their local:market 

'doing a women,'s listening session event. : ' 
j 

o Women's radio --Richard strauss has a good list bf radio 
talk shows that target women's audiences. Hillary likes to do 

'radio interviews 'and has always been a fan of radio. We; should 
capitalize on this, especially since radio is such an : 
underutilized medium yet arguably one of the most powerflll in 
terms of outreach. It would ,be wonderful if we could take an 
hour each week to talk to these different radio talk shows as 
well as to Clinton friendly radio talk shows. We could do 5-6 

',interviews per hour of radio time . , 

" 0 Specialty,women's press -~ This is an untapped area for 
Hillary that'I think could be wonderful for ~her. We cou'!ld work 
with Peggy Lewis to come up with a list of targeted outlets that 
Hillary could sp~ak with eithet on a confer~nce call or ~n a 
roundtable situation. If~ she prefers not to do anything: on the 
record, we could write pieces under her name for these ' 
publications. It should not be too difficult to do sinc~ we can 
'excerpt from her recent speeches. Some examples of spedial ty 
women's press outlets would include religious women's magazines 
and newsletters for educators and nurses. ,We should speak with 
the trade associations about their publications and see;Which 
publications would be beneficial for Hillary to reach. These 

, would be very targeted pUblicity ,shots. 

, 0 Regular Mailings to Women's Media -- We can coordinate 
with Betsy Myers and Lori McHugh to make sure that a Hil:lary 
Clinton weekly mailing ofaspeech or speeches, or clips from a 
particular' event, or an op ed is sent to the women's media. 

2) Regional Media -- We were' so successful during the 1992 
campaign in implementing this strategy. I think it is now time 
to think about returning to this strategy to reacquaint ipeople 
across the country through their local and hometown papers and 
television stations with Hillary Clinton. 'Hillary is comfortable 

,with the local reporters and enjoys speaking with them. i This ' 
will help us get around her aversion to the national washington 
media and serve to counter the tone 'of the national med~a. Just 
as in 1992, good local press will develop irito a ripple !effect 
which will begin to influence' the coverage of the natiol'}al " 
newspapers. This regional press' strategy will ,be import;.ant 
during the book tour as the book tour will present us with an 
opportunity to reacquaint Hillary with the public in a rion
political setting and with a topic she is not only comfortable 
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with" and has a lengthy history on but is also popular with 
Americans in general, particularly women. I 

• I • 
In addition, Hillary could take advantage of the V1Slts of 

regional editors and ,reporters who are invited to White House, ' 
, dinners as guests'. We could have these people meet individually 
with Hillary for 10-15 minutes during the day when they come to 
town for a White House dinner. They could also meet wit~ White 

"House senior staff~ 

3) Senior Media -- Seniors, especially senior women, lik~ 
Hillary. We should reinforce this, and perhaps begin to,target 
older American audiences. 'I think it is worth considering doing 
radio interviews inte Florida in particular"and intervi~ws with 
some of the 'senior trade publications. At present, we are 
tentatively slated te do an interview with The AARP Bulletin on 
September 12 on breast cancer, older women and mammograms to run 
in their october issue for Breast Cancer Awareness Month~ We may 
want to work with Alexis Herman to check with various la+"ge 

',consumer groups'to explore new innovative ways to reach ~eniors. 
I 

,4) Colleg~Press 
o Starting in the fall, I think it is' important for:,Hillary 

to visit college campuses around the country and speak. 'College 
students are important voters. When en a campus, she co~ld do 
interviews with the college radio station and do a roundtable 

,discussion with reporters from the local colleges and 
universities in the area we are visiting. We could alsoithink 
about hosting college newspapers here at the White House, and set 
them up with a morning briefing on the President's i' 
qccomplishments and then conclude with an interview with! the 
President. 

I 
I 

o I would also propose that Hillary do something with U 
Magazine, a college magazine that has a cirtulation of 1~~ 
million and is distributed to 325 college campuses around the US. 
The lead time is 3-4 months. Hillary could either write' an op ed' 
or column or do an interview. 

5) College Television Interactive HookUp -- Hillary couid 
partake in a college tv broadcast that would be an interactive, 
hookup between college campuses in a particular target region of 
the country, perhaps the Midwest. ' For example, she could go to 
Michigan and base out of the University of Michigan and be 
connected with 10 colleges in the region. She could give a 
speech, teach a class or conduct a mini town meeting consisting 
of questions and answers with students from the schools I 

parti~ipating in the interactive hook-up. We could pitcp this 
interactive program to be broadcast on CSPAN or PBS. i 

6) Clintons' 20th Wedding 
wonderful opportunity fot 
that we can do': 

Anniversary -- I think this is: a 
Hillary. There are a variety .of . , i 

i 
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o If Hilla~y is comfortable throwing a big party, w~ could 
give a wonderfui photo spread to People magazine of photos from 
the party coupled with old photos of their honeymoon andiof 
special moments for them over the past 20 years. It would be 
like cre~ting a photo alb~m for People magazine that cou~d turn 
into a nice mail piece later on. 

o Hillary could do an interview with one of 
women's magazines, probably Family circle, about 

, 

the major 
her anniversary. 

. I 

o This might be a nice time·peg to have the,presidel}t'and 
Hillary do a special joint television interview with Baroara . 

.. • '. • I Walters. A Barbara Walters J.ntervJ.ew would attract an J.rnportant 
audience of women and seniors •. If we did an interview around the 
anniversary time peg, it would not appear to be politi6ai~ If we 
pursued Barbara Walters on this front, we may want to entertain 
giving the. first Hillary book television interview to someone 
else. 

7) Eleanor Roosevelt's Birthday -- .Eleanor Roosevelt's birthday 
is in october and it would be 'wonderful for Hillary to celebrate 
the birthday with a day of events at the' White House. I ,think it 
is beneficial to Hillary to do historical. events every month ~r 
every 6 weeks. These events will help place a context around her 
and what she is doing as First Lady. We should look fori 
historical events to celebrate that will help put Hillary into' an 
historical context. So often there is no historical context in 
stories written about Hillary. If we are able to place ~er in 
situations which celebrate historical events, it may help to 
round out her image and make what she is doing seem less lextreme 
or different in the eyes of the media. 

,B) Election Day ~- We could use election day this year fdr . 
Hillary to do. an event around women's suffrage. She received 
such wonderful publicity leading up to and on the annive~sary of 
women's suffrage earlier this month that we should take advantage 
of an opportunity to keep that positive publicity going. -

. . . . . I 
. i 

9) Hillary ClintonFari Club Visit -- At the end of September, 
over 100 coordinators of the' Hillary Clinton Fan Club frC,m the 
US, Japan and England will spend a day at the White Hous~ 
starting with a tour, then a briefing ~nd ending with a .. 
reception. Since this event occurs on Friday, September :29, it 
would be wonderful to do a rlice morning show piece with the 
Loves, the 70-year-old and 60-year-old husband and wife duo who 
organized the Hillary Clinton Fan Club, as a set up or curtain 
raiser. They are wonderful surrogates for Hillary whoco:me 
across so well on television. It would then be nice to have ~ 
feature story written that would run in the Sunday newspa;pers. I 
WOUld. suggest having Larry Knutson of the AP follow 'the nl.embers 
of the fan club around for the day, interview some of the,m and 
then have Hillary spend a little bit of time with him. W.e should 
get the broadest outreach possible with an AP story. We :could 
also see if C-SPAN would be interested in covering Hillary 
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Clinton Fan Club Day at the White House. In addition to 'the AP 
story, we could set up some of the fan club members with I 
interviews with their hometown newspapers and radio stat.1ons so 
that we would get a'nice national AP hit coupled with niqe 
individual local hits. I think it would be great. 

I 

10) Town Meetings/Q and-A S~ssions with Specialized or T~rgeted 
Audiences -- I think tha~ Hillary thrives in venues that ~re 
televised town meeting-like or question and answer format:s with a 
specialized audience. The CBS This Morning program with the 
audience of mothers for Mother's Day is a wonderful example. I 
think it would be wonderful to look for more opportunities like 
that which are good for Hillary and play so positively inl the 
media. Perhaps we could think about a town meeting'. wi th parents 
(mayb~ we could peg one around Child Health Day in New Yo~k on 
October 2 since that is already on HRC's schedule), a town 
meeting with senior citizens, a town meeting with childreh (like 
we are planning to do with the Today Show around ~illary'~ book),. 
a town meeting with veterans around veteraris Day. We.could do 
these types of events in key political regions ot tha couhtry and 
we could work 'to have them televised either nationally by' a 
morning show or locally through an affiliate or PBS.. I 

11) Parenting magazines -- There are 3-4 of these publications 
and Hillary recently wrote a piece for one of them about Chelsea. 
I think it makes sense for Hillary to do something with each one 
of these pUblications either in . .the form of an interview or 
writing a guest piece. :i: think it is important for her to stress 
the intergenerational theme with these pUblications. For' 
example,she could write or talk about how her mother raiged her 
and what she in turn learned from her mother in the way s~e has 
raised Chelsea. She could write or talk about how her friends 
have chosen different ways to raise a family .either by being full 
time mothers or being working mothers, and how each paren~ needs 
to make the choice that is right for them. 

i2) Internet -- As Karen has said, Internet has become a yery 
popular mode of communication. Hillary could speak to young 
women through Internet. I think Hillary would have fun w~th 
thi~, and I believe it woul~ not be too difficult to organize. 
We could invite women's media (ie. the women's magazines) lin to 
watch her do such an event •. It would make for a nice story in a 
women's magazine. 

In addition, People magazine is tinkering with the 
possibility of using Internet. They have been in touchwfth me 
about the prospect of having Hillary communicate with parents 
across the country about children. and families through In~ernet. 
They would then run the transcript in the magazine. This :could 
be ~ re~lly nice idea. They are still in th~ research st~ge and 
I am waiting to hear back from them. ' I 

13) Off the record dinners with opinion makers in New York sid 
Blumenthal has spoken with myself, Melanne and Hillary abo;ut 
having Hillary meet informally over dinner with some New York 
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opinion makers in tha media. I think this is a terrific idea, 
and perhaps we can have sid take the lead on this. These are not 
the mainstream New York media, but rather those people whom the 
New York Times respects intellectually. These people do, ,not know 
Hillary at all, and sid thinks she would win them over I 
immediately. Because we know Hillary will win them over,: this 
will'lead to positive talk or chatter about Hillary in these 
,circles which will help inoqulate or diffuse any negatives that 

, m'ay arise in the mainstream press. He, ,and I agree that it would 
be great if-Hillary could do a some of these dinners over the 
upcoming months. Some of the people that sid suggestsiriviting 
to such an informal dinner are: Bob silver, editor of the New 
York Review; victor Nevaski, editor of the Nation and Fr~ncis 
Fitzgerald. ' 

14) Video News Releases ~- We"had terrific ~uccess with Jide6 
news releases on the mammogram campaign. It would"be wo~derful 
if we could work with Betsy, Myers' shop to put together s:ome 
video news releases of Hillary's l~stening sessions with ~omen 
across the country.' ' 

15) ABC Home 'Improvement -- I know this may sO\,lnd like a :Wild 
idea, but I think it is afi interesting one to discuss. Rick 
Kaplan brought to my attention that Home Improvement would very , 

• I 

much like to have Hillary. make a guest appearance on ltS show. ' 
Home Improvement is the most popular television show on the air. 
They are willing to do a show on women, children and fami1ly 
issues or a show on whatever issues Hillary would like. The 
outreach would be enormous and it would present Hillary in a very 
likeable light I believe. Although I have some concerns ~hat it 
diminishes the role of First Lady by going on a tv sitcom!, it is 
probably worth weighing it against what we believe we might be 
able to gain by such-an appearance politically and image~~ise. 
You probably know that Rick is 100 percent in favor of Hillary 
pursuing ,this project. ; 

16) Hillaryland Staff.Outreach to Media -- I am dining out 
regularly with members of the White House press corps for; lunch 
and diimer which I thinl:cis helpful to Hillary. I think it would 
be even better for Hillary if you, Melanne,Ann Stock, Anh Lewis, 
Lissa and Neel could carve out soine time in your schedulelsto 
socialize more with the media. I think that the more of us who 
are out there informally and 'socially with the press the better 
it is for Hillary. I believe it would create enormous goodwill 
for Hillary since we can all tell wonderful Hillary anecdotes 
that pumanize her and show the press the good person thatishe is. 
(For example, ,Lissa always tells the anecdote, about Hillary' , 
loving to have her twins come to the' office.) I believe if we 
were all out there consistentlYI we would erode the notioh in the 
press that sometimes exists of Hillary being in a bunker I , 

mentality. I could draw 'up a list of key national media, and 
assign various reporters to each of us, developing a sortiof 
buddy system for the next year. (Much like the, way we did:during 
the health care reform debate with Administration officials.) 
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(' . 

TO: Paige Alexander, AID/ENI I 
I ' 

FROM: Julie Allaire-MacDonald, USAl61Russia 

SUBJECT: Request for Recommendations on FLaTUS and POTUS Visits 

PossmLE FLOTUS EVENTS: 

I. NGO Partners Roundtable: 

Attached in a longer memo are our suggestions for representatives of US and Russi~ 
,partnership organizations who could be invited, a brief description of the partnership :and its 
accomplishments, and a blurb about the US representative. Infonnation is provided about the 
purpose/accomplishments of the partnership, as well as bendIts derived by US and Russian 
partners. 

The document is much longer than you requested, however we are attempting to respond to 
'both ENI,and WH questions, as well as those being posed by our Russian cciunterpar(s. In 
addition, we are preparing a list of prospective invitees~ as requested by our contact at the 

I 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This list is longer than you estimated, however we exp~ct that 
people will be cut from the list by either the usa or GOR, and others may be unable Ito attend. 
(The list will simply extract participant names from the memo). I 

2. Small Business Development Site Visit 

Moscow is very limited in terms of small business site visit opportunities, since over 90% of 
USAID's business development portfolio is in the regions. That said, there are a couple of 
things that we could offer. 

*CBSD (the Center for Business Skills Development) was on the slate for the POTUSlteam, 
and we have already done a couple of walk-throughs. It is a nice site as it combines ~e 
public/private partnership aspect with business training, and is located in a historicall~ 
significant site and has been nicely renovated. Thirty-three percent of the managers who have 

, gone through the program are women. 

* There is also a great client of our Business Volunteer Program - the Russian Nation~l 
Symphony had an IESC volunteer and they drastically revised their fund raising and marketing 
effortS as a result of the assignment. ! 
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* Then there is the Junior Achievement Russia grant agreement that is pending - this co~ld 
present an opportunity for a signing event, and would fit in with the youthful push (next: 
generation, training, etc.) in their program. We have previously suggested this as a possible 

I 

joint event for the two first ladies, given the cancellation of the NGO conference. 

-.....;;:::::;;, • I 

Note: we do not think BCC would inake a good site visit. The office does not lend itsel~ well 
to large groups and it is not much ofa "hands-on" activity - the majority of their work is; done 

. outside of the office and over the Internet. Likewise, CSRE (the acronym for ACDIIVO~A 
volunteer program) does not have any significant or noteworthy clients in the area - ·the . i 
majority of their successful assignments have been in Khabarovsk and Novgorod. We al~o 
believe that there are other Americans besides Sharon Tennison (CCO involved with US~ID's 
business portfolio who can provide a fresh ~e on things. Lastly, the Association of ! 

American-Russian Women does not have any activities in the region - they are affiliated ~ith 
the Volkhov Incubator well outside of both Moscow and St. Petersburg. 

3. Possible Rule-of-Law Site VIsit/Event in Moscow 

. \ 

Background: The Supreme Commercial Court of the Russian Federation (SCC) (also knoWn as 
the Supreme Arbitration Court) is the highest court in Russia's system of courts having 
jurisdiction over disputes between businesses (including foreign investors), orbetween 
·businesses and subdivisions of the RF government (i.e., disputes concerning taxes, customs, 
etc.). There are approximately 2,500 judges nationally in the RF commercial court system. The 
chairman or Chief Justice of the SCC is Veniamin Fyodorovich Yakovlev, a fonner Minister of 

. Justice of the USSR. The Russian-American Judicial Partnership (RAJP) is a program of : 
. - partnership between the National Judicial College, a national judicial training institution located 

in Reno, Nevada, and the Russian judiciary. The Russian judicial partners include the SCC.! 

Proposed Event: If Chief Justice Yakovlev were available, an event could be held in his office 
that would be attended by judges of his court, including women judges, who have received: 
training through RAJP and other US AID-funded programs. The event could also be attende~ by 
practicing Russian attorneys who had participated as both trainers and audience at continuirig 
. . I 

legal education (CLE) events organized by the American Bar Association (ABA-CEELO in, 
_ Russia. The SCC is located at Malyi Khariton'evskiy pereulok, dom 12, in the general 

neighborhood of Turgenevskaya Metro. 

Alternative Proposed Event: If the facilities were available and an agreement were reached, :the 
Dean of Moscow State University Law School could host an event on his campus highlightibg 
the importance of legal education. The event could be attended by law students, and by practicing . 
attorneys and judges who have participated in training programs funded by USAID through: 
ABA-CEELI and through the Russian-American Judicial Partnership (see description above). 
The Dean has been a lecturer for ABA-CEELI CLE programs in the past (see above). I 

Moscow State University Law SchooUs oil the main campus of the University in the Sparro:w 
Hills region of Moscow. 
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POSSIBLE POTUS DROP-IN VISIT 
i 

1. AiUlrei Sakharov Museum aiUl Center . During the last three years, with support frbm 
USAID, the. Center has strengthened its role as a support center and clearinghouse forihuman 

I 

rights NGOs throughout Russia. Dozens of conferences and training seminars have been held 
anhe-Center with the participation of Russian NGOs working in such areas as the mas:s media; 
Russian psychiatry and human rights; prison reform; the life of Andrei Sakharov; the aftermath 
of the Chechen war; the status of refugees; and relations between the Russian Federation and 
other former republics of the USSR. Each year, thousands of people visit the museum ~nd 
center to conduct research, view exhibits and attend seminars. The library collection of 
Russian and foreign language materials has grown to several thousand hooks and' num~rous 
periodicals.· . I 

Proposed event: A walk-through of library facilities and exhibition areas. 

2. Internews Russia: there are several possibilities, depending Upon time available. Intemews 
. facilities are modest (small and even somewhat cramped) so size of the porus entourage is a 
big issue. If small, they could have a fascinating walkthrough of the editing and broadcaSting 
areas. If size cannot be kept down, several options exist for a larger group. i 

Proposed events: 
(1) Observe/ participate in broadcast courses in Intemews's main seminar room: 
We can arrange Clinton's visit to coincide with an Intemews teaching seminar or a class: of the 

Pozner School of Broadcast Journalism. Perhaps Clinton would enjoy either observing ; 
participating in a practice talk show forum with Pozner (and/or his best student) serving as the 
moderator and inviting questions from promising regional television students. This practice 
session could be video taped and made available as a news item for the major networks. : . 

, 

Clinton's participation in a video-taped teachingseminat would (a) show vividly what Intbmews 
regularly does as it conducts its primary (training) mission; (b ) help teach a number of probably. 
very excited regional TV journalists how to conduct an interview or discussion with a very high 
ranking official; (c) provide a nicely telegenic moment for news coverage by the major Rl,Issian 
and/or U.S. television networks; and (d) the taped training video could ~lso be used in the, future 
for Intemews training seminars. \ i 
(2) Intemews also has a room ·set up to conduct video conferences, so a "television bridgei' or 
video conference could be conducted with another interesting site -- say -- a successful re~onal 
independent television station(s). : 

(3) Clinton could visit Intemews' editing rooms and observe the editing of programs in progress 
.. I 

or view selected fragments of such shows as "The Fourth Estate", "The Anatomy of Feelipgs," or 
other Open Skies programming. Better still, he could provide an interview for showing on one 
of these shows, e.g., an interview on media coverage of the President for "Fourth Estate." : 
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(4) News Conference and/or DinnerlLunch Event: Intemews is located in the Union of. i 

Journalists House of Journalists, which has (a) a: sizable conference hall that could handle an: 
-audience of several hundred journalists or other guests and (b) a fairly nice restaurant -- most 

famous for its pelmeny. I 

cleared: 
'Mark Ward, AID __ Date _' _ 

, Ed Salazar, POL Date: __ _ 

-dirhpubldocsljlotusljloandpo.85 815198 
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March 10, 1998 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 

Christy Macy 
Nicole Rabner 

RE: Brain Awareness Week Speech 

I thought I would put my thoughts on paper for you about Mrs. Clinton's 3/18/98 sp~ech, in 
which she will receive the Decade of the Brain Award from the Society for Neurosci~nce (a 
professional association of neuroscientists). The First Lady will receive the award at: a Capitol 
Hill .reception for Brain Awareness Week, a week of events designed to highlight the(importance 
of neuroscience which is sponsored (and founded) by the Dana Alliance (another, afl~uably more· 
exclusive neuroscientific association), in conjunction with other organizations, incluqing the 
Society for Neuroscience. ; , 

I 
I 

By way of background for the speech, I think it would be useful fo(you to read two Rast remarks 
of the First Lady: (1) the speech to the Society for Research in Child pevelopment in February or 
March of 1997, and (2) the speeches she and the President gave at the White House Conference 
on Early Childhood Development and Learning on April 17, 1997. ! 

. , 

Here are my thoughts on key points for her speech: 

( 1) Recognize the importance of the work of neuroscientists and the acknowledge! the 
progress that has been made in the field. In particular, stress the cOl}tribution that 
neuroscience has made to helping us to understand and focus on"early childh09d 
development. Laud the maturation of the field of neuroscience and highlight the 
important implications that these findings have had for policy development inlthe field of 

. early childhood. I 

, 
·(2) Stress that what we now know has more than implications for policy implemeptation, but 

also points to so many more questions to be answered. In particular, note thatiin the 
coming years -- because of the research that is being done today (specifically, a brain
mapping procedure called functional magnetic resonance imaging) by many affiliated 

• I 

with these groups -- we should be able to learn about and better diagnose and treat 
learning disorder -- to understand why it is that some children have a hard tim~ reading 
and learning. These insights to come will have profound implications for our ability to 
treat these learning disorders. [When I spoke with HRG about this speech, she [said she 
wanted to stress that if we are going to "fulfill the promise" of what we know ~ow about 
early brain development, we must continue to explore and invest.] , 

I 

. I 
(3) Highlight the President's commitment to greater investment in research (see attached). 

There is great excitement in, the field for this commitment -- this is an importa~t way to 
talk about the great excitement for future things to come. We can talk about it[in terms of 
"Gifts to the Future" and the millenium, as the POTUS did in the SOTD. : 

COpy 



I 

(4) Highlight some of our investments (see POTUS WH Conference speech, 4111/97) and the 
child care initiative -- particularly the investment in early learning in the chil~ care 
initiative -- as ways in which public policy is being shaped by the research that the 
scientific community is doing. . ; 

You may also consider alluding to HRC's history on this issue -- at Yale, she studiediat the Yale 
Child Study Center, and has talked about how much more we know today than when ,she was 
there almost 20 years ago. Of course, we'll also want to say nice things about Brain Awareness 
Week, the Dana Alliance, the Society for Neuroscience, and the Decade of the Brain.i 

I 
1 . 

Dr. Duane Alexander from the NIH prepared the attached paper on current NIH research -- it's 
very detailed, but will give you a sense of the research now underway. I 

I 

I . 
I 

COpy 
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To: To~y Blinken 
Vinca Lafleur 

From: 'Mel anne Verveer 

TH E WH ITE HOUS E 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM 

Re: President's Remarks in Poland and Romania 

Ji.lly 2, 1997 

I -
I 
I 
I 

A year ago this week the First Lady visited Romania and Poland. In her messages there ~he 
stressed the importance of women's participation in all aspects oflife in the new democr~cies 
and the importance of building the civil society. Hopefully, the President can mention the First 
Lady's visits and that she would have.loved to return with him. However, at the same tir¥e he 
will be in Poland and Romania, she will be In Vienna participating in a conference for Eastern 
and Central European women called "Vital Voices in Building the New Democracies." 'Yomen 
from Poland and Romaniawill be participating in the conference. Participation in the conference 
is another example of how these countries are woddng to sustain and deepen their democratic 
transformation. . I 

I 

. .', I 
Also, Mrs. Clinton will be announcing a new aid initiative (specifics attached). The President 
might want to add something like: "I have also asked the First Lady to announce at the I 

Conference that the US government will provide an additional $3 million to support women's 
participation in democracy building in this region .. And we are working to ensure that women 
have greater access to the whole range of democracy programs we are supporting." ! 

I 
I . 

COpy I 
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MEMORANDUM FOR NICOLE RABNER 

From: 
Date: 
Re: 

MichaelO'Mary 
Sept. 9, 1997 
ECDC Report 

"How are the Children", the report of the White House Conference on Early Childhood : 
Development, does little to underline the important role of the President and First Lady inl 
bringing the conference together. It attempts to share the knowledge presented at the conf~rence 
without sufficient regards to its source. In order to alleviate this problem, I would suggest!the 
following revisions be made: . : 

.. I 

A letter of introduction by the President should be added to the beginning 9f the 
text. This letter should underline the important nature of disseminating i 
information about early childhood development. Furthermore, the President 
should thank: the First Lady for her central role in planning and implementibg the 
conference. (No more than one page, preferably not more than 3 paragraphs.) . ..! 

i 

A forward, written by Mrs~ Clinton, should come after the letter of introduction by 
the President. In this forward, the First Lady can underscore her lifelong I 
commitment to these issues and subtly mention the role that she played in : 
bringing this conference together. .Furthermore, she can mention the important 
role that the President has played in children's issues and underscore the i 
achievements of the administration in this area. {\... \4 : 

Each section and subsection of the report should have a quote by the President, 
First Lady or some other participant in the conference. (Where this quote i~ 
placed, whether at the beginning, or as a pull quote within the text can be !. 
determined later.) Wha:t the report currently lacks is an acknowledgment that the 
"infoIT)1ation being presented is the result of a conference and not simply a lkrge 
research effort. By bringing in the words of the participants, the link between the 
conference and the information presented can be better established. I 

Finally, I would suggest publication of this report in all enticing format. Ra~her 
than simply publishing the text, pictures of the conference should be included, 
especially those featuring the President and First Lady front and center. A i 
magazine type approach would really be effective and would really highligpt the 
role of the White House in putting the conference together. ! 

COpy 
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March 29, 1997 

MEMORANDUM FOR HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

FROM: 

CC: 

Nicole Rabner 
Pauline Abernathy 

. Melanne Verveer 
Ellen Lovell 
Elena Kagan 

i 
I 

! , 

RE: White House Conference on Early Childhood Development and L~aming: 
What New Research on the Brain Tells Us About Our Youngest Children 

Attached please find two binders for your review, to give you a senSe of the status of the: 
preparations for the White House Conference on Early Childhood Development and Leru;ruIig: . 
What New Research on the Brain Tells Us About Our Youngest Children . 

. One binder focuses on the. Conference itself and other on the policy development processt 

Conference Preparations 
: 
I 

There has been an overwhelming amount of interest in this Conference, with letters and niaterials 
forwarded from all over the country. Our aim is to is to involve as many people as possib,le in 
the satellite conferences that are being planned, as invitations to the White House event Will be 
contrained by spacelimitatioIiS. In developing the audience and participant lists, we have: 
continued to consult widely, with David Hamburg, Lucy Hackney and Melissa Ludke being 

. particularly helpful with assessments.! 

Audience for Conference 
, 
I 

Last week, we extended the first group of formal invitations to the Conference, to approximately 
100 leaders of a variety of sectors of society that bear on early childhood development, fr~m the 
academic and research communities to the corporate sector, from the foundation community to 
advocates and association leaders. We aimed for diversity of race and gender. Upon the ~dvice 
of-White House Inter-Governmental Affairs and the National Governors' Association, we have 
invited the six members of the NGA Task Force on Young Children, and extended an invitation 
for the two chairs of the task force (V oinovich and Miller) to participate with tbd speaking, roles. 

. i 

I 

Included in the attached binder on thenfa poyone list of those we have already 

I 
. I 

I 



I . , 

. invited, and another of those whom we considered and hope to involve either in the satdlite 
. . I 

conference in Room 450 OEOB or elsewhere around the country. 

Please note that we are able extend a limited number of additional invitations. Since we ican 
accommodate approximately 130 people in the State Dining Room for lunch, that is the number 
we aim to involve in the Conference. 105 invitations have been extended, and we are reserving 
approximately 1'0-15 additional spaces for members of Congress, as well as s.ome for p~ents of 

. y.oung children to participate in the discussion section. i 

i 
Please review the lists and advise if there are additi.onal people you would like to includd. 

. . I 

Conference Agenda 

I 

The Agenda remains as we had discussed before your trip: .opening remarks by you and the 
President, a first session focusing on an examination of current research on the brain and !its 

I 

applications for parents and caregivers, a w.orking luncheon, and an afternoon session exploring 
. model efforts of all sectors of s.ociety t.o support parents and enhance early childhood· ; 

development. 

. Session Qne: Examination of Current Research 

We have been w.orking closely with the six experts wh.o we have c.onfirmed will make up this 
sessi.on. Their challenge is to provide a . succinct overview of current research on the braih and its . 
applications f.or direct services for children and parents, and to respond to questions and ~oncerns 
of parents about children's earliest development. David Hamburg, wh.o as you know has'agreed 
t.o moderate this session, and Nicole have been speaking by conference call with the participants 
t.o develop the presentations. The session will begin with Dr. Hamburg providing a brief: 
.overview. Dr. Donald C.ohen, Director of the Yale Child Study Center, will initiate the r¢view of 
research with a discussion .of what we kn.oW about the. developing child and hislher beha~ioral 
and social growth from birth through infancy. Dr. Carla Shatz, a f.oremost neurosCientist !from 
University of California at Berkeley ~ will tum the discussion to what is happening with btrun 
development, i.e. take us behind the behavior to what is happening with the wiring and the 
development of the brain.' Dr. Patricia Kuhl, a cognitive development expert who focuses on 
language devel.opment in infants, will provide an example of that wiring at work with an: 
.overview ofhow the infants learn language. . 1 

I 

. I 
Dr. Hamburg will then tum the discussion to a broad examination .ofhow this research is bsed by 
th.ose who directly serve .our youngest children and their parents -- an obstetriCian (Dr. Ezra 
Davidson, a renowned African-American d.octor from L.oS Angeles) will speak about the' 
significance of pre-natal care; a pediatrician (Dr. BraZelton) will comment on the way pediatrics 
has benefited from the research and the resP.onsibility of pediatricians to wpart guidance on the 
em.otional, social and cognitive devel.opmental of children to parents; and, lastly, a child dare 
expert (Dr. Deborah Phillips fr.om the Institute .of Medicine) will speak about how child cke 
providers need t.o be guided by the research fmdings. . . ! 

COpy 



Finally, we hope you will moderate the discussion session that will follow, by posing qu'estions 
. I 

to the experts that represent the "top concerns" of parents. As you know, Zero to Three is 
presently conducting a poll with parents to gauge what questions they would want to as}(; the 
leading experts: these questions will frame our discussion. We hope also to have some ~arents in 
the audience who can pose some of these questions themselves. : 

. Session 2: Applying the Knowledge. 

Recommended Participants. We envision the afternoon session as a round table discussion 
. I 

exploring model community efforts to support parents and enhance early childhood development. 
Attached is a list of the people we recommend be on the stage with you for this discussion and 
the rationale for our recommendation .. We have invited each of these people but we havd 
deliberately not yet confirmed their participation in the round table discussion so we could get 
your i~put. Our goal was to make sure they could discuss issues of child care, home visiting, 
effective parenting, health care, and safety, as well as cominunjtymvolvement. ! 

We have tried to keep this group small so that the discussion can be more informal and i 
meaningful and to provide time to engage the audience. For instance, we envision that d~ng 
the discussion of child care, the President or you might ask the Navy Rear Admiral who qverseas 
the Navy's child care and parenting programs to stand, either to acknowledge DoD's model 
programs or to ask for his comment on the discussion. 

, 
i 

We thought the governors would fit best into the discussion as respondents, called on to respond 
to what has been said and discuss how state policies can support these community efforts; 
Additional information on the people we are recommending for the discussion is included in 
binder. 

I 

Much to our surprise, we have had difficulty finding the perfect person from the faith coJrnunity 
to participate in the round table discussion. Flo is now exploring the possibility of a nun who 
founded a crisis nursery in Cleveland, another nun in St Louis who works with infants an~ 

··toddlers through Catholic Charities, and another woman in St.Louis who is part of immunization 
and welt-baby programs for the Archbishop's Commission on Health. We will explore th~se 
possibilities further but our current inclination is to include the faith community in the audience, 
but not on the round table. However, we might then want t6 aSk ReginaBattle who runs ~ model 
Early Head Start program in Jackson, MS to take Dwayne Crompton's place so that there ~ould 
be at least three women among the 7 discussants, not including the President, you or the tWo 
male governors. 

Policy Announcements. 

.. i 
As you know, we had initially discussed that there would be a third session for policy and :other 
announcements. However, after consulting with Wliite House staff such as Ann L.ewis and John 
Podesta, we now recommend that announcements be made in the context of the second roUnd 
table discussion. Because of the President's physical therapy, we will be starting the conf~rence 
later in the day and dq not want the ereD plyt reporters wiUnot have wre to 



" , 

I 
, I 

file their stories. In addition, it may make the second session more interesting if the Pre~ident 
and you respond to the discussion with policy announcements. We would giverep6rter~ 

I 

background material in advance, perhaps in the morning or embargoed the day before ~e 
Conference, so that they would know what to look for and have the information they need to 
write their stories. 

I 

We are currently reviewing the attached binder of agency responses to the President's : 
memorandum asking what agencies are doing or could do to enhance early childhood ,I 

, . I 

development. We are aggressively exploring options on child care. We also expect to Qe able to 
announce the following items at or around the .conference: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Consumer Product Safety Commission "recall roundup." The Consumer Pro~uct 
Safety Commission is doing its first-ever nationwide "recall roundup" of previoJsly 
recalled products on April 16. The Commission will highlight the products resp6nsible 
for the most death.s of infants and young children, such as old cribs, bean bags, ~d' , 
hanimocks.There will be local events in most states and the story is expected to; 
dominate the local news. Ann Brown has invited your participation in the launcP.. 

! 

America Reads Parenting Kits. We plan to release some terrific kits for parent~ 'of 
children 0-5 that Educatiol1, HHS, and the Corporation for National Service have! put 
together. The kits include activities for parents and caregivers, a calendar and a growth 
chart with suggested activities. ' ~ 

I 

Executive order requiring agencies to consider children's health. The EPA llas 
proposed a presidential executive order on children's health and the environmentlwhich is, 
in the works. 

I 

Prescription for Reading. If all goes as planned, we hope to announce the natio'nal 
, effort during the week of the conference, and to highlight it at the conference during the 

second session, which includes Dr. Zuckerman. " I 
, : 
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E /. I T J T 'k grams at ,the Carnegie Council on i "" \-. ar ler yYOr Adolescent Development, praised ,,"" \. t-... ~ ~ \ '-".)V\ , I the Seattle program as one of the ~ - , TJT.th CrL -ld very best she has reviewed. Ms. LA <t. ~ ~~\ \. ~ 
at the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Di- i 

Y,Y l I nl ~Ien QUinn, who is now program director ~~ ~V"-"'-' - • • 

S 
TL ,gest Fund, said the study has three ,tS\ ~ , teers 1 nem "remarkable features: One, the In- \: 

I 
tervention is quite simple and ,t.... -

'C'. C · straightforward, something that any . \ '-6 ~ r rom rIme community could adopt; two, it , I works with people who are already 
By JAN,E E. BRODY' Involved In the lives of children and 

recognizes young people as agents In 
Programs that seek to reduce vio- their own development, and, three, It 

lence, drug . pregnan~y and has powerful long-term results - a 
other dangerous or th~ activl- six-year follow-up Is very unusual." 
ti 'ous Dr. Roger Weissberg, professor of 
or doing too llttle toci late an' ' psychology at the University of lIll-

"great acost ' '! nois at Chicago, called the Seattle 
, : ,But a new study has shown that b ork exemplary in Its attention to 

Star.',1g early - In grades one social and emotional issues as well 
'thri ,~rsix - to foster an Interest In academic performance. 

, I 

eo-r'~ "t 
~?I 

, I. 

POd~CL 

schooi and learning among children The study Involved three efforts: 
and to enhance' their self~steem, th teachers In each of the six II 1 () I 

many of these risky behaviori can be ades, with parents and with the . I \J it.,c)l '\.:-
averted and school perform~ce and dents. During five days of In-serv-
attendance can be Improved through ce training, teachers were taught 
high school I how to foster cooperative learning 

At the same time, an IndeP,ende among students so that each child is 
analysis of the study showe4. c - rewarded for having contributed to 

unities can save money 0: and the achievements of the group. 
a e cost of su reventive Dr. Hawkins explained that the 
effort I underlying goal was to help children 

The findings of this 12-yelUj study, "develop a commitment to school, to 
published today In the jOUI1J.al AT- value education and to become emo
chives of Pediatrics and Ado!escent tionally attached to their school, 
Medicine, showed that cd~chlng teachers and peers." 

, teachers and parents on how (best to "This In turn can give them the ' 
encourage young children's iilvolve- motivation to live In a positive, re
ment and Interest In schabl and sponsible way," Dr. Hawkins said. 
teaching children how to Inte~act so- Parenting 'programs were offered 
cially can have a significant long- to the parents of every student In the 
term effect on their behavibr and experimental classrooms. Over all, 
academic achievement 1 43 percent of these parents partlci-

The study Involved schools with pated. Parents were encouraged to 
students from Seattle's most \crlme- reinforce desirable behavior and to 
ridden neighborhoods. Some of the provide consistent discipline. They 
schools got the Intervention pIjOgram were also shown how to help their 
designed for the study and, the other children succeed academically. 
comparable schools did not I '. As for the children themselves, 

Compared to students who clid not their guidance started fu school In 
receive the elementary schooi Inter- the first grade with learning how to , 
vention program, by age IS! those solve Interpersonal problems, take 
who did were 19 percent less likely to turns and talk positively to them-
have committed violent acts, 38 per_selves. In sixth grade the students 
cent less likely to Indulge In\ heavy were offered four one-hour training 
drinking, 13· percent less lIKely to sessions In refusal skills - how to 
engage In sexual intercourse, :19 per- say "No" and still keep their friends. 
cent less likely to have had niultlple ; The full cost of the program over 
sex partners and 35 percent less like- the six years of intervention" was 
Iy to have caused a pregnancy or to calculated at nearly $3,000 a child. 
have become pregnant I' However, Dr. Hawkins noted that If' 

The effects on curbing sexual be- such a program were aQopted In a 
, havior and teen-age pregnancy were' school system; the actual ongoing 
achieved "without ever uslngithe 's' costs would be lower because teach

, word," said Dr. J. David Hawkins, er training would not be repeated 
, the principal Investigator and\apro- annually. 

fessor of social work at the Uriiversl- But even at the full cost of the 
,ty of Washington. "It's amaiing to program, the Washington State lnsti-
s~e these outcomes," he Said.1 tute for Public Policy demonstrated 

Students who attended t.'1e schools that the Intervention would be cost
with Intervention programs also effective if all that it achieved was a 

I 
reduction In crime. The Institute cal-

were more likely to stay in school culated a taxpayer savings of 21 per
and to achieve higher grades, al-, 
though there was no signlfic~t 1m- cent just from the reduction In the 
pact on their experlmentatioh with number of felonies committed. 

drugs or cigarettes. I 
Jane QUinn, who studied youth pro-
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, " f - -~ HILLi\RY RODHAM CLINTON . ~. _ 

~ / ",aQ5l MAQUEHUEHEALTH CLINIC ROUNDTABLE y~ 
~J( L(",j TEMUCO,CHILE ~ 'Q 
\jV1 ti ~. APRIL 18,1998 . ~ ~ 
~Thank you, Don Pancho, for that kind introduction. I'm so pleased to have had the ~ 

~
. chance to come. here to tour tpis wonderful clinic, to meet you and Dr. Solar imd!Janet v (JjT~--

V,V Dolder de Mena and the children, and to see what you've accomplished together. 'I also ~} r 
~~ greatly enjoyed the dancing Jnd the musicians, and the Machi's drwns. I now I ~ ~ 

(1"',- ,,~ understand, a little better, thel enormous spirit and energy and caring that has help~d make ~ ~ 
~ this clinic the success that it is. 

• I spoke about coming to this clinic in my remarks to the Pan American Health ~.~c.,. 
Organization conference in Santiago a few days ago, because I believed what you are -~ . (j..d
doing at this clinic is a mod!l that we can alileam from. And now that I've toured this ~ ~ 
facility, I've seen this medi~a1 partnership that you've created first hand, and ho~ it's ~, = 0 
benefitted the health and well being of the Mapuche people. " ~ '"" I ~~ 
I have just come from a Map'uche cultural center not far from hereJ and.! was intrbduced ~ '-. 
to the beautiful and powerful culture of the Mapitche people. I've learned that the LV Q.. Co--::fJ' 
Mapuche have a rich traditifn of song and dance, and a deep connection to the streams ~ ~ 
and mountains and natural D1eauty that sUlTo~ds you. That women have always, been ~ \:J 

strong leaders and healers among you. And that for centuries, you have pulled together r,-" 

'\ .. ~~ vJ' your resources and drawn oy your ~trong family tradition to improve the lives of!your ~~ 
~. people, and to serve your community. ' t~ ~ /"'-~ . I h ~ W 

(}Y'" .~ That proud history and dynamic culture are reflected here today, as you face aripther ~ ~ 
'~-V / ../) kind ofchaUenge. Now, YpU are serving your community by creating successful health '~ ~ 

(j iI" D/I,.J'I- clinics like this one, providtng better education for your children, and greater I ~ . . ~ ~ vA--; opportunities for women an~ families to become economically self sufficient. : " ~+-'. 

~ . Th' k I J I' . h k' d '. . ~ ~ 
, 

. V' • e ey to your success, l{e leve, IS t at you are wor mg as partners -- an respectmg I . _ d· - . d' 

~ 
sx> each other's differences. "Ie see here a partnership that brings together the Chilean I'""'"'" ~ -0 

. ~ ~ govemm~~t's health clinic ~ystem, that has made such progress in rea~hing out to ~ -...,0 ~ commurutles over the past few years; your Mapuche leaders, and partIcularly your ~ 1 
~ ~~\. heal~rs, who. hold centurie~ worth ~f of knowledge about herbal an:~ other tra~itional ~ 0-;1 
~ .. . y"" heahng practIces; and PAI:IO -- WhICh has played such an cxtraordmary role m: . ~ cv/.J 
~ \ JIAA '-' imp~oving health conditiods and services in communities like this throughout ~e ~_ 
\)v-"'. '""~'. hemIsphere. AD h. IV ~.t:: ; \. ~~ 

...... ~~-' l&>-~~ 

.~~,'i ~~~_ /yf[~'1~:53~.G;- Wr~ 
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And as a result of all of this partnership, progress is clearly being made. Hospjt~s now 
include a Mapuche cultural s~aceinside the facility. where an intercultural facilitator 
works with other health workbrs; infonnation on diseases is being better shared; health 
workers are being trained in rl.rral communities, and teams of doctors are now goiiig out 
•... . I 
mto rem pte areas. .. I 

I'm convinced that many of the ideas and practices that you are carrying out here :at this 
clinic could be equally applie1d -- with the same benefits -- in our Native American 

... th· U . dS' I commuruties m e mte tates. 

.1 . 0 

Today, as we discuss the challenges that you con~inue to face here in Temuco, the: leaders 
of this hemisphere are meetihg in Santiago at the Seconc;l Summit of the Americas. They 
are reviewing major initiativ.l~s to reduce poverty and combat discrimination. Th~y are 
. committing the governments of the Americas to take the lead in expanding access' and 
improving the quality of education and of health .. They recognize that enhancing human 
development is crucial to suJtaining economic development and trade -:- and vital 'to 
strengthening democracy ar~und the hemisphere. And they understand.that in order to 
wipe out poverty. and open up opportunities for progress, that there musta renew¢d focus 
~~~ : 

The Summit's Plan of Action calls for governments, among other things, to develop 
public and private partnersh~ps to ensure greater access to drugs and vaccines, I 

particularly incommunities in need like this one, as well as support for 'regional 0 

initiatives in research to redJce the spread of disease. The potential for health 1 

techilologies in the 21st Cen~ -- whether it's telemedicine or sharing research on the 
I .. . 0 

Internet -- must be realized liere, at this level of primary care, not solely at the most 
sophisticated levels of the hJalth system. ' . . , . I 

I wish the Summit lea~ers lu1dbe here today, t~ see how important these Co~itments 
would be to communities subh as this one. . ' 

Before we begin our discuJion here today, I want to urge you to continue your Jaluable 
work here at the clinic. Becbuse this spirit of cooperation that I see here today, and your 

. I 
commitment to draw on and respect the strengths of every partner, is not only the key to 
better health services -- andla better life -- for the Mapuche community~ It's the:· 
foundation for a stronger, more democratic society here in Chile, and across the', ' 

.. • I 
AiDencas. 

, J 
! 

• I look forward to our discussion now, and hearing from you what has worked; what the 
challenges are, and how -- ~ven when it is difficult -- you have continued to learn from 
each other. Because surely those are the lessons we all must learn if we are going to meet 
the challenges ahead. 

COpy 
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HILLARY ROD HAM CLINTON 

ITALKING POINTS 
. MAPUCHE CUL TllJRAL CENTER/STUDENT RESIDENCE 

TEMUCO, ClULE 
APRIL 18, 1998 

I'm so pleased to be here in 1Jemuco, and to have the pleasure of seeing this Mapuche 
Cultural Center and Student Residence. Thank you to Don Eusebio, Quentin Harris, and 
"Dona Agustina" for givitlg the the tour. I'm very proud that the Peace Corps hasbeen 
involved in helping to, build dod expand a center that has had such a positive imp:act on 

this community. I ' 
I also want to thank the students who just sang the Chilean national anthem in their , . , 
Mapuche language, and perfenned the "Mazaturn Purun" dance. I particularly loved the 
poem about your Mapuche h'ero, Lautaro. Wehave a nwnber of brave heroes like him 
in our American history as Jell.. .. . 

I have been looking fOrwardlto this trip, because all of us today will have an O~rtunity 
to see projects and programs that are working effectively to improve the lives of the Lc. . 
people .. And here in Temuc6 we will also see a reflection of what the heads of state are ;. 
now discussing·back inSan6ago. At the Second Summit of the Americas, our le~ders ~ 
are talking about how to imbtement a second generation of reforms that will have a . 
direct impact on your lives l:lere and on the lives of everyone who lives in the Aniericas. Li'A~. .-

I· : ~l· 
• . In making those new commitments to strengthen democracy, and to open up the circles of :~,~ 

5Le. ~ opportunity for our citizens} our leaders are asking how they can be sure that yqu ~~ the _ ~ ~. 
n" _ fh people ofTemuco-~ have adcess to a fair and equitable system of justice; they are asking ~ 
~ ~ how to better strengthen lo~al government, and how to encourage the kinds of : c-AJ!i....,..- . 

. ~ partnerships between goverpment and local organizations and communities that ~e see so ~ 
.'\,JVv. ~_ clearly have been made herle at the Cultural Center. . : . .~ 

~ ; • These kinds of commitments -- to education, to free trade, to economic gro~ ~~ are r ~ 
lJvv1~A\ s/ made in cities like washing,lton, D.C., or Santiago, but they are fulfilled here, in; /bk ~ 
~v \ communities like Temuco;. where ci~izens elect mayors, and. detennine priorities,and .--w . 
~ (J-v-u/make sure government deh¥ers servlces that respond to theIr needs. ~ . y 

00 (; • I'm glad that our fust stop IOf this day is at • place that honors education, and treasures U- c:.,;;t£ 
V'4'\/"'"' tradition. By giving these ~oung students the opportunity to board here, and gq to good ~ 
~ ~ / schools, you are reflecting/a deeply held belief that education is the· key to progress and ~ ~ 
~ 7 prosperity fo: this ~ap~c~e co~~nity. An~ here agai~, the lead~rs of the Summit have . ~ ~j 
\ / made educatIOn thelr hig~est pnonty ~~ the smgle most Important Investment a country ~ 
~ .,t; can make to improve the lives of its people, and secure a better future for their Children .. , . j, J 

~;&J ~ ... ' ; 1J-i/'rv?}W::7 
. . V .~~,..,- ~_ ~. ~~ .l:JJ .~ .;.. ~tU--vJ -' 
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This cultural center underscorfs another value that we atl hold in common. Treating each 
other with respect, and celebrating each unique contribution to the conununity, are' the 
foundations of a caring and jJst society. By educating these young people in the ,l 
traditions, history and cultur~ of the Mapuche. you are saying to them: we must p~eserve 
the heritage that has sustained and inspired us through so many difficult times, an~ 
which so enriches our lives tbday. By making sure they get the best possible education, 
you are saying: we care abotit the future of the next generation. I 

This cultural center highlightl a central theme that wewill see throughout our Visit to 
Temucci today, and that's thJ:power of publici private partnership. You've already heard 

. I. ' 
about how the Peace Corps has worked With the Mapuche leaders and volunteers ,to help 
build and expand thiscenter~ But there are other partners as well. The materials for this 
project were paid forby USfID; an American foundation (the Chase -Manhattan 
Foundation); and two Chilean foundations. The land we are standing on was donated by 
the municipality of Temuco.1 Everyone had a stake in making this Center a succe~s, and 
in strengthening the values iliat it stands for. And everyone has played a role. I . 

. Y When we leave here today, ~e will be visiting a health clinic, where the Mapuch~ healer . I and the clinic's doctors are sharing information and practices, and leamin each· 

r¢J 
. ,,~other. And later on, we willlmeet with a group of women entre s. whose lives ~ ~ 

P (Y have been transfonned by getting access to micro credit, arting their own I ' . ~ q 
.. businesses. So as we've seeh here, we will see how' r communities are worki,ng ~ 

. togethe~, boosting ucation!~d trai~ng, and expandingoppcirtunities, in orde~ fO create ~ 
l better hves for the peo f/this reglOn. ~ .~ .J) Lur;... ~ --. ~ 

• We are truly grateful for thJ introduction to Temuco. and for the opportunity to , r:. -t 
experience the rich cultural ~d spiritual heritage of the Mapuche people .. Wheth,er it's ~ 
here at the school, or throughout this community. you are opening up new win?ows of v.....£..... I .. 
opportunity for your people Ito make progress. You are passing down traditions and' ~ 
values that were honored bYj your parents and grandparents. And you are contributing to ~ 
the kind of society that we need to ensure strong democracies in the future. These are the ~ 
same challenges we are all krappling with -- here in Chile, and throughout the i' QA 
hemisphere. So let's continbe to work and learn together. I ~ 

~ 
~ 

COpy 
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To: Maggie 
Fr: Brenda. 
Re: Satellite interview briefing. 
Dt 9/10/95 . I 
Attached isa draft of the brie~g for the satellite feeds on Tuesday (9/12).' After 
numerous calls around, I was spll unable to identify any polls/ surveys done on what 
American women think about the Women's Conference in Beijing.' : 

. America Online conducted a sley (albeit unscientific) asking if HRC shoiild attend 
the Women's Conference in Chih.a. Survey results first appeared, with comments, on 
August 21st Also, the Center fbr Policy Alternatives conducted focus groups in 

! . 
conjunction with the Ms. Foundation's initiative "Beijing and Beyond, " as part of 

. I 

their series "Women's Voices." ifhe focus groups did not ask the specific question of 
what women thought about the Women's Conference, but focused on what 'issues 
were most important to women. I was planning on including the Summary of . 
Findings from the CPA focus gJoups in Mrs.' Clinton's Briefing book. I've ~ttached 
both for you to review. 

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY 



.j,;ne reSU.LLt. are In. t:roni-the'weeRend survey and here is what you l;lad t.o say. 

Question: The relationShiPbetwlen Washington and Beijing has been strained 
recently due to political diffetences over human rights activist:Barry Wu and 
the private U.S. visit by TaiwaJ16se President Lee Teng-HuL . . 

Taking·this into cons1deration,should First Lady Hilla::;.y Rodham:Clinton 
atten9 the United Nation's Fourtth World Conference on Women. being held next 
month in China? 

Results: Of the 5,354 responses" there did not seem to be a clear-cur:. 
consensus about the First T..!adY'i visit to China next month. 

On an extremely close vote, 47.57% of the respondents said Hillary Clinton 
should not attend the U.N. confJrence, while 46.94% .of the respondents said 
the First Lady should make the drip. The remaining 5.49% had n; ~pinion. What 
will Hillary and the Administra~ion decide? : 

Results in detail: 

2 1 547 responded NO (47.57%) 
2,513 responded YES (46.94%) 

294 responded NO OPINION (5.49%) 

5,354 total responses 

I· 

Remember, this is not a scientific survey. We're just trying to get a general 
sense of the AOL communityrs fe~lings on a variety of topics. 

Thank you for all your comments on the survey and ~t' s related issues. Here 
are what some of you had to say: 

"Hillary should go!! The confJence has nothing to do with the ~olH.ical ", 
tstres.s between the USA and chinJ. It's about a far more basic question ... the 
-humanity of women. If women wete truly considered human by the patricarchal I . , 
systems on this planet, there w0uld not be a need for conferences where they .......... ..,.-. 
can come together to. discuss thJir status in the world. It 1 

~nsidering China's treatment ·If women, I am apal1ed that a.nyom~ interested 
in women's rights would attend J conference in that country!! C~ina aborts 
and kills babies just because t~ey are female. China forces wom~n to abort 
their children or to kill their already-born babies as a means of populat io:{~ 
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control." 
r-- . ,'--.) 

lI':'his is an United Nar.ions cOEfe1t:'ence not called bv China, These are l:irr:e.3 '~l~ 

transition around the globe fer '~very .nation. The first ~ady should atte~d ~;'2 I v 
conference as the leading cour~tr~ in the world which does try' to pract:Lce \:;4r -Right Human Relations in terms bf the rights and resp0I1Ebilities bf wOmen. .I~ 
Other coun.triel3 need to l3ee and hear from our first lady 130 t::e:'l:: ~ou:;,tl.'Y n_:a: .. f

J
\ 

follow our nations lead in role ~omen are workirtg ~o ach~Ave aroun~the 
world. n 

"Definitely not Hillary Rodharr..C!l.inton. Someone should be cho;;:en .with' 
.tl.'.ad.itio!l.al mo:r.:.al e.nd .r.'1nti.lyvGtlL~~ / ~Ulll~un~ whu could ill(.l..:.t= G\<..:<...;u..:.<=,.L~ly 
represent the more traditonalanb honorable role of womanhood. Mrs. Clinton , 
seems to be demeaning that role." 

! • : ,...-----"'"\ 

'Of cours~ the First Lady should attend. representingthi~ count~' si~e ~Y. . I 
s:!.de with First Ladies at other rna; or counr.ries, as well ,3.8 wit.h WDr.en he.ads \~ 
of stat'e from around the world. He~ political bent, no matter what ::.t is, haslT' 
lO ~ear~ng on. the focus of this Fvent and her at~endance ~houlci haVp. r~othing \ 
to 0.0 w~th th]B current ga.me cf cat-and-mouae be~ng playeo be:'ween our COl.;..::.try \ 

and the host IS." I 
~ 

"Mrs. Clinton should not be held! hostaqe to the opinion of people ~ho want t.O 

.use her as a propaganda symbol. She will be visible to the Chinese' and othe~s 
in attendance as an intelligent, ducceesful spokespereon for what ~omen can 

'accomplish if they are freed of tne restrictions imposed on them urfairly in 
many. other cultures. Go Hillary!" 

, "How can the Uni-ced .S-:ates even CONSIDER supporting a c\:>nf~reT".ce to suppcsedly 
benefi t women il-, a C01J,n.tl;Y 6uch a:3 China. No wh~re 011 eal."t:.h :rlave weImer.: bee!1 
more abused and oppressed! Femal@ infants have been MTJR,DERED for centu1:'ie,'3) 
With the' "one-child-per-family" law, the offenders are subject to 'forced 
aborti on and steri.lizat ion. . I :f5ind t1:is abhorrent I ::"'ook at Chir~a 's 
orphanages I 90% of the child the'rea:r~ ·ABANDONED ba.by g'irls! II 

11 I have no problem with Hillary going to China . I have a problem ,with her 
coming back. II 

"Mrs. Clinton can make a better contribution by participating at bhe Wc-rrten1a 

conference in Beijing~ bv taking: astanaon seve.ral issues co:r..cerning ·..,omen/ 
and matters that can als~ enliqHten men!' By stayinq awa~{from the confen~nce 
because of political differenc~sl between the US an:!. China, we wi:'l: lose 
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another good opportunity to register our protest in ~ major forum, and fail to 
t.:hare and learn from the experienceQ and ctrugglec of women frcm across the 
globe." 

IlHow many people are afraid of conversation·. To ston.ewa11 the conference is 
to turn our backs and refuse to ~alk--on the critical issues ~hat plague the 
world. But Hillary is a talJo\;er (as well ~s a moth.;:r, wife, lawyer, ei6ter, 
friend '.' . not that ugly one-dimensional cartoon··some see her as: an uppity 
woman), and one of intelligence and i-ntegrity as well. I can hardly wait to 
hp.~r hnw. !C;h~ fr;;m~~ tht"! ; ~~\h~Fl nri<i hnw rJ.; rf.'!'!~r.ly Ahl'! :i.ndict.s the crimes against 
women and children (and humanity in" general) China furthers.1t 

"She has no authority - no mandate - and only her personal views which she 
seems· to feel are, thus, the cnly views. Her role at the Conference would be 
token. She does nat symbolize .America.n women. Other thancri"J'ing her a ':ri1' 
'to China, what is aocomplished by her going -,except she will be distracted 
from meddling in' US affairs about which she has no wisdom 01" knowledge." ' 

III think Mrs Clinton should follow her dictates and attend. Mi. Wu's mission 
over .the years was to protest Chinese human right '.riolatlons and to creatfo! 
encounters to embarrass the Chinese government., In this case he entered a 
remote region of China that is oft limits to foreigners. As an American 
citizen he violated Chinese laws and risked punishment. The US should try to 
get him released, but not diminish the dialog between women around the world. 
Mrs. Clinton's presence will helB in 

"Who better to represent USA women? 
child, and has a career and family. 

this objective." 

She is eduoated, married,' mot~.ered al~ 
She is like 50% of all women 1n ~-~ ..... 

"Wc!tk.e Ul1 Ame.r:..i.cCL ••••.• Th..i.s L:edlly ..i.sn't.. dt cOnIt!H'en:ce on wome:l, it.'s a. 
conference on gender-neutral, abortion l destruction of·the family. Only 
someone who takes at face value the propaganda of the tJ"'N would believe 
otherwise. I firmly beliiOve that most Arr.eriC!a.ns make the. rio-ht d~cisiori when 
given ~ccurate information ..... do your homework. 
BTW, .0' .The official U.N. dooument"which will be promoted in Beijing was 
written by radical feminists. The chief writer was Bella Abzug. The same 
lady who avidly supported Stalin during her college days at Hunter College. 
Please ...... this lady doesn't represent the views of MOST Amerioane, neither 
does Hillary Clinton 1" 

"I have attended two other TJN World Conferences on Women. Let me reaS91.:re VOU 
that merely attending or hosting the conference does not mean that 
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participants or host country support or exemplify human rights or commit to 
the advancement of women. The: dialogue between women i NCOI! e.nd governme.n.te . 
that occur at these ·meetings is what is transforming. I will be· in Beij ins 'I 

-and hope to see the first lady there because like me, she cares about, the y. 
8tatl.l8 of women, g-ir~ F.I and f;:lmi '1 ieF.! in t-,hf'! n~, r.hi 11<1 , <1nc1 thrcmghout the 

: world. " ' . . 

l,.,--::- . '7 -- I 

~he purpose of the Woments conference is to get people all ov~r the world { 
. chinking about and discussing the issues relating to womer.. Hillary Clinton IV

should be able to attend, since ~he has emerged as an important SPOk~swomanJ 
for women internationally. This important pedagogical function of the 
conference should not be obscured by cu::rent politics." -

.. 
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Dear Friends and Colleagues: 

The Center for Policy Alternatives i;:; very pleased to sh3Je !l 3ynopsi.:; of tilt findings 
from our most current set of Women':s' Voices focus groups, funded as part of the J\1s.' 
Foundation's initilltive "Beijing ilnd Beyond." Understanding the most pressing concems, the 
hopes of American women, across race, age, class and geographic lines, i~ critic.al to conveying 

, the significance of the Fourth United Nations World Conference or.. Women (4WCW) at home. 

Tbe Women's Voices focus groups, led by a bi-partisan, multi-cultural team) aimed to 
identify prioritie::; which unite 'Nomen across the United States. Building on the earlier phases of 
Women's Voices surveying, we concemrated on economic ;~~l.leS and did not in\'estigute tv"o 
aspects central to the United Nadonsplatfonn -- human rights and reproductivt! rights, Despite 
these omissions, the findings are both cxtrcmelyinfoHIlaLive and relevant to 4WCW. 

It may not surprise you to learn that while some women believe that they have a variety 
of issues in common 'with women inte!11ati()n~lly, the majority are skepticaL For exampl-:, iu 
response to the question, "In September there will be an international conference of women. 
Vlnat issues do you think wiIi bediscussec.l Lh~re?" one pinklblue collar WOman responded, il\Ve 
are so different. All the women across the world, I don't think we even have much to talk abom 
In common." 1'Jte fact is, however, that ihe most important coneerllS' to A medean women 
virtually parallel lite plaiform nftllP. Fourth World Conference Oil Women,' 

For example: 

A major tenet of the international platform is health 'care over the whole life span. 
Similarly, thio;: issue was among the rnO.~t frequently mentionet,l (,:onc~ms of the \vorr,~n in 
our focus groups. While women haV;! confidence L1at they can survive economic 

,hardships, lht::yare extremely worried about what will happe::: to them and their families 
if there is a major illness and they do not have sufficient. health insurance. 

T ,ike women around the world, American women struggle conslantly to withstand the 
pressures related to time and money. In their eyes, the workplace is not yet 3. plac~e cf 
equality, not only in terms of pay and promotions, but in tenus of personal respect. Nor 
is home, where they feel they carry the hnl11t of the burden., 

.. Anlerican women, like ..... on:en a.broad, l;;u,uLcnd that the only guarantee tor economic 
well-being for families is women's ability to be economkally independent. Independence 
is their most pressing hope for their daughters. This means access to education, which 
requires support from both t!),e private nnd public sectOrs. Their intere3t in (I"'ining their 
O\V!l their O\Vll business is powerful --: partir.;ularly among younger women. 

1875 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 710 
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Also like women abroad~ American women are deeply troubled by the L1reat of violence . 
. particularly as it relates to the safety of their children. Without addressing this i:s:sue, they 
believe, we cannot have strong families a..'1d healthy communities. 

.. . Last but not least, mbst American \Vomen believe tfl..at things would be better if more 
... vumtm sat at the economic and .. political decision-making tables. This promotion of 
women in leadership positions is alSlo a high agenda item in the 4 v"rcW plalfonn. 

The challenge for us is to allLplify back to our sisters in the United States that this 
. conference abroad is about bringing commitments from the world r.o.mrnunity and our own 

country to address the issues most important at home. If we are succ~ssful, we wiil have made . 
great inroads in helping women understand the importance of our participation in this cont~rence 
and in building momentum for an agenda that \\fill give visibility arld energy toward addressing 
women's concerns and Clchieving their vision for our country through the 1996 election. 
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..... -Lake Research 

'YOl\lliN'S VOICES '96 

In 1992, the Center for Policy Alternatives and the Ms. F Oilndation presented Women's 
Voices, a groundbreaking report on American women's attitudes toward their economic lives. 
the research leading to this report, ~ series of focus groups and a natiuIlili survey, was 
instrumental in shaping the political debate prior to the November 1992 elections. American 
women, said the study, htld distinc;t ecouumic experiences and strong concerns which crossed 
race, class, age and party lines. They were concerned with flnding time for hoth their 
children and their jobs, with equal pay in the workplace, and with securing affordable and 
portable health care . 

. The last three years MVC seen siglllfk~L political change, including Democratic 
control of the White House and Republican control of the Congress, as well as economic 
chaugc:, with an easing of the recessions of the 1980s, but little easing of the mood among 
voters. This year, the Center for Policy Alternatives, ::IS part of the Ms. FOWldation's Beijing 
and Beyond Initiative, has launched Women's Voices '96, a nvo-year bipartisan research 
project to revi~t and· update the themes nnd issues raised in the original study. TIus report 
outlines the fmdings of a bipartisan and multi-cultural research team, led by Lake Research, 
which conducted a Il~W series of focus groups to lay the groundwork for a national opinion 
survey in 1996.1 

In all. seven fOCllS groups have been conducted acro~s the ~uuntry, six among women 
of different ages, ·races, economic backgrounds and political perspectives, and. one among 
white men toproyide a C.owlh::rpuint. Women's Voices '96 paid particular attention to 
women's class and ethnic diversity, and looked in greater depth at younger women (ages 18.-
29). . 

I Many thanks to Raydcan Acevedo, Vince Breglio and Linda Williams for their 
participation i...'l the research and a.'1.alysis summarized in this memorandum. Full 
methodological details are described in the appendix which fOllows. 
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SUMMARY OF }1"'IN01NGS 

As in 1992, it is apparent that L.<\rnerican women ha,,;e powerful economic concerns to 
which they 101lg to giv~ voice: 

~ The Economy: Today, economic insecurity coexists with the reality of more 
economic indep~ndenc.e. As in T,f/omcn IS Voices '92, wvmen continue to describe a 
high level of economic stress in their daily lives. They worry on a daily basis about 
how to make euli.:) meet, and they struggle with finding enough time for both their 
children and their jobs. Women feel stret('hed thin for time and rnoney,a."ld believe 
that they have to do many jobs well while men only have to do one. Compared to 
three years ago, hO\\lever, these women express a somcw1i;.'tl E,'Teater sense of economic 
independence, grounded in a belief that having survived the prolonged ~conomic 

. rece~ion of the 19905, I.bt:y can survive Whatever economic hardship life throws their 
way. 

Health care and retirfment! Heplth care was a dominnnt concem.lu 1992) and it has 
reemerged as a ~'trong conc~m today .. The struggle to a...r:t'ord and maintain health . 
insurance for their families is part uf whal constricts women's choic'es, and it is a 

. source of tremendous insecurity and worry. In addition, retirement~sslles hcve now 
joined health care as central concerns. These women are not at all c~rtain that Social 
Secwity will exist when they retire, and their jobs and their SpO\l3CS' jobs less and less 
frequently'have secure retirement plans. They know they must.rely on themselves. 
and yet saving fot their o\m retiremr;nt i.s a nearly impossible goal. . 

IL is striking how strong these concerns are when compared. to the more basic concern 
. of having ajob .. Indeed, women today appea.r even more concerned ..,.vith the healtll 
and retirement benefits that fewer and fewer jobs new provide than with having a job 
in the fIrst place. At the .S3.tlJ.e timct women do wurry I:1bout what jobs pay,. and they 
believe that women systematically earn less than men. Whether the t:Jsue is pay. 
health care;; ur retirement, long-term economic and business trends are clearly affecting 
women in a personal and L'l11llediate way, 

Violence: W()men r~main acutely conoerned with violence. III 1992, this concern 
was just beginning and was expressed primarily as a cone em with personal 
victimization- fear of being assaulted themselves. Today. women1s concerns for 
their own safety seem to be taking a back seat to tonc.ems for their children's safety. 
They are tearflll for their childrents safety in their daily lives, in their schools and iII 
their neighborhoods, and these fe::lTS are dose1y intem ... :ined " .. ith tb.eir sell5e of 
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decaying 'social values and vvith all out-of-control entert:'linment media. In today':! 
pOlitical environment) concern with children's exposure to violence is a unique issue, 
uniting ma.ny women on the left with many v.'omen ou lht! right. 

FaJse choices: In Women's Voices '92, "choices" were a powerful theme. Progress 
for women was viewed as expanding choices - women could choose u career, they 
could choose to be a homemaker. or tlley could choose both. They both celebrated 
choices, and wanten more. In Womcns V."ices '96, womt:n's desire for choices has 
been tempered by a growing suspicion that, in the reality of their Q\W Ii ves, true. 
choices are rare. Fot' lIlilily of these women~ working is ll.Q.t a choice; it is an 
economic necessity for ,their families. In the end. it is women's frustration \;",ith the 
competing demands for their time that shapes their goals for themselves and their 

-visIon for the economy of the future. 

.. Independence, edu~~tion, and the entrepreneurial spirit! . After su......,iving recession 
and confronting the fact that promised choices are not alway~ real, women in the mid-
1990s value independence above all. For both themselves andtheir daughters, the 
women participating in Wom€n~ .. Voices '96 want. the independence that comes with 
being able to provide for themselves and their families, and the independence 
necessary for control over their OWll time arid chOices. One key to such independence, 
they believe, is education ~ a college education for their children. and ('.ontlnuing 
education for themselves. In addition, this drive for independence, for control over 
their o~n tune and money, expre.9.ses itself in a strong entreprenew-ial :spirit, \\-ith 
many of these women drea..rning of owning their O\\n business. . 

Business and government: Changes in the political landscape since 1992 haV!'~ bred 
substantial pOlitical alienation, and these women, while believing that government 
roYld help if it wanted to, do not now see Z{Wernment as their ally. Nonetheless, they 
see a government role on some of the issues they Care about - including health care 
ann retirement _0 and they have a clear sellS~ 111at government can and should 
promote education. In fact, they believe that a well-educated citizenry is in the 
guvcrilInem's own best interest. In addition, these women are DOWttL."11ing to business 
for solutions; They believe that businesses shonld provide greater flexibility in hows, 
more help -.vith child care, and more opportunities for education and training _. notas 
unusual hen~fits offered only by the most generous. uuL liS all businesses' 
responsibility. Women are ready to demand more of business, and they are looking 
for a better pa.rt.tlt:.r~hip "\ith their employers. 

LaNe Research 
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Respect and equity: In both studies. women were acutely aW3re of inequities iu lIlt: 
workplace and at home, particularly pay inequities. As we near the 21st century, 
womer. tic) not believe that they receive equal pay for equal work or that they have the 
same opportunities and rewards (for example, in promotion) as men. In Women~~ 
Voices '96, huwever, an additional theme emerges: a demand for social equity in the 
workplace as well as economic equity. The worci used most frequently by women tv 

define what they want in the workplace is "respect" - respect expressed personally as. 
well as respect expressed in pay and opport".mitle:>. 

TEXTUAL ~1\fAL YSIS 

Economic Insecurity 

Stress and economic insecurity re~emerged as a central theme in the Women's Voices 
'96 focus groups. Across r~(-_I;'\ marital status, and income levels, women feel a very real 
responsibility for supponing their falnilies, and they worry in specific personal terms about 
meeting basic eKpcnses and stn::ldllng each dollar. As a younger white woman in Baltimore 
said, "You are always worried about making sure you are going to have enough to make ends 
meet." Added a Denver woman, lilt's a continuous struggle ... and it doesn't get any better." 
Economic insecurity penneates-every ~spe'ct of women's Hvc$, reducing thdr choices and 
robbing them of the time they often feel they need to spend at home \l,1.th their family_ 

Women's economic concerns today are not limited to .lobs and wages. Tn fact, 
womcn's strongest concerns center on the types of benefits that are no longer provided by 
most jobs - namely, health care and retirement. . 

Ht.$tlth care, in. fact: is an even strongcl" com;t:rn than it was in 1992. Th.e women 
participating in these focus groups frequently expressed a sense that t.i.ey and their farni1ie~ 
are living Oll Iht:! edge, that illne~s coUld wipe out everything they are working so hard· to 
achieve. As an African. American-woman said. "If I'm ... ick, and I don't haye medical 
insurance, my children's foundation is crumbled." In addition, making SUle that their families 
have health in~urance limits the choicesthnt women cau make. Often, the struggle to 
maintain health insurance traps women into job choices they might not otherwise make. a 
kind of job lock: 
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I know that there an:: lUL:S of people in jobs that are Young white 
there not because of any other reason than they are woman 
kind of stuck. If they don't work this job then they 
don't get health insurance_ 

I'm 33 years old and I've been working since T was 15. Pink and blue 
And up until the last two years I had great health care. collar woman 
WiTh all tl-Js new stuff, being self-employed, 110 health 
care. That's scary for me. 

I worry about health care and how it affects my job Young white 
and my living and what I'll b~ "bIt: to do in the future. woman 

Secure Retirement has also emerged as a strong and i.m.rn.cdiate COl1CelU. Many of 
. these women understand that their employment histories mean that their·Social Security 
benefits will bl31ow,- assuming, of cu~; that Social Security even survives, which many 
doubt: 

Personally. I'm worned about retirement. 'I'll be Pink and blue 
working At 1-11 when I'm 75. Is the govenunent going collar woman 
to take care of me then? I'm not so sure .. 

I know people' earn Social Security, but L1ey should Latina 
provide more for the elderly than what they are getting woman 
because it isn't enough to survive' on. 

Our age group is putting into Social Security and it i3 ' Joung white 
not' necessaqiy going to be there for US to collect. woman 

Public survey data. ulldcrscores that wUIDtln's economicconcems are strongly rooted in 
their worries about health care and retirement issues. In a recent poll for u.s. News a'lld 
World Report, three of 'women's dominant concerns were "being able to make ends meet" (49 
percent of women said they worry often), "heing able to afford heaiili care for yO'll. aIid your 
family in a crisis" (47 percent), and "having a secure retirement" (46 percent). In contrast, 
f~wer WOmen rep¢rted worrying frequently about ":sumeone in your family losing a job" (27 
percent) or "not being prud fairly for the work you do" (29 percent).' As descrihed below,. 
only time W<C> a greater concern for women than these economic concerns. ' 

2 The bipartisan team of Lake Research and The T~IT"..nce Group for Us. News and 
World Report, August 14, 1995. 
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Violence is also a strong concenJ. of women in Americi1. In 1992,.c:im" and ,,;io!cnce 
were just beginning to emerge as major concerns of the American public· and American 
women. Since then, the concern has groWn, and the focus h~ shifted slightly. In Women's 
Voices '92, women's concern with violence was primarily expressed as a personal fear and a 
personal vulnerability - of assimlt, of rape, of harassment. In Women's Voices /96, women 
mention themselves less often, and they mention their children more often; Indeed, fear of 
Violence among these women centers on their children's vulnerability, particularly in school, 
as well as on the erodlne values that they hold responsible for the:)~ growing threats. In 
short, for many women, violence occupies the place where worries about children and values 
intersect, and it is therefol\: 4iI1 issue which, more than any other, unites women of the left 
and women of the right. 

Who is to say somebody else!s child isn't going to have 
a gun and shoot my kid or push drugs on my kid? 

. Children are so impressionable. They see a hero with 
a gun and right away they wanta gun, and they start 
shooting at anything in sight 

I have a child. but I don't want her to grow up i.n a· 

society where she has to be afraid to go to school... 
The way the crime if. in the school systenl with gums 
and knives, it is ridiculous. 

I'm anxious about the environment that my children are 
growing up in - "¢e drugs, till; violence, the peer 
pressure that is being put on them. 

I think it is bad that I don't feel as safe ::Joe:: I used to. 
When I was a kid it could be 9 o'clock and I could 
ride my Big \lIheel around the block and Mum 
wouldn't worry .. She'd sit on the front porch and wait 
[or me . and it took like six, seven minutes to get. 
around the block. I'm a gro'M} woman. I wouldn't do 
that now. I wouldn't ride my Big Wheel but r wouldn't 
walk either, not alone. And maybe even not 
accompanied. To me, the worst thing about being a 
woman is a [c;;w- of getting molested, raped or any of 
those general type of things. 

Young "',Illite 
woman· 

Latina 
woman 

Young African
American woman 

White collar 
woman 

Young WlTife 
woman 
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False Choices 

Would you rather have more time or more money? More time, the women 
participating in these focus groups I~:>pondedemphatical!y. Women feel stretched thin; aware 

. that they are juggling multiple roles, and they most often 'Use words like "hectic" ,~d Itbusy" 
,to describe their own hves. Indeed, in the US News and World Report poll, more women·' 
say they worry often about IlhavingenOl.lgh time and energy to get cve.LyLhing done that you 
need to do" than about any other issue (59 percent). 

A lot of w()men are now playing thcrolcs of 

homemaker, mother, father, provider. That is dividL."lg African-American 
a woman, La my upinion, into so many parts that she WO"~Cln 
sometimes loses her own identity. I'm very frustrateil 
because I'm having to do it. all. 

We are all slaves. Meaning that we have to work; we Latina 
clean the house; we raise the children; \ve have to woman 
please the husband. • 

You still have to be the mom, and you still have to do White collar 
all the house stuff. ~ncl even if you work you still ha.ve wuman 
to do ail that when you come home. 

It seemed like I was al ways rushing [ my son] oQ. Pink and blue 
nJ~hing to get up in the morning and rushiug t.I) get collar woman 
him fed. Get his lunch packed. And then you are 
tin::u. when you come home. I'd work ten hours a day 
and then come and pick him up_ Then you £0 to bed 
so you really didn't have any time. 

In 1996, women's fru~tration With the demands 011 their time has acquired a harder 
edge. In Women's Voices '92, women certainly gave voice to their struggle to ,combine work 
and family,but they also expressed optimism that opportunities for women were expanding, 
and that women were heginning to have more choices, Said one 1992 participant, "Now a 
woman can wear the mother hat, she can wear the business hat, the sports hat, she can wear 
different hats if she choosc:s." 

CLINTON LTBRARYPH·OT . , ' OCopy 
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In this series of focus groups, however, thr.: frl,lstrarion seem~ greater than the 
optimism. Th~se women agr~e that women today have more choices in principle, but they 
see few true choices in their own lives. While many enjoy their wOlk., they know that they 
work because they must, becauSe they need their income to sllI'Vlve: .. , . 

. Both of us work, and yoti only have so ::111.1(;11 energy.· 
But itls a necessity... We have no choice. 

I am roped i!ltO work. I 11a vc;: tu work. 

One job Is ul:ver enough ror a household. 

White collar 
woman 

Pink and blue 
collar woman 

Aji'ican~American 
woman 

~eSard1.ss of their '~'llDmiC CiIcwn"WlCCS, the,e WOmen muggle· with the competing 
demands on their time and feel that men do not carry an equal load. Both women who eJ1joy 
their jobs and women whu work onl,.y out of economic necessity v,ish it were possible for 

. more women to choose to stay home with growing children - if not for themselves, then for 
others. Said a young white woman, "I love my work. It gives me a sense of sati5faction and 
independence. But I would aJ~o like to be a housewife~ which in this lla)' and age would be 
impossible for me personally." . 

Aliliough women from all class backgrounds struggle with It,.e!\e i:l:$ues,the nuances 
are different for ditlerent women. White eoUar women, for example, are more likely to see 
their "work for pay" as not just a joh, but as a career. In a recent v:S. N~w:; and World 
Report, 64 percent of college educated women described their work as "a career:' while 62 
percent of worn.en without a college euucl:Ition described their work as "just a job. Ii 

The level of frustration a.,d the sense of a lack of choices may ev.!n ~ slightly greater 
among African-American women. Several African-American women participating ilL lhl:se . 
groups believe that being home to give their children time and attention is not just something 

. positivp., it is critical to their children's survival. Thus, for many African~American women, 
the choice between working and raising 'il child often seems even less of a real choice. 

Lake Res~arch 
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T don't feel that parents are involved with lhc::ir African-American 
children's lives enough anymore. People are 'Woman 
Llot l:oncerned with where their children are, 
what is happer..ing to them. They are doing 
what they want, raising themselves, that's why 
they are ~ble to kill and shC\ot each other. 
Nobody cares about anyqody's life anymore. 

I feel the richest thing in my life now is that African-American 
I'm there for these grandchildrea, ;;md my 14 woman 
year old, because' I was losing him. 

In contrast, the younger women remained more optimistic about the choices available 
... J J.An womeri; ~d were ijluch more likely to ~cc pl'Qgr~ss and arity for women. The younger 
~ ;omen als . expressed greater optimism about the progress that women have made during the 

past fifty yC:Ii!'S - ey believe that women have rna real progress and that women \\ill 
continue to make progress. 

.. 

I work because I want to work. In my field we . Young white . 
are all paid the same. It i~ h;ltsed On 'rFoman 

competency. It's never been a man/woman 
issue. . 

Many years ago, women were treated C.3 second 
class citizens, but we have come so far! 

Young Afrlcan
American 
woman 

Woman are now able to become or have a Young Afi'ican Americlln 
better job, respect, positive role or position in woman 
society, where years ago all we were eMd for 
was having babies. 

You can have it any way you slice it rightnow Young White 
being a woman. I really think that you have a 'H'Omalf 

power and a permission to be '..-cry intuitive, but 
also to be extremely ambitiou:;, powerful and it 
is all okay. 

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY Lake Research 
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As a point of contrast, the men participating in Our 'focus group talked about ba!(Ulcing 
work and family in quite diff'erent tenns. Few men) for example, complained about not being 
able to spend enough time with th'eir children, or about being tom berv.ieen the time needed' 
for work and Ll),e time needed for family. While the women unanimously asked for more 
time over more m.oney, till: men v.'ere somewhat more ambivalent - in fact, some joked that 
they \V3.nted more time for themselves but wanted their wivp.s to work for more money. 

The 2ap between the. '\:I.ay men and women SC:C' dll;: uemands on their time is evident in 
sUrvey data as well. The table below presents the proportion of respondents within different 
age groups who say tlll;:Y worry often about "having enough time and ene.rgy." Notice the 
enormous difference between men and women in the middle age ranges; compa.rcd to the 
similarity of the men and women of the oldest and youngest grouP!): 

Ages 18 to 34 
Agt:s .35 to 44 

. Ages 45 to 64 
Ages 65 and over 

Percent Who worry often about 
"having enough time and energy to 2et everything 

done that you need to do" J 

Women Men 

68 70 
72 S3 
60 46 
36 34 

Por most uf these women, the lack of real choices in their lives does not lead them to 
conclude that life is fundamentally unfair toward women" nor to any sense that men gcnentlly 
are the foe when it Comes to managing their time. At the same time. they clearly believe that 
women often bear a di~p.roportionate share of the burden, a.ml many - parti~u1arly the 
younger women - demand real partnerships from men, and express anger when their 
husb;mds dQ not bear thc::ir fair share. Complained a youIig white woman, "My husband 
comes home and when he comes home, that's it. He's done. Ht": worked. 'That's it. I work.. 
I come home. I have a two year old that doesn't quit. Dinner,straiW,ltening up." Indeed, for 
some women. full partnership is a non~negotiable demond: 

3 Us. News and World Report, August 14, 1995. 

Lake Research 
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I just stopped 1i ving wi 1,11 my bo) mend because I get 
up at 6 o'clock) go to the gym> go to work. After 
work, I go to two or thre,e grocery stores, come home, 
cook. And then he goe's l(l, work, comes home, and 
plays video games. 

When I was a chef I \vorked fourteen hours a day, end 
that is pm h;t hly why my mruriogc didn't wod~. 
Because when I carne home I would still scramble, 
make them dluner and do everytlung else. At that 
point, l didn't figure the guy knew how to do laundry, 
dinner, nothing because 1 still had to come'horhe and 
do that. 

---- > L Indep~eDce, ~ducation, and Entrepreneurs 

Young 
African
American 
woman 

Pink and blue 
collar woman 

pa~e 11 

. ..... .. . 

Independence, above all, is central to these women's goals. For themselves and for 
their daughters, independence meam:; the ability to achieve economic security without 
depending on others, and it means the ability to make real choices, not false choices, Olbout 
!heir own Uves. In this context, education becomes critical: if independence is the end, then 
education is an important means to that fmd. 

In Wom~n'$ Voices 196~independeuce is a powerful theme, recurring in eveI), focus 
group, and reflecting strong feelings: ' 

I wouldn't want my t.l"ughter's life to be similar to 
mine as if - I would want my daughter to get married Africcm-Aml?rican 
and to have a: husband, but if he messes up, don't stay woman 
with him. Always be innP.pendent and be on your 
own. Don't depend on a man to come in and take care 
of you and think that a nlruti:s going to be able to 

, come in and rescue you. 

I'd like to see my granddaughter be able to support and Pink and blue 
take care of lIcrst::lf and not really have to depend on collar woman 
anyone. Not that she wouldn't need someone, but the 
pOint is not to depend on someone. 

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY 
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I want to see my daughter be an independent pcrson. 
I am going to teach her to be independent like my 
mom taug.it me mu my sister. Independence is very 
important because alat of women tend to look for that 
man and they get caugbtup in things. 

I llavt: a granddaughter and several nieces. I \\ant 
them to be able to take care of them~dves. Be. 
independent,and everything that follows is a piece of 
cake. 

Young Africiln~ 
American woman 

Latina 
woman 

page 12 

With independence comes control of one's own destiny, as well as. among !.he younger 
. women in particular, self-confidence. "One thing I really love is the indeper.dence in my 
life," said a y01lng African~Americtul. woman. "TCLking COIitrol of my life and what I want to 
do... I like to wake up and be able to dQ." And, said a white collar woman. "~Ilcc.ess just 
means having the confidence that r can take care of myself with or without anyone else. I. 

And how can these women achieve independence? First, they look to education. 
~"hen these women talk about education, they talk abuut two things: they talk about the 
basic education necessary for their children to get good jobs, and they talk about the 
continuing education that can allow them to move forward in their own lives: 

My granddaughter just graduated out of high school. 
and I said "Girl, just get that education as long as you 
can get it, because you can't survive on the minimulll 
wage. Nobody can. r

' I don't want her to Struggle like 
T had to.· . 

. Education is a good thing, because if they need it to 
fall back on, then they've got it. They are prepared. 
They can be independent if they need to be. 

We need h(~tter educ'ation. better opportunitie~ Jor 
women not only on their own and through the schools, 
but through tht: work place. 

Pink fmd blue 
collar woman 

While coilar 
woman 

Latina 
woman 

The drive toward independence also leads many of these women to dream of oWning 
their 0\\11 business. For manYi being an ent!'eprcneur symoolizt!s the ultimate in 
independence - being able to provide economically for one's family entirely on one's own, 
and having complete control ovt:r one's own time and decisions. 

Lake Research 
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The reason I think it would be appealing is 1 would Latina 
love to start something that I have complete control of, WDman 
i:1l1<.l I'd like to prove to myself that I can make it in the 
outside world. 

For me, what it feels like as an independent contractor African-AmericLin 
is the independence, the flexibility and the enjoyment woman 
in yourO'WIl. You can make as much money as yuu 
want. . You are in control of your own destiny . 

... Be·cause you are in control of your own destiny, you TiVhite collar 
don1 mind putting the t.ime and effOlt LuLo your 0\\11 woman 
company. You see the future .. 

TheSearcb for Solutions 

• 
In American politics today, faith in governnient is low. Although women "n~ more 

likely than men to retain some Sense that government can help. solve problems,4. their 
cynicism. is high and they are disillusioned. Said a you.ug white woman, "I used to have 
high expectations of the govenunent and think if people wanted something to happen:, it . 
would happen somewhere C1lung the line like passing bills or whatever." This young woman 
no longer has these expectations. 

Instead, these women h:we begun to search for new solutions. In parti&:ular~ many 
look to businesses and employers, and they demand full partnership from business in solving 
th~ problems that their families CUlillont .. Thus, they look to businesses to provide more 
flexibility in hours, to providechlld care and Ie.ave options, and ~ most strikingly ._ to 

. 4 The u.s. News and Wodd Report survey reported on August 14 asked Americans which 
is elo~r to their opinion: that .igovemment £an help people, and needs to be made for 
average working families," or that "government is the problem, nru tht: .solution to our 
problems." By a margin of 53 to 37 percent, men view government as the problem. Bya 
margin of 48 to 43 percent, women believe lhat government can help. Among college
educated men and women in the 'Workplace, results were eveumore polarized. Working 
collcgc-educatw men see government as the problem by a margin of 55 to 39 percent. 
Working college-educated women believe ~O\Jernment can help by a margin of 56 to 33 
percent. 

Lake Research 
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provide opportunities for education and training. In fact, m.any of these wornen suggest that 
.¢ompanics hlive a.."1 ulllig;ation to help employees \'\lith training and eci!.lcation. A white collar 
woman, for example, argued that busine!i\ses "could invest more in tnlining employees so they 
could keep them as opposed to laying them off' because "they ha\'e the money." Moreover, 
many be1i~ve that helping employees witl~ t:uucauon would be both good for business and 
good for families. For example, when asked what would make going h~ck to school possible, 
a Latina 'WOman's firsc response was; . Hyour employer financing you going back to school to 
improve your job.'i 

African-Atnericanand Latin!} women ahu look to community as an answer to their 
problems. And they therefore believe it is necessary for people in the c.ommunit:y to join 
together and work as a group towards a common solution. They believe that minorities! 
concerns are being ignored by government and in the public policy process . 

. We need to fonn conununity meetings and town 
hall meetings amon~ ourselves and find out 
what our community needs. 

If the blacks in DeKaIb County could get 
together. they c()1l1d really do ~om\!thing. 

We have to get the c.ommunity toget.~er first. A 
lot of us can't go to an official. We have to get 
otlIselves together ,und present il lu them. 

You have to remember to bring back to the 
community. Do some free volunteering in the 
community. Ju~t bevCluse you get ahead and 
you become professional and you have money, 
you have to remember where your roots are, 
where you started. J Iceep telling [my son]. I 
want him to become a dOctor, dentist _ 
whatever he wants to b~\.:ume.But, then do. 

some volunteering back in the commun.ity .. 

I choose my job because I love what I'm doing, 
Wld I know I'm needed; I know it doesn't pay 
anything, but I feel I am ftUing a need in the 
community. 

. AjtfCGil-American 
womult 

African-American 
woman 

African-A mertcan 
woman 

Larina woman 

Lat;na V,loman 

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY 
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The focus on business and, arnong minority women. on the communiry dc.es not mean 
iliat women have abandoned the government completely. In particular, women continue to 
want goverrunent to provid~ at leac;t .;:ome retirement security~ including Social Security, and 
they see health care, especially health care for the elderly, as "one of the mOST importantlt 

. thines government can do. In additiou~ many of these women see a role for government in 
fostering small businesses. After aU, "ifthese small businesses happen to expand and grow 
wondt:rfully, they are going to be ... the next big business to bring money into the country." 
Finally, and most strongly, these women see ~ role for govemmcntinhcIping people with 
educ~tion. Indee~ the women participating in the focus groups have a clear sense that 
helpmg Americans gain access to education i:s in the government's interest: 

While I'm paying that tuition, I need a tax break. Here 
. I am helping he!· lu become a taxpayer. What am I African.American 
getting for it? Nothing. The government is going tn woman 
get the money from her in having a good job and 
paying taxes. These are the kinds of pre>gnmlS they 
need to come up \vith. 

Promote education. Give Women an education insteadJVhite collar 
of siying, "HeTe. Here's your meal ticket." woman 

In additiou, jf given reason to believe that government would be responsive to their 
concerns, these women stand ready to participate. Ai:. o~ African-Anlarican womruJ said, "If 
I got some1hing that says we are having a forum on women's issues, helping women with 
their careers, with raising their families _. som.::thing that ~Lually spoke to me and 
something I was going through and needed help with, I would make it·a point to attend." 

Respect and J£quity 

Equity in tHe workplace, which was a prominent theme in Women's Voices '92,· 
continues to be W1 issue with WOll!t:n today. In 1996, women remain acutely aware as well a'i 
frustrated that men are paid more for the same work. They also believe that men are 
promoted more, and that relates to higher pay: 

Women still do not earn as much as men. Larina woman· 

I think men, in general, across the board get paid more Aftican-Amp.ri,~an 
llum women for the sarne work. woman 

Lake Research 
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1 think we are still not getting paidequa11y for th.e 
same position in jobs. Young white 

woman 
There is still a Jot of discrimination among .men and . Young 4frican-
women. Women aren't geLlmg equal Jobs or equal pay .. American woman 

The pay ~tn1cture between men and Womt:Il is that 
women are still much lower paid then men. Pink and blue 

collar woma:i1 

page 16 

. By contmst, when the m~n in the focus group were asked what women cared most 
about in the workplace and how they felt discriminated ~gainst, men believed it Was sexual 
harassment, and thiS is something t!:ley resent. \Vhile harassment continues to be a real issue 
for women,. it is clearly llOL as immediate a concern as pay equity. and it was mentioned less 
than iIi post-Anita HilI 1992. 

Both harassment ann pay equity issues. howevc:r~ fall under the broader idea of 
respect, which was a strong theme throughout all the groups. Perhaps this woman summed it 
up the best: • ' 

My employer, for the first time I have saved all 
thcse cute lillIe: notes because they all say 
pleaSe and at the end they say thank you. I 
thought, wow, this is really incredible~ -and the 
other day I wMked really hard. It Was a oue 
time deal. I never did this kind of thing before 
and as I Was leitving - he said, "you did a 
wonderful job." . ~ have noticed that lately I've 
been really getting the type of feedback that 
men didn't used to give women in the old d~y.s. 
They are just starting to - instead of being 
intimidated or whatever, tllC;~'y are JUSt starting to 
COme around to be able to say I can tell her she 
did a great job and I won't have to feel like I'm 
hitting on her or SOIp.ethine. 

CUNTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY 
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Respect and independence were also closely retat('.d in these discussions. Fur many of 
these women, independence can help bring respect. Said a young African-American woman, 
!lIf I had to be cn my own T could get by. r don't need to be dependent upon someone else. 
I think we are able to get ahead, arid I think we are starting to get a iittle more Te~pect 
because weare moving upl1u;; ladder quite qUickly." . 

Again and again, the women participating in. the Women~~ Voices '96 focus groups 
talked apout respect - respect in the workplace, respect for the challenges they face every 
day, respect from society and respect from their spouses and family; Above all. the~e women 

.want their voices heard; their COlll.:trrD.S understood, and their lives respected .. 

.. 

Lake Research 
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METHODOLOGY 

Tbe research for Women's Voices 1995 was 'conducted jointly by a bipartisan team of 
pollsters. including Celinda Lake, Jennifer So:sin, and Kim Callinan of Lake Research; Vince 
Breglio of RSM, Inc.; Raydean Acevedo of R.t\1CI; and Linda Wmiam~ of the Congre:>sional 
Black Caucus FowJ(lation. 

, ' The initial research was comprised of six focus groups held across the country among 
women of diffeibnt ages, tat'tlS, and' economic ba"kgruwlds, as well as one focus group of 
white men, conducted as a coUnterpoint. All groups were conducted among registered voters. 

June 12, 1995 
June 12, 1995 
June 13, 1995 
June 13, 1995 
June26, 1995 
June 26, 1995 
June 2/, 1995 

Atlanta, GeQrgia 

WorMm WQmel'l 

African· White 
"'mariosn 

2S-fiO ::t660 

Mixed More than 2 
IIdl,lClltlOn yrs college; 

1/2 college 
aroda 

Employed. At least 213 
employed; 
white C,;,U<l1 

jQbs 

City rQsidents Suburban 
,,,,:sidents 

--- Max 3 stroll9 
Oems and 3 

strong Repub!;i 

Atlanta, Georgia A m(',an·A.merican women 
Atlanta, Georgia College-educated white women 
Ba1timore~ MQryland YOUllg~r white women 

, Baltimore, Maryland White men 
Denver. Colorado Latina women 
Denver Colorado 'White women :in pink- and blue-collHI jobs 
AtLanta; Georgia Younger African-American women ' 

Oenver. Colorado Baltimore, Maryland 

WQmen Women Women Women Men 

African~ Latin::! White White White 
American, 

-'",-
20-213 25·60 25·60 20·28 20.60 

... -'O. Mi .. ed No more th .. " 1/2 WIth 1/2 coilege 
education 2 years of some college gtaduatlui 

college; 1/2 
wjth'oo 

oQllege 

'Employed: no At least 112 At least V3 At least 2/3 At ieast V3 
more thitrl 2 employed emoloyed: emplQyed; no cmpl\,lytld 

fult-tlme clerical and more than 2 
S'tudents blue eollar full-time 

I lobs students 

City residents --- ~. ---

_ ..... ' Md,,·;3 s'(fong Max 3 strong Max 3 strc.ng 
Oems lind 3 Oems and 3 Oems and 3 

strongRl>.f·"bg ~t'ong Rcpo.JI;'lI strong 
Repubs 
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GRUNWALD COMMUNICATIONS 

. MEMORANDUM 

TO 
FROM 
DATE 

RE 

HRC 
Mandy Grunwald 
July 6, 1999 

Key Points to Remember for the Trip 

A few style pointers to keep in mind for the trip: 

1. Keep your tone conversational: This is particu.larly important at the 
Moynihan event where you will have 200 people in front of you. Don't let 
their presence force you to raise your voice or turn your statement into a 
speech. It's important that your tone stay infonnal and relaxed and therefore 

not political. . 

The microphone will do the work for you, so try to keep your tone what it 
was on the Today Show or with RRther - chatty, intimate, informaL 

2. Don't be defensive. Look like you want the questions: The press is obviously 
watching to see if they can make you uncomfortable or testy. Even on the 
annoying questions, give relaxed answers. 

3. No matter what the question. use your answer to get back to our message: 
You have a tendency to answer just the question asked. That's good manners, 
but bad politics. Take every opportunity you can to shift your response to an 
area you want to talk about and then be really expansive on that part of the 

answer. 

4. Look for opportUnities for humor. It's important that people see more sides of 
you, and they often see you only in very stem situations. 

~ Be careful to "be real". You did this well in the Rather interview where you 
acknowledged that of course last year was rough. Once you agree with the 
audience' s/reporters' reality like that, it gives you a lot of latitude to then say 

whatever you want. 
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6. Don't assume anyone knows anything about you - substantively. The New 
York press and New Yorkers generally ~ow about health care, your work for 
children, and then a lot of tabloid junk. On issues, take the time to tell people 

about your work on things like foster care. However. .. 

7. Don't use the Administrations record as your.own: You've spent a lot of 
years saying, "My husband did X'. This trip is about you. And you are not 
an incmnbent. If you want to talk about something like CHIP, talk about what 

you did. 

8. Despite everything people know about you personally, they actually know 
. very little; Remember the impact you had in the" Rather interview talking 

about growing up in Illinois when you coidd just play on the street and so on. 
Those are the kinds of details that people would be great to reveal irithe 

. listening sessions. 

Finally, one substantive point. 

• On the commuter tax, I would not describe it as a "local issue" and use that as 
an excuse not to take a position. What about the dairy compact? Or upstate 
airfares? Aren't those all local issues. I recommend you use just the second 
part of your answer. That it's in the courts now, and the bigger question is 

how to lower NY's tax burden .. 

And two other questions you might prepare for. 

• "Your only government assignment was health care which was a fiasco. How 
does that record stack up against Mayor Giuliaili's?" -- essentially be 
prepared to summarize your accomplishments. 

• "Have you t!ver used drugs?" 

Those are my final thoughts. I'll be at the Moynihan's tonight if you would like 

to talk. 
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March 13, 2000 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Melanne Verveer, 
Assistant to the President 

Linda T~rr-WhelauO· n....J 
us Rep to csw \1)~ 

~~~~~.-n~ Attention Needed 
~~csw Problem . 

As I mentioned on the phone last night, there is clearly a 
major problem with balancing two important foreign policy 
goals: Cuba and Beijing +5. Tomorrow the prepcom for 
Copenhagen +5 is due to meet at lOam to resolve a major 
issue between the United Nations and Cuba on language about 
sanctions. 

There has never been a vote On a paragraph on prepcom 
document's - it has always been by consensus. It is the 
expectation here that a vote will be called at lO.am on this 
paragraph. The Department prefers this course of action to 
taking a reservation on the paragraph - a position that puts 
csw negotiations in great jeopardy. 

On Saturday I received a formal complaint from the CSW 
Bureau about us actions that are "poisoning the atmosphere" 
by continuing to hold open·the document long after the 
completion of n,egotiations, failing to work for consensus 
and 

., preventing negotiators for CSW (who are I in many cases, 
the same negotiators for Copenhagen +5) from 
concentrating solely on Beijing +5. 

• taking time and space (a conference room) away from csw 
negotiations. 

On Saturday, I also received informal but passion~te 
complaints from the EU that the US was trying "to go back 
from agreed Copenhagen language" and to set up a voting 
process on individual paragraphs of prepcom documents that 
"could completely unravel the entire +S process" .. 

I agree with these a.ssessments. The ED, and the US 
Delegation to the CSW, are also concerned that any deal on 
this language should cover both prepcoms since we.have 
similar Beijing language that can bring this up again. 

In the last two weeks that 1 ha-ve been in New York I have 
rais·ed the problem of this contretemps on the phone and i.n 
person with the Department (particUlarly Michael Southwick 
and Michael Dennis). While USUN has been very aware of the 
difficulty, so far, CSW concerns have taken a very back seat 
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_c._ . 

on ,solving the problem from the Department perspective. Now 
we are in a crisis. 

Background: 

Attached is a summary of the progress of negotiations. On 
March 7, the Chilean intermediary suggested that there could 
be a settlement according to the following text: 

"Experience since the Summit suggests [insert "demonstrates" 
instead of "suggestsfI] that 'social development can be 
affected by the application of unilateral measures not in 
accordance with international law and the Charter of the 
Uni ted Nations, which can (delete" can"] create 9bstacles to 
tracte relations among states, could [delete ncouldJ impede 
the full realization of social and economic development, and 
may [delete "may" ] hinder the well-being of some, of the 
popUlation in the affected countries." 

Action needed: 

This is an urgent situation. I called Eric Schwartz over 
the weekend but did not connect. I am calling Michael 
Southwick again this morning. You should know that there 
are new issues being raised by' the Dep'artment this morning 
to ~eopen paragraphs that,~re closed. All of this places 
theCSW negotiations in an impossible position. Clearly, as 
a country, We have many things at stake in our foreign 
policy and there needs to be a re-balancing of concerns. 

cc: ' Amb. Betty King 
Amb. Michael Southwick 
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Briefing note on Beijing + 5 

The second session of the Commission on the Status of Women acting as 
preparatory committee for the special session took place in conjunction \,vith the .:J.3 rJ 

session of the Commission on the Status of Women, from 1 to 1 C) March 1999. A draft 
resolution on preparations for the special session, submitted by the PrepCom to the 
General Assembly for adoption, was adopted on 17 December (resolution 54/142, 
attached). The I O-member Bureau of the PrepCom is chaired by Ms. Roselyn Odera of 
Kenya. The other members of the Bureau are: Tanzania (Ms. Christine Kapalata), Japan 
(Ms. Misako Kaji), India (Mr. Ashit Bhattacharjee), Canada (Ms. Kirsten Mlacak), 
Germany (Ms. Patricia Flor), Ecuador (Ms. Monica Martinez), St. Lucia (Ms. Sonia 
Leonce-Carryl), Croatia (Ms. Dubravka Simonovic~,and Lithuania (Ms. Rasa 
Ostrauskaite ). 

The third, and last session of the Commission acting as ptepanltory committee for 
the special session will take place from 28 February to 17 March 2000. These meetings 
are· open to NGOs. The organization of work for the three-week session, in particular the 
allocation of time to the CSW proper and to the PrepCom, has been agreed upon by the 
Bureaux of the two bodies, and is attached: 

In the course of 1999, the Bureau of the PrepCoin met, as necessary, to continue 
preparations for the special session. The Chair also convened several consultations with 
States on these preparations. There is agreement that the outcome of the special session 
will include.a political declaration, and a" second outcome document, the title of which 
has not yet been finalized. 

Most recently, the Chairperson of the PrepCom held informal consultations on23 
and 24 November, and in the week of29 November to 3 December. The results of these 
informal consultations are contained in the attached notes. 

Highlights include: 
1. Political declaration: consensus was reached on all but three paragraphs. 

'") Second outcome document: agreement was reached on the structure of the" " 
document. Governments made suggestions on the types of issues to be addressed 
under each of the four sections. 
Modalities for NGO participation: this question remains unresolved . 

.., 
J. 

Next steps: 
1. Second outcome document: the Chairperson of the PrepCom is mandated to 

prepare a first draft of the second outcome document in cooperation with the 
Bureau and th~ Secretariat, along the lines agreed to in the inforrnals, and to " 
provideitto delegations to serve as basis for negotiations. In a Bureau meeting 
following the last informals, the Secretariat and the Bureau agreed on a lime table 
for the preparation of the draft. It is expected that the Chair wi II make the draft 
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a\ailablc tu delegations in the \\eek l)f.2-+ Janlldry. ThL' !311re<lll \\illmec'tagain in 
the week 0(11 January to continll~ this \\ork. 

'1 Modalities for NGO participation: during the last informal consultations. the EL" 
and other States (mainly Eastern European) raised the issLleofNGO accreditation . 

. as an issue separate from the modalities for NGO participation in the special 
session. This matter was subsequently taken up by the Bureau of the PrepCom. 

• 

• The EU is of the vie\v that In light of developments since the drafting of 
the language in resolution 541142. op. 16 (in March 1999), further 
discussions are required regarding the participation ofNGOs. In the vie\v 
of some, OP 16 would indicate that only NGOs in consultative status with 
the ECOSOC as well as NGOs that were accredited to the Fourth World 
Conference on Women may participate in the special session. Such an 
interpretation .. in the view of the EU and others. would exclude NGOs that 
have been created since 1995. and that have hot ·sought. or do not intend to . 
seek consultative status. but who are nevertheless interested in attending 
an event like a special session to meet other NGOs, to network. etc. In 
light of the decisions reached for NGO participation in WSSD + 5 (which 
is broader), the EU argues that the question of NGO accreditation 
therefore requires further discussion also for Beijing + 5. so as to ensure 
equal access for NGOs interested in the Beijing + 5 process. This view 
was explained in some detail by the EU after the adoption of the relevant 

. resolution by the General Assembly on 17 December(attached). 
During the PrepCom Bureau meeting on 16 December, the matter was 
discussed whereby several Bureau members objected to what was seen as 
an effort of the EU to reopen an issue that had been settled in principle. ie 
NGO participation. At the same time. they also saw that the present 
formula would potentially exclude some NGOs from being involved in the 
special sessiori. While no agreement on how to resolve the issue of 
accreditation for NGOs not covered by the formula of OP 16 was found. 
members of the Bureau agreed that Japan would serve as facilitator to see 
how this impasse on the question of accreditation could be resolved. The 
matter will be further discussed in the Bureau meeting in January. It is 
hoped that once the question of accreditation is resolved, the question of 
modalities for participation in the special session (in particular, speaking 
opportunities in Plenary) will be resolved quickly. The Special Adviser is 
in close touch with the facilitator. Ms. Misako Kaji. and with the 
Chairperson. . 

3. To the extent that services are available. the Chair will convene the next set of 
informal consultations in the week of 31 January to 4 February. Issues to be taken 
up: NGO participation/accreditation, and the second outcome document. 
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Regional preparations: 
Similar to the preparatory process that led up to the Fourth World Conference on 

Women in 1995, all regions have scheduied activities to rl:view and appraise progress 
made in the implementation of regional plans of actions, as well as regional 
implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action. The following three regional 
preparatory meetings have already taken place: 

• ESCAP: high-level meeting to review the implementation of the Jakarta: 
Deciaration·andPlan of Action and regional implementation of the Beijing 
Declaration and Platform for Action from 26 to 29 October 1999 in Bangkok, 
Thailand. 

• ECA: sixth African Regional Conference on Women to assess progress in the 
implementation of the Beijing and African Platforms for Action, from 22 to 
27 November 1999 in AddisAbaba. 

• ESCW A: Second Meeting to follow-up Beijing from 15 to 18 December 
1998; will convene an Arab Conference on Integrated Follow-up to Global 
Conferences from 29 November to 1 December 1999 in Beirut. 

The Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement of Women participated 
in the ECA and ESCW A meetings, and a senior staff member of her Office attended the 
ESCAP meeting on her behalf. In conjunction with all three meetings, the Special 
Adviser held inter-agency briefings as well as briefings for NGOs on preparations for the 
special session. The latest documents were distributed. Particular focus was placed on 
the role, contribution and participation of these actors in preparatory processes and at the 
special session itself. 

The following two meetings will be convened in early 2000: 
• ECE: expert meeting at the intergovernmental level to review economic 

issues, problems and policies relating to women in the ECE countries from 19 
to 21 January 2000 in Geneva. 

· . . 

• ECLAC: 8th regional conference on the integration of women into the 
~ economic and social development of Latin America and the Caribbean from 8 

to 10 February 2000 in Lima. 
The Director of the Division for the Advancement of Women is scheduled to 

participate in these meetings. 

Inter-agency act~vities: 
UN entities are invited to participate in the Special Session in accordance with 

modalities outlined in GA res. 52/231. Their role is critical in ensuring broad-based 
national and regional involvement in the preparatory process, notably through their field 
offices .. 

The Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement' of Women held several 
informal meetings at Headquarters of the ACC Inter-agency Committee on Women and 
Gender Equality in the course of 1999 on preparations for the special session, most 
recently on 18 November. She held informal inter-agency meetings at all duty stations 
she visited on mission in the course of the year (including Vienna, Geneva, and Rome,as 
well as in conjunction with regional meetings), to discuss preparations for the special 
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session. She has also set up a steering commIttee to coordinate? L·\" system-\vide 
contributions to. and involvement in preparations for the special session. and in the 
special session itself. A meeting of the steering committee has been scheduled for 13 
Januarv at which point an inventory of ongoing and planned UN system activities w·ill be .,,'. , 

prepared .. 

Documentation for the PrepCom: 
Documentation for the next session of the PrepCom is being prepared in 

accordance with ECOSOC resolution 1996/6, ECOSOC decision 1999/278, and General 
Assembly resolution 54/142. 

• The Secretary-General's report on implementation of the Beijing Platform for 
Action has been completed by the DA Wand is now undergoing Departmental 
clearances. The document is approximately 170 pages long, and contains a 
review and assessment of the implementation of the 12 critical areas of 
concern, together wi th a chapter presentirig an overview of trends, and a 
chapter on new and emerging challenges. 

• A report of the Secretary-General containing an assessment of UN system
wide activities in support of implementation of the Beijing Platform for 
Action is being finalized. 

• The report Of an expert group meeting on future initiatives, organized by 
DA Wand hosted by ESCW A from 8 to 10 November, has been widely 
distributed to delegations, NGOs and other actors, and is available on the 
DA W's website. It will also be made available to the next session of the 
PrepCom. 

• A report of CEDA W on its assessment of progress made, and obstacles 
encountered in implementation of the Platform, in relation to the Convention, 
had been submitted to the last session of the PrepCom (E/CN.6/l999/PC/4). 

• The outcomes of the regional preparatory meetings will be made available to 
_ the PrepCom, as will reports prepared by th.e Secretariats of the Regional 

Commissions that served as a basis for the outcomes of these events. 
• A report summarizing the online working groups on the twelve critical areas 

of concern that have taken place in 1999 to serve as input into the review and 
appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the Beij ing Platform for 
Action. 

Interdepartmental task force: 
As for previous special sessions of the General Assembly held at Headquarters, 

the Office of Conference Services of DGAASS has established an interdepartmen·tal task 
force to coordinate the logistical arrangements for the special session. The task force is 
chaired by the Assistant Secretary-General of Conference Services, and members include 
the Special Adviser, the Director ofDA W, Security, General Assembly Affairs, 
ECOSOC Affairs, DPI, NGO Unit, BMS. . 

NGO outreach: 
The Special Adviser has met with NGOs during all mission travel undertaken in 

the cour,se of 1999 to brief them on preparations for the special session. These have 
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included meetings with NGO representatives in Gene\a (t\vice), Vienna, AddisAbaba, 
Beirut and Bangkok. The Director of the Division for the Advancement of Women has 
convened several informal meetings with NGOrepresentatives in Ne\v York over the last 
six months to review preparations for the special session, and to seek their ideas on issues 
to be addressed during the preparations and at the special session. She has also spoken 
on tWO panel discussions organized by NGOs in the course of the General Assembly on 
Beijing + 5. 

30 December 1999 

word: briefing no'tc dsg onl3cijing 
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+5 sho Id include th'e follow in : CI..AAd~, (~e:- ' 
, _I ~ 

Acelebration an reaffirmation of the Platform for Action. ~ 
A highlight of achievements made worldwide as a result of the Fourth' '--.f) 
World Conference on Women. 1-t.~ 

A brief description by all delegations of best practices and lessons 
learned. 
The identification of further actions and initiatves needed to fully 
implement the Platform for Action . 

• ' The identification of tools or institutional changes that could accelerate 
implementation of the Platform, e.g. gender mainstreaming, public-private 
partnerships,etc. , 

• The adoption of a short visionary Declaration reaffirming worldwide 
commitment to the Platform for Action. 

• 
• 

High level participation by all delegations, including the United' States. 
The announcement by heads of delegations of concrete commitments (or 
actions) individual governments plan to take to further implement the 
Platform for Action . 

• ' Participation of NGOs, ,including representatives of youth organizations, 

• 

• 

on official delegations. , 
Participation by accredited NGOs in Beijing + 5 and are-affirmation of the' 
importance of ~GOs and other members of civil society in implementing 
the Platform for Action. 
International satellite conferencing of Beijing + 5 to expand the link with 
government officials and NGOs worldwide. 

, Suggestions for the form and substance of Beijing :+- 5: 

Regarding the substance: 
.' Negotiate only one documen't~a short declaration that celebrates and 

reaffirms the Platform for Action. -
• Each member state could be invited to submit a one-page summary of a 

best practice or lessons learned. The Secretary General could issue these 
submissions as an official document of Beijing + 5. 

Regarding the format: 

• Have a plenary where heads of delegations announce commitments they 
intend to take t6 accelerate implementation of the Platform for Action. 

• Have the concurrent informal sessions be a five-day dialogue-a sharing 
of best practices and lessons learned, for example: 
• Have concurrent informal sessions on best practices or lessons learned 

regarding each of the 12 critical areas of concern. B + 5 will take 
place over 5 days-that's ten sessions (morning and afternoon of each 
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of the five days. You could devote Monday morning to "violence 
against women," Monday afternoon to the "girl child," etc. Or you 
could have concurrent sessions, with Monday morning featuring 
"poverty" in one room, and "education" in another. 
~overnments and NGOs·could be invited to speak for 5 minutes on a 
best practice or lesson learned on that particular critical area of 
concern. In order to give every government and a fair number of 
NGOs the opportunity to speak, governments would have to sign up in 
advance and they would be limited to 2 or 3 critical areas of concern. 
This would have the warm atmosphere of an NGO forum rather than a 
heated inter-governmental debate -a.nd I think it would yield positive 
results. 
The Press would proabably be more interested in this interactive 
dialogue than in debates o~er adjectives and commas. ' 
And, we could encourage governments to include NGOs on th~ir 
delegations because many of the best practices and lessons learned 
will have emanated from the grass roots. This would also be an 
excellent opportunity to include youth on delegations so they could 
address. the girl child and other issues. 
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In the proposed outcQme document entitleduFurther actions and initiatives to implem.M.t the: 
adijing DecIantion and the Platfann for Action", ~cre arc fi'Ve problematic jJ;sll,e.S of concem 
tot:'b.e Holy Sec:. 

l)Ns'1ii7 Terms 

Several ~W t;rons bp:e beCD proposed thrOugb9ut tbc:,..dpguma;!t, --:- neW in tru: se;ns:~ that 
they are Dot agreed ~ used. by the United Nations. 1;101:" have:: they been clearly defined by the 
Umtecl NatiOD.s- . ' 

. , . 
Thc:se ten:n.s are: "sex'tJ.Sit rishts"(pw. 8, 41, 41 bis~ 37:tS~ c) 10 "sg~ Qpentgrjon" 

(paras_ 3. e.lt. 3, 44 bis, 56 i ter and S(1). "full g,iy;;rsIty of'Ulomen"(paras. 44 bis. 56 d bis.63 

g). For instanc8,as :for 'the expression "sexual rights", the proposal to introduce this tc:rm." 
separating it from the funotion ofreprodu.dion is 'V't::CY m:Lslcading. be.eaUse it couId open the 
way to the apprreval of \ll:ic:ontrollable seXual freedom.,. far instance homoseXuality or abortion.. 

C;
~en 12lt1gUage on d=crimixv;)Iizing homol5cxtip.lj:l.y and xepeali;qg la;ws whigh sns;ourage 

di •• rimiDatisttl @lU! viol~ce against lc.birm§ (prop, asal fo:r pa"t11S. 20 fiudS6 g bis) is not 
. unambiguous. '!he Holy See ca:.tmnt accept that the fight against diScrfrnjninion and violence be 

.marrl.pulated ~ oreier te di$guisIl:l'1U1 agenda intcndc'd toprom~e these life styles. ' . 

On the basis a£ the mandate given to the Special' Session by the General AS~c.mbly 
Resolu.[]oDS .AJ.R.E$1S4/142 and Al'.RBS/54/l43~ resclotioD.$ which specifically state that then': 

. is to be "na 'tell.egatiatiOll of the Platform for Acticml
'" these h:rm.s must not be::: included. 

2) At;!pro;er:iate Teference,s to the family and pa:r;nbU rights. dutiss and tXs,l?on!:11bilities 

, The Holy ·Sa., bas made proposals to include la:nguag= on the .farirlly 'throughout t:be 
dOCUlD=nt, bul: III group of Si:a1:es' has illtrcduc:e:x:i (l pzs:ra~ph. on ufamilies" (para. 51 ter)~ which 
departS significantly ftom the' agreed ~guagc on "familyn. 

The HolY Se~ wll!>hes aka to include ~rences to ·'the :rights, duties and responsibilities" . 
ofparents in the education af1heir cbildron. in paragraphs 27,63 tt) Zlna 63 (gg). Any proposal 
regarding the education of children Or tliepro'l1jaio1'1 of sexual and reprod1J.ctive health 
i41forr.o:a:tion cr scrvic:;es 'tC young people ;must iti.cludCl a ref'etence to .~tal rights, duties .and 
re.spone1."'bi1itic;$ (p~ 267 Beijing 'Pla:t:fOr.m)_ 
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3) Abgrtion 

Som~ groups of Countries have made proposals to include language on abcrticn .and 
language on training heal1h.servlces proViders in abOrtion:. wjthout referc::nce to their right to 
refuse on the'bans cfconseientious objcetion~ Althollgh these px-oposalsare take'Ii from' 
paragraph 106 (k) of the Beiji:ng Platfmm. or from J?aragmp~ 63 (iii) ofrhc Cairc+5 outcome 

· document. all of them. have chan.ged tb..i: context and h3:'VlC tem6ved the C:ruc:ialballmc:ing aspc::cts . 
of the: original pa:tagraph • 

. Where possible, s1loh refeTCtlQCs to ahorticm. should be dele~ed. However. if delegations 
inmt on including SUQ~ language. the entire paragraph. 10GOc.) of the Beijing F~ must 'be 

· restated it:a.full. 

As regards The languase an aba:t:iioD U'Bining. ~t hc:8J.th service p.tcv.i.dcrsJ ii is imperative 
· that the right of eODSeience be l,tpheld,. also because many COU11tries have Such a provision 

in tbeir oW!11egal '"terns. Suggested llmguagc would be~ "~ ... train and equip health s:ervice 
providers whase nrdrt r<ff!PPflelenc('J should be [UlJ')I rec:ogntze4., «!lei QrotactM in accr:rmrmce 
with Art/cIs 1 a ,,(the UntvQ"$tzl D~tZtilm ofHfmtg]J RigJitJI and should ~ other milllS'lirea 
to eIlSUl."e tha~ aboi:tian is safe" •. 

Anothl.!lt p(l~sible ~ to abcrlicm is "fOX'oed.prega.a:ncy' (p~~ 13 and 39). The 
c::rime of "farced prcgnaneylt has been so defined by "the: Statute cf t;l1e Intcm.ational Criminal 
COUIt: nForced~gnam::.y:means the u:alavdUl confinement of a woman ~D1:I lnadc pregnant, 
vrith tb: intent of affecting tl:u: ethnic .;olllposition of any PQPulation or .cany.ing om-other grave 
violatioDS of:iDn:mationallaw. 'rbis definitiCll1 shall not in any way be: inteJ:prd:ea. as a:ffi:c::ting 
naticnallaw-s relati:o.g to pri::gnancy". (Art. 7.;) 

'To eDSUre: that this ce.refi:dly drafted definition of "forced pregnancyll is taken intc account, 
¢c: Hely See has proposed to add "4t itdin.et1 as a war cri7lU? in. Sectirm 7,i.· gfth.e §tatu.W rd 
the Intemtltfo11al Crimf.ru:zl t;qurt'. 

4) A holistic; a;pp:ros&h to health care 

. The paragraphs on the health care of women. lic=cl to take ~ a m~'ho1istic appJ;"oacb., 
rather than sole ctnphasis on tbe pxov.isian ot sexual a.n4 repraducti'lfe health services. This 
holisticapproacb is demans1ra.te:Q iti. the Holy See"s altemative proposal far paragraph g, In 
order to do this,. t'primuq health c:::ue" should :replace "sc::xual aTlc1l'eproduc:tiw'e health care" in 
as many para.graphs as possible. In cascs whc:t:c the specific 'feCeren.ccs to sexual a.nd 
reproductive health ea.r~ remain. bmguagc: should. be inserted V'7bi=h e:D.S1;1:rlea that (1) s.:rvic~ 
are "P.roY.ided ~thout any tcnn. of I;:oc::rcion" (lieijing l"la.t.fi:,z:m 'PetBS. 95" 96; lCPD patas. 1.3. 
7.12. i 1.21) and (2) in cases when: g;ixlg ace mem.tionod., "the: righ'tEI~ dIJ;ne$ I!Uld responsibilities 
of:p~enrs" must be takt::=n into account (BeljingPlatfa:c:tl para.. 2(7). 
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Scmli: language of Coriecrn to the Holy Sec : "se~ a:nd :reproductiV'ehealtb.". which 
appears in se~eral paragraphs, and Itf~=-ccntrollcd contracoptive methods~ such as the 

female condom and microbi~des" (p&as. 9. 31 and 63 t). 
, ' f 

S} proper referenoes to the UN Confimence$ (c.g, Beijing. Cairsilwhich e.deguaIt;1V reflect the, 

reservations made by many d£l,e91:iops :/It 1bese Confgsrnces. 

Aftex- the first mention oftb.e Beijing Platfurrn for Action, (para. 1) ~ the Cai~ 
'Prcgra:mm.e of Action (patTL 8)~ the following language should be inserted,. ~c;tivelY: 
_ Beijing: IIBS ccntai:n~ m ~ report of the Fourth World. Conferc:nceon Wom.en" 
_ Cairo:"" as contained in. t1;ue repgrt of the CoIJference on population and Davelapmcnt", 

, ' 

These references are es~cntial becmlSE th~ ,take :into account the 'I"eHcrvations made by many 

" oftbc States who joined. the cons~I1SUS. A footnote is not sufficient.. 
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Meeting with Delegation from the Iioly See 
. . On Population Issues 

(Februaiy 9,1999 - USDelMeeting Room) 

1 . OBJECTIVES 

• Solicit the Holy See delegation's cooperation jn thos~ 
areas of the ICPD~rogram of Action on which we agree •. 

IJ 'C"" .. ..~ 

'Of) . 
, . -;" . 

• Reassure the delegation that the U.S. does not want the· 
Forum results or the ICPD+S review to be inconsistent 
with or go b~yond the ICPDprogram of Action .. However,· 
we do want forward-looking language in the action items 
that will help us overcome the obstaclescountri~$ha~e. 
faced in implementing the Program of Action .. 

• Should it be raised,stress that the U. S ~ expects the 
ICPD+S review to look at all areas of the Program of 
Action (including those the. Vatican had opposed) . 

2. APPROACH 

During your visit, you will meet. with Monsignor Frank 
Dewayne, Holy See Delegation Head and member of the 
Pontifical Council "Cor UnUm", and two other members of that 
delegation. Msgr. Dewayneis an experienced Vatican .. 
diplomat who. h-eaded the Holy See delegations to the Cairo 
and Beij irig Conferences. While he will not back off 
hardline Vatican positions, he will prefer to· focus on 
building consensus around issues touching on social justice, 
women's dignity and equility, and the family unit. 

Focus on those areas of the ICPD Program of Action that· 
our two sides agree on, seeking a commitment to work 
together on them. They include gender equality and equity 
as the neceSsary precursbrs to sustainable development, arid 
theedticationof girlsand,women to improve their health and 
empower·them to participate in the economic life and. 
decision-making of their societies. Special attention to 
the needs of the poorest as a matter of social justice~ 
support for the family, and opposition to all forms of 
coercion. in population policies are additional areas 6f 
agreement. You can also mention the need to address the 
development needs of adolescents, recognizing th.e importance 
of young peo~le in shaping the next century, but be aware 
that the subject of adolescents is delicate, as the Vatican 
believes "adolescent reproductive rights" is a code·phrase 
for premarital teenag~ sex. 
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Ybu do not need to raise thoie is~~es wher~ th~ 
Administration and the Vatican strongly differ ;: ,if'theyc611,le 

, up, you should' just agree to disagree. In' addi tion to' 
adolescent sexuality and reproductive rights, these issues.." 
include. abortion, artificial contraception and 
sterilization, and indi~idual reproductive tight~ -, 
basicall~~ anything other than marital couples practicing 
periodic sexual abstinence. Both sides will deferid.their 
respective positions during the Fbrum debate_aridthiough6~t 
the rest of the ICPD+S review process. ' 

What we want from ,the Forum is a cleat.statement'of 
~xperience to date and lessons learned. ,In debate we will 
need to insist ·that (1) the Forum results not go beyond the 
ICPD Program of Action, e.g., to discuss a "right to 
abortion" , and (2) the Forum results include all the. 
significant points of the Program of ActiQh (Some 01 which 
the V~tican opposes). You should reassure the Holy See 
delegation on the first point; if the second one comes up, 
stress our expectation that coverage of the Program of 
Action will be comprehen'sive. 

o PARTICIPANTS 

Holy See 

Monsignor Frank Dewayne, Head of Delegation and member of 
'the Pontifical Council "Cor Unum" 

The Honorable Carlo Cassino, European Parliament Deputy 
Monsignor Ettore Belestrero, Secretary, Apostolic 

Nunciature in The Hague 

U.S. 

Frank Loy 
Julia V. Taft 
Margaret Pollack, Director, Office of Population, PRM 
Peggy Cu~lin, President, CEDPA 

Attachment: Background and Talking Points 
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THE' VATICAN 'AND THE ICPD 

,BACKGROOND:PopeJohn Paul II has been an outspoken, opponent 
of abortion and "artificial" contraception. He considers 
legalized abortion for any reason a sign of .a "cuiture of 
death". Under .. the Church's position that ,every, act of 
i,ntercourse should hold the possibility of conception, only 
periodic abstinence is acceptable as a family' planning., ' 
method. ',The Church opp'oses even condom 1.;lsage ~ for protection 
from HIV/AIDS. This position is more extreme than, that of 

'c6nservative U.S. activists sucti as Rep. Chris Smith (R,NJ) 
who accept' least barrier methods 'to prevent. ,,' 
'fertilization,. The Pope also believes thatU. S . culture 
overemphasizes individualism,including in regard to 
sexuality and ~eproductive rights, to the detriment of the 
family and society. 

The Pope's fear that the 1994 ICPD in Cairo would. 
propose ,a "right to abortion" was not realized; Cairo 
di~avowed'abortion ,as a method of family planning. 'The Holy 
See uttimatelysupported much "of the ICPD Program of Action" 
althou~h it had not joined the consensus at earlier 
international population conferences in,Bucharest and Mexico 
City. Cairo's greater acceptabilitystertuned from the 
linkage it'm~de bet~eendeveldpment and population, and its 
op~cisition.tb all forms o£ coercion in population policies. 
The Holy See also singled out as praisewOrthy Cairo's 
emphasis on thefamily,women's status and women's health, 
migration, and reSpect for religious and cultural belie 

The Holy See did not join the consensus on certain 
Program of Action chapters. The concept that couples and 
individuals should have access to a range of contraception 
exceeded the Vatican's acceptable parameters for sexual 
activity: the marital couple and natural family planning. 
The Holy See spe~ifically objected to the use of condoms in 
HIV/AIDSprevention programs. It viewed provi~ions dealing 
with sexuality among adolescents as implying extramarital 
activity and, hence, unacceptable. Such language as "In 
circumstances where abortion is not against the law, it 
should be safell did not meet the Holy See's wish that 
abortion be explicitly conde~ed under all circumstances. 

After heavy and'generally negative media coverage of 
its mostly hard-line stance in Cairo, the Holy See focused 
on defending the dignity of women at the 1995 Beijing 
Conference on Women. ,It was very pleased with Qur support 
in Beijing for the family, religion, the role of mothers, 

~ ,'and health care and education for women and girls. These 

, ,-' ~ 
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themes are. part of the ICPD Program of Action as weIr; ahd 
are natural points for cooperation between .the O.S. andth~ 
Holy See during ICPD+5. . 

Since Cairo, however,the Holy See has contintied tb work . 
. against key aspects of the international cons~nsus reach~d. 
at the ICPD. Top level Church offici~ls in the Vatican and 
abroad still vocally oppo~e artificialcontrace~tion~ They 
have called safe sex immoral and advised that condoms do not 
protect against HIV/AI])S·, .. and cllt off (symbolic) funding. to .. 

. . UNICEF over emergency contraception for raped women. . They 
oppose unmarried adolescent access to sex education, . 
counseling and contraception. The Vatican told cathoiic 
counseling centers in Germany not to issue counseling 
certificates, needed for legal abortions, . to pregnant 
clients wh6 might ~e~k abortions. No U.S. h6spital or 
health facility under Catholic management is allowed to . 
offer artificial contraception and sterilization counseling 
or services. After Church lobbyirig, C~tholic-sponsored 
insurance plans were.ex~mpted from u.S .. legal requirements 
to cover contraceptives. 

The Vatican's hardlinepositions are not followed by 
many clerics and most laity, nor are they in the religious 
mainstream regarding the implementation of the ICPD Program 
of Action~ Religion Counts - an inter-religious group of 
religious scholars, experts, and leaders from around the 
world - ~~tin Rome in January to draft and issue ~The Rome 
Declaration on the ICPD". The Rome Declaration articulates. 
religious support for ·ethical approaches to population ~nd 
development,and declares solidarity.with the ICPD Program 
of Action. Implicitly addressing some of the Holy See's . 
positions, it reaffirms that comprehensive sexual and 
reproductive health care should be available to all women 
and men. The Declaration states that ~Those who value life 
should support access to services that prevent the 
transmission of .HIV." And it opines that the ICPD Program 
of Action's ~limited statements on abortion do not violate 
the teachings of any of our traditions". 
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TALKING. POINTS ...... : .. 

• The U.S. shares with the Holy Se~ ~desire to 
strengthen. families, enhance women's digni ty and·· 
status through education and health care, and 
address population issues squarely within the 
broader developm~nt context. 

- I hope that our delegations will be able to work 
closely together here to advance our common goals 
in these areas. 

- We want the ICPD+5 review to chart -the way 
. forward for progress in population and 
development within the hard-won international 
understanding reached ih Cairo. 

-We do not want to reopen old cbntrov~rsies, and 
would oppose any attempt to change or go beyond 
the ICPD Program of Action. _ 

- However, we do anticipate supporting future 
actions that will help us overcome the obstacles 
we are facing in-implementing the commitments 

. -made in Cairo. 

- (If raised) The U. S. expects the results of this 
Forum, and the whole ICPD+5 process~ to include a 
comprehensive review of the ICPD Program of 
Action, lessDns learned and steps ahead. 
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-" ... 
-~ 3/16/95 from Dennis Bakke, Pres., AES Corp., to let you know how 

important he thinks your trip to Pakistan, India, et aI, is. They are 
struggling to improve life for their people and desperately want 
respect from and involvement by U.S. You can give hope and respect 
that few others could bring. 

AES plans to invest nearly $700 million in electricity generation 
facilities in each country, and he has met with Prime Minister Bhutto 
in this regard. They hope to sign additional agreements on the 
project when the Prime Minister is here next month. Anything you can 
do to assure her of AES' commitment to meeting Pakistan's electricity 
needs and of its credibility would be helpful . 

. If he can 

trip 

b 
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TheAES 
Corporation 

1001 North 1 9th Str~t 
. Arlington, Virginia 22209 
fe' . (703) 522-1315 
;~i;;;Telecopier (703) 528-4510 
~~1; 

" 

March 16, 1995 

Hillary Rodham Clinton 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Hillary: 

Dennis W. Bakke 
President 

Chief Executive Officer 

This note is to let you know how important I think 'your 
upcoming trip to Pakistan, India et. al. is and how pleased I am 

. that you are undertaking the trip. I have spent considerable 
time in both countries oflate. They are struggling to improve 
life for their people and desperately want respect from and 
involvement by the U.S. You can give hope and respect to the 
government and the people-especially in Pakistan-that few 
others could bring. 

You may know that AES plans to invest nearly $700 million in 
electricity generation facilities in each coqnt'ry and I have met 
with Prime Minister Bhutto on .several occasions in this regard. 
When our projects are completed in Pakistan, they will likely 
represent the largest private investment by a single company in 
the history of the country. We will probably sign some 
additional agreements on the projects when the Prime Minister 
is here next month. Anything you can do to assure her of our 
commitment to meeting Pakistan's electricityneeds and of our 
credibility as people would be helpful. . 

Again, it's an important time to make such a trip. You will 
honor the countries with your visit and make an enormous 
contribution . .If I can help in any way, let me know. 

DWB/jh 
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L"UNTZ RESIAR'[I-I COMPANIES" 
_ &AS '* 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A New Congress. An Old Issue: Health Care '95 

"" The failu.re to pass health care reform "in the l03rd Congress has not 
weakened the desire of most Americans for modifications to the national health care 
delivery system. By mid-summer 1994, more than 60% of Americans believed that 
Congress should wait until the next session to consider a "better" bill. That, coupled with 
Republican attacks on the Crime Bill and its subsequent delay in passage,effectively 
ended health care reform for 1994. However, Americans did not say table health care 
reform forever -- they said wait until the next session. That next sessiOif is here. 

Whereas the 1992 election was a call for "change;" the 1994 election is a demand 
for dramatic "reform." But make no mistake. November 8, 1994 was about changing the 
players on Capitol Hill, and changing the ";'solutions." Our post-election polling makes 
clear that the failure of the Administration to understand public sentiment about health 
care -- and not the placement ot health care on the legislative agenda -- was a significant 
factor in the Democratic defeat in November. Today, less than one in five Americans 
believe "the health care system in this country should be kept basically the same." 
A majority (52%) believe it should be "reformed,"" and 28% maintain that the 
health care system must be "radically changed." 

The debate must now progress from generic concepts to specific reforms. The 
substantiation must lie in empirical e\"idence" The public will accept no less. They have 
been left too long to \\"onder \I"hal the entire debate is about. \I:hen it will begin, and who 
\\"ill now be in charge of it. 

The new Congress has been gi\"en a strategic opportunity to deliver the type of 
modest and sensible reform the .--\merican people desire. As this national iJenchmark 
:iun"ey conducted for the Healthcare Leadership Council shows. such reform must be 
~ccomplished \\"ithout the type or go\"emment intrusion which was proposed by 
Washington --and soundly rejected by the American people -- in 1994. 

To go beyond what the public "'ilI acceptis to invite failure on the issue. But 
to iQ.nore the call forreform altoQ.ether is perhaps much worse. for it signals to thepublic 
that':"\Vashington. despite I 00 fre~h faces and a newly-assembled majority in both the 
House and Senate. is conducting "business-as-usual.·· 



. \ 

It is withinthis context that the American people offer their retrospective on· 
"Health Care '94" and issue advice (if not admonition) for "Health Care '95." 

Lessons from 1994 

• Americans are disappointed that health care legislation did not pass in 1994. A 
majority believe that this was a negative occurrence for the country. 

• When offered a list of priorities for 1995. health care reform actually finishes aboye 

cutting taxes . 

• Satisfaction with the health care system inthe U.S. is evenly split: 45%~xw:~s~at 
least some satisfaction (though the intensity of approval is extremely low); while 51 % 
are dissatisfied. .. 

• More people disapprove of President Clinton's handling of health care than his 
overall job performance: The President has lost nearly all credibility on the health 
care issue. Only one-fourth (25%) of all .;.\mericans trust him when he speaks on the 

lssue. 

• With 80% of Americans still calling for health care refonn, a majority of Americans 
believe that the health care system is so broken that the federal government must get 

involved. 

• The credibility of the health care industry and the medical profession have been 
dJ.maged by the health care debate: only 30% of Americans trust doctors 
"completely"' or "mostly" \vhen they speak on health care. Further, Americans are 
most likely to believe an independent health care expen (32%) or a friend or family 
member (29%)rather than a doctor (26%) in detennining which health care package 

offers the best combination or cost. choice and quality. 

2 



The most important lesson from 1994 must serve as the first piece of advice 
for 1995: no proposal can put government in the position of restricting quality and' 
choice. 

It may have 'taken a long time to discover this fact and then explain itto the nation 
in the last session. but once done. the Clinton health care package was doomed. By the 
end of the health care debate, a :-;,aiority of Americans' felt that the Clinton plan would 

, increase the cost of their coverage. reduce the nUIIiber of choices and quality (jf care they 
would receive, and relinquish control of health care to a federal government which is out
of-touch and unable to affect positive national change~ 

Repetition of this mistake may lead to repetition of its consequences: a perception 
that the party in legislative power is unresponsive to the needs of the people and therefore 
unworthy of their trust (and votes). 

Advice for 1995 

In order to avoid a repeat of last month's tsunami. l<i.winakers would be wise to 
, ' 

listen to the American people and heed their advice for re-approaching health care in 
1995. 

• Very few people think that health care reform will pass in 1995. Now that 
Republicans control Congress. just 15% think there is an "excellent" 'or "good" 
chance that reform legislation will be enacted in the next Congress, while an 
overwhelming 85% think chances for passage are only "fair" or "poor." 

• The public is most likely to blame Republicans in Congress for the failure of health 
reform passage in 1994: it therefore follows that Republicans would likely be given 
credit for'its passage in 1995-96. ' 

.' Americans would favor a GOP-backed plan over one endorsed by the President, 44%-

32%. 

• From,a communications standpoint. Americans react equally favorably to [he terms, 
"health care" and "health insurance." 

• .-\mericans categorically reject universal coverage as advocated last session: 70% 
favor universal access to sen"ices. with just 30% favoring that the government 
guarantee covera~e to even" American. - ';--." 

.... 
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e- Americans call for specific components as part of ahealtfi care impro~ement package, -
n~ely, portability,guaranteed renewability (when infonnedofthe concept) and 

. mediCal savings accounts. 

Specific Reforms .. 

What. then, must Congress do? \Vhat type of "refonn" do Americans want? 
Simply put. refonn that does not "change the basic nature of their current health care 
arrangement but which makes noticeable changes to the perceived deficiencies in the 
national delivery system. The real challenge for Congress, the medical profession and 
the health care industry lies in delivering on the simplicity of what Americans want: . 
let me keep my own, and don't let anyone take it away from me. 

Jhe fact is, those with health care co\'erage are very pleased with what they have 
right now; only12% express dissatisfaction with theirl;iealth careplall~ Even when 
asked about specific features of their coverage. the level of dIssatisfaction ~till remains 
quite low: 

23% are dissatisfied with the COST of their plan; 
10% are dissatisfied with the range of CHOICES they have; 
6% are dissatisfied with the QUALITY of care they receive. 

Ironically, Americans tend to be somewhat more content with their cove~e,!n()w 
than they were a year ago, when they were being told that such coverage was inadequate 
and in need of government interven·tion. The etIort to have Big Brother reach in and 
[Ouch each of us personally having failed. A.mericans have a heightened appreciation for 
the type of coverage they curren~ly enjoy, 
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.. Leavell1anaged Care Alone 

Popular agreement\vith :~rsonal coverage is further supported by the following 
chart, which illustrates the oven;melming satisfaction by all Americans with the quality 
and choice of their current health care plan, regardless of their type of insurance, As 
shown below, this singularity of opinion breaks down somewhat when the issue of cost is 

'examined: 

TOTAL HMQ PPO CONVENTIONAL 

QUALITY 90% 91% 94% 

CHOICE 89°;} 87% 91% 

·COST .7-+% 77%· 81% . i 

. . 
This chart destroys "com;entional wisdom" put forth by some that "conventional 

coverage" (fee-for-service) is preferred superior to managed care. particularly with 
respect to the number of choices and the enhanced qUality of care it otTers its members . 
. -\s the survey results demonstrate. in additiQ!tto being far more satisfied than their .. 
fee-for-sen'ice counterparts ,vith the cost of their la ,people in managed care are 
more satisfied with the~: an c oice they receive as well. 

~ -. . ~ . :z- t . 0) 
This data indicates two clear conclusions: 

(1)' That attempts,to dismantle the managed care industry over the 
past two years failed miserably, as its premise chokes the type 
of marketplace choices which all Americans cherish; and, 

(2) . That efforts by Members of Congress in 1995 to tinker with . 
managed care will be challenged vigorously by members of 
.managed care themselves. 

Healthc:rre Leadership (ouncQOsQY 5 
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The Ideal Health Care Plan 

In testing various health coverage plan components, Americans themselves have 
come up with an "ideal health care plan:' This reform package is simple in that it 
consists ofjusi two fundamental 'features: ponability and guaranteed access to coverage 
despite a pre..:existing condition or illness. 

With a remarkable 87% Jpproving of the following specific health care refonn 
package, including 52%. '"strongly" so, Congress has an unmistakable opportunity to 
literally give the people what they \vant: 

"An ability to carry your health insurance from one job to the 
next. A guarantee of your ability to keep your health insurance 
if you lost your job. A guarantee that you ora family member' .. 
could not be turned down by a health insurance company bec~use 
of a pre-existing condition or illness." . 

An examination of specific verbatim responses about the plan further elucidate the 
reaSons why the public embraces this hew '"Totally Transferable Non-Canceliable 
Health Care Alternative:" . ., >",*""." 

"I like it because family members cannot be turned down because of an existing 
condition. . . , I am about to retire and lvould like to take my insurance with me. " 

,,[ like the part about 110t being fUmed down. One of my friends who had cancer had a 
hard time keeping il15urance: the il15urance knew his cost would be hfgh because of the 

cancer, 

. "I don't tliink that i(mulose youriab you should lose your insurance. " 

"When / lost my job. [hat lVas it. It shouldn't happen that way. You should have a' 

choice. " 
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Jv[edical Savings Accounts 

I 

Last session. 22 bills sponsored and supported by Members on both sides of the 
aisle. and endorsed by different groups within the health care and insurance industries, 
would have provided for "Medical Savings Accounts" (MSA's). Similar to IRA's, 
MSA's allow employees to recoup any medical insurance dollars which they and their 
families had not used at the end of the year by placing them in a special tax-free account. 
For healthy families who do not "spend" all of their insurance money in a given year, 
MSA's provide a medical nest egg to help pay for emergencies and long-term care later 

on. 

As tested by some employers nationwide, MSA' s have met with resounding, 
success by employees who feel the double benefit of quality coverage and a financial 
·'bonus." As tested in this national survey, a majority (56%) of Americans support 
inclusion or MSA's in a national health care reform package, and 57% say they would 
use such a: tax-free medical savings account if it were made available to them. 

Beyond its support in a telephone poll (where MSA's are defined for respondents 
who undoubtedly are hearing about them for the first time), MSA'sare one of the most 
popular health care concepts featured in today' s discussions. When mentioned in focus 
groups, where unlike telephone surveys, discussions expand and definitions turn into 
explanations. confused or skeptical respondents become informed and supportive. The 
"too-good-to-be-true" mentality that many have of MSA's, dissipates with the 
introduction of hard-evidence about its implementation and personal success stories from 

real people. 

The more intense acceptaIlce of ~vlSA' s in the focus group setting suggests 
popular acceptance of :VISA's. However. both the qualitative and the quantitative 
research -- as well as the real-life stories -- proves that the educational effort is absolutely 
necessary. To knO\v ~[SA's is to love the~. To use MSA'sis to restore a little bit of 
faith in a health care system whicn Americans believe accommodates their 0\\-11 personal 
needs. but fails to meet the needs of the nation as a whole. 

Thus. any attempt at sensiole and modest reform which attempts to protect the 
patient's right to access. portability and guaranteed rene\,,'ability should go one step 
further by actively creating a reward (MSA' s) of long-term health security for responsible 
insureds who do not abuse the system and who seek long-term coverage security. 

Healthcare Leadership counGeQ BaY 7 



.4 Final Note 

The one certain result cif the health care debate of the past two years is the 
creation ·of fear among all Americans. Fear that health insurance will be denied because 
of a pre-existing condition or illness. Fear that career choices may come at the expense of 

. maintaining health coverage. Fear that "Big Brother" will reach in and attempt to 
legislate- the most fundamental component of life -- health care. 

The only way to eradicate such fear is to respond to it directly. Americans want 
specifics: details, definitions. :1Umbers. Accordingly, the final piece of advice for health 
care '95 comes in the tonn of a checklist of questions to help guide the debate: 

What does this particular feature entail? 

iVhat does this mean to me? 

How much it will cost? 

Will I benefit either now or in the future? 

-To all involved in the health care debate: betore proposing a generic concept or a 
specific reionn this year. ask yourselves these questions. The American people surely 

will. 

JlethiJdology 

This survey was conducted over the telephone from November 28th until 
December! st. one thousand adults from across the nation were interviewed during this 
process. This survey has a margiri of error of=3.1 % with a 95% confidence level. This 
l~eans that in 95 out of 100 cases. results will fall within the margin of error. 
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u.s. AGENCY FOR 

INTERNA llONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

Office of 

the Administrator 

August .21, 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 
The FirstL/7.

d 
" .r\ ." 

Carol Lan~irjg FROM: 

SUBJECT: Women's Political Participation and 
Legal Rights Initiative 

I wanted to bring you up to date on the initiatives that the U.S. Agency for 
International Development (USAID) has been developing that are relevant to the Beijing 
Conference and will be ready to be announced there. 

It is increasingly well recognized that economic and social progress will ~emain 
daunting --: not only for women, but for developing nations as a whole -- if women are 

" . 

" denied equal legal status and lack a cIeatvoice in public decision making. To respond to 
this challenge, USAID has developed a Women's Political Participation and Legal Rights 
Initiative. The Initiative recognizes that: " 

• While onpaper most women around the world enjoy the right to vote, a web 
of cultural, social, legal, economic, and educational constraints often inhibit 
their actual political participation. " 

. • Women's legal status is closely linked to their political participation, yet 
limitations on women's legal rights are widespread. Globally, restrictions on, 
women';s ownership of land and other property are common, making women 
less able to invest, borrow, and otherwise be economically productive. 
Moreover, women's ability to marry, divorce, conduct a wide variety of 
transactions, and even -- in some instances -- participate in family planning 
programs, is also pften legally constrained and subject to the approval of male 
family members or guardians. . 
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Enforcement of women's legal rights is often lax: intimidation and vioience are 
often used to discourage women'slegal claims and disenfranchise, women. 

USAID's initiative will consist of two distinct, but mutually reinforcing, programs to 
address these concerns: political participation and legal rights~ 

Women's Political Participation 

. The goal of the Women's Political Participation program is to increase women's 
access and involvement in both elections and ongoing political activities in emerging 
democracies around the globe. Specifically,' the program will provide assistance in four 
areas critical to achieving this goal: . 

• Leadership Training: Efforts will include support to women candidates and 
newly elected officials. Through this support, women's abilities to build a 
base of political power and to conduct political, legislative and other 
governmental activities will be enhanced. . 

• Networking: Supporting networks among politically active women is the 
second integral component of the program. This will enable women who are .' 
already active in politics to share their valuable experiences and ideas with 
other women leaders. The iititiative will support women's political 

, organizations which engage and empower other women and which help to 
build networks in support of women's participation. 

• Civic Education: Activities will include support for long and short-term 
programs involving civic education for women, particularly for groups that 
have traditionally been marginalized. Civic education will result in increased 
knowledge and awareness among all'women about their political and legal 
rights and responsibilities and increased registration and voter participation 
among women. 

• Technical Training. The achievement of the program's goal also requires the 
provision of technical services which will strengthen women's participation in 
the political process. These activities may include a small grants program to 
support indIgenous nongovernmental.:..organizations in pilot or experimental 
activities, as well as general institutional support, research and studies. 

COpy 
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Woinen's Legal Rights 

While a number of effective prog'rams have been put in place to facilitate women's 
awareness of their legal rights, much greater capacity is required to adequately address the, 
widespread problem of women's legal status. Equitable enforcement of women's legal rights 

- necessitates the strengthening of nongovernmental organizations, academic institutions and 
other organizations that facilitate linkages between communities and the state, encourage a 
more participatory decision making process, and demand greater accountability from 
governmental'institutions. 

The Women's Legal Rights program will both develop knowledge and disseminate 
information regarding women's legal status and build the capacitypf organizations and 
institutions to bolster those legal rights. The Initiative's research- and capacity-building 
efforts will focus on three key areas: legislative issues, the judiciary, and community 
attitudes and customs with regard to women's legal rights. ' It is clear that discriminatory 
laws, judicial interpretation and local practices all shape the level of acceptance and 
enforcement of women's legal rights in the developing world. The initiative will undertake 
important programs in: 

Research and Infomuition Dissemination: This will support research and 
documentation as a basis for identifying the highest priority legal rights, issues 
affecting women to determine the most severe obstacles to women's legal rights 
(legislative, judicial, community awareness/acceptance). These programs will also 
identify the types of program interventions that are most effective in improving 
women's legal status. ' 

Nongovernmental Organization Capacity Building: Improving the capacity of 
nongovernmental organizations will be crucial as these organizations are given an 
expanding role in the design and implementation of development programs. A 
combination of program support anq technical assistance will, be available' to support 
organizations that are striving 'to improve women's legal nghts. These programs will 
include those that strengthen women's legal literacy, integrate gender issues into law' 
school curricula, provide gender sensitivity training to the judiciary, provide or 
support legal clinics" engage in direct policy dialogue with legislators to promote 
more equitable laws and policies, and facilitate partnerships and networks across 
sectors. . -
We believe the Women's Political Participation and Legal Rights Initiative will make 'I 

an important contribution to the goals expressed in Cairo, Copenhagen and those that will 
come out of Beijing. ' 
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It is our hope that you may be able to announce this Initiative if you go to Beijing. I 
am sure you have heard all the arguments, pro and con, repeatedly for attending the 
Conference. Our view at USAID is that women's issues are urgent and compelling 

. throughout the World and your presence would call attention to them in a way that no other 
. person's would. It should be possible to do that without appearing to give approbation of 
any kind to the Chinese government's human rights, nuclear or other objectionable policies. 
Indeed, your being there could bring even more attention to the human rights failures -

'especially. as they affect women -- of the government of China and perhaps serve to bring 
about a more rapid amelioration in those policies. . . 

Please let me kriow if you need further information about this Initiative or any other 
of our programs before your departure. . . 

COpy 
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***DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION*** 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Hillary,·. Maggie, .Melanne (cc: Nee)., Patti) 
Fr: Lisa' 
Re:· Suggested Media·strategy.forUN·Fourth World Conference on 

Women 
Dt: August 30,1995 

Throughout your trip; it is important for us to underscore 
your longstanding wor~ and advocacy on behalf of women, families 
and children. It is important to stress the interconnection 
between these issues: If women flourish, families flourish, 
economies flourish and therefore communities and societies are 
healthy, strong and flourishing. This will provide the media 
with a context for your trip to Beijing and will also serve as 
the. uniting theme, tying together your trips to Beijing, 
Copenhagen and South '~sia, and your ~peeches to the'UN to all of 
the work.that you have done here at home domestically on behalf 
of women, families, and children not just as First Lady but also 
over the past 25 years. . .. 

I.think to reinforce the notion of bringing your trip to 
Beijing home, it is important to schedule some listening ses::rions 
following the Atlanta and Santa Fe models upon your return. 
These events will serve to visually and substantively connect 
your trip to the UN Women's Conference to women in the United 
states. I would propose doing one or two with working women and 
one,with young women (college or late high school age). The. 
reason I suggest both working women and younger women is to draw 
a connection between the two. Investing in and educating girls 
and younger women leads· to working women who will contribute to a 
heal~hy and prosperous society. 

In addition to scheduled events, we should give some thought 
to potential media opportunities. I have some thoughts which I 
have outlined below. Maggie, Melanne and I·agree that we do not 
want to make any commitments at this time and want to stay fluid 
to'see how things go in China. ·I. generally propose some pres.s 
opportunities' while on the trip~ followed by series of press 

. opportunities when you return as a way to report back on your 
trip. With all this in mind, here are some suggested press 
opportunities with possible dates with'the goal ,of riding out. the 
positive press coverage and posft:.ive press relations we hope to 
gain on this trip:· , 

o 10 minute one-on-one interview with Judy Woodruff of CNN 
while in Beijing (Judy will be anchoring from Beijing during the 
Women's Conference). -:.. September 6. 
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o 30 minute on t~e record wrap up session with travelling 
press corps. We'could potentially chose to do this session in 
Mongolia on the terra4e of the Guest House which Maggie says is 
beautiful. We could do the 30'minute wrap up session with the 
cameras and then host an informal cocktail reception .with the 
press on the terrace. It would be a nice conclusion'to the trip. 

September 7. 

o Dan Rather has requested a one-on-one interview with you 
upon your return for the evening news.' He has requested to be 
the first prime time ielevision interview. I would suggest pre-

. taping a 10 minute one!-on-one interview with Dan Rather on 
September 11 to air that evening. What I like about the Rather 
interview as the firs~ ~nterview when you are, back is that it 
establishes the Women is Conference and women's issues as a 
serious story. This will help to reinforce our message that 
women's issues are not. !lsoft" issues. -- September 11. 

, 0 Suggest a' wom~~'s listening session event in DC/Baltimore 
area on September 11 or 12. Not only would this serve to 

,immediately bring yout. trip to Beijing home, but it will also 
give fresh domestic biroll footage to tie in with the footage 
from Beijing. If we do a·women's listening session in a college 
town (i.e. Baltimore),1 you could conduct a college press round 
table discussion to talk about your trip and women's issues after 
the listening session. If we do women's listening session in a 
college town, I would suggest going to a community college. 

~ 30 minute live appearance on "Good Morning America u with 
women from Atlanta an9 Santa Fe listening sessions to discus~ UN 
Fourth World Conference on Women and related issues. The 
preferenc,e is to have Iyo,;, in ~he stud~O in NY with Joan Lunden 
and the women from the 11sten1ng seSS10ns and then have a 
satellite' interaction iwith women at Beijing conference (probably 
Ela Bhatt and one other) -- September 12 or 13~ 

, . I . . th '. " f o Guest appearance on "Reg1s & Ka 1e Lee rom 9 am-10 am 
after "Good Morning Anterica" while we are in NY. Regis and Kathie 
Lee has a huge women'Ed audience and would be an important target 
group for you to hit. 1-- September 12 or 13. 

o On the record p,ress breakfast withLo$ Angeles Times. To 
be broadcast by C-SPAN. Not only is California an important 
state for uspolitica]ly, but the Los ,Angeles Times understands 
international and Pac~fic Rim politics. In addition, it has a 
large audience of opitiion makers. -- September 13 or 14., 
, . I . . .' . ., ' 

. 0 30 m1nute one-on-one 1nterv1ew w1th Lanny Jones of People 
Magazine. You could do the interview with White House photo 

~ I. • spread of photos taken dur1ng your tr1p. -- Week of September 11 
to qome out on ,the st~nds the week of September 18. ' 

o Host an'on the irecord luncheon at White House for the 
editors of women's magazines. -- Week of September 11 or week of 
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September 18. (I think this is something we should institute on 
a regular basis over the next year, perhaps once every three 
months.) 

o One hour of television satellites into major markets for 
their noon television ~showSI which are'usually heavily female 
audiences.. -- September 14 or 15.' .', , ' 'I 

o One hour of radio interview time with radio' talk shows 
heavily geared to wom~n's audiences. ~- September 14 or 15. 

o I" , . 
o Do a' background or on the record meeting with the 

• I· .' "econom1C tong". (Th~re are a number of tongs, or 1nformal 
groups of reporters, that Mike McCurry is trying pull in on a 
regular basis to see s:enior White, House officials to give the 
press,more access.) ;YfU could tal~ about,economic issues as they 
perta1n to women. M1kr McCUrry th1nks th1s would be a great 
idea. -- Week of September 18 

o Education trade press -- Roundtable discussion with 
education reporters to talk importance of education of young 
women and girls to our economy and our society. -- Week of . 
September 18. 

, 0 pitch a "Prime Time Live" segment which would' be done by 
Ann Compton that woUldl tell the story of your trip to South Asia 
and Beijing and how those two trips relate'to what you are doing 
here at home'. suggest~d air date September 13, the day before 
the Beijing conference1 ends, or a week later on September 20. 
This would probably entail a 20 minute one-on-one interview with 
Ann Compton. 
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List of Travelling Press to China and Mongolia, 
I . " 

1.' Terry Hunt, AP -- Chief White House correspondent. . He is a 
~fan of yours and there~ore he will' have high expectations. He ~is 
very fair and an all around good person. 

2~ Larry McQuillan, Rehters -- White House correspondent. Second 
, I· .to Gene G1bbons. Larry has.the reputation for being one of ·if 

not the nicest reporters in the White House Press Corps. He 
interviewed you last winter about your work on behalf of the Gulf 

. War veterans, and wrote I a very positive story. 

3. Andrea Mitchell, NBC -- Former White House correspondent. She 
was replaced by Brian ~illiams, whom' NBC is grooming to take over 

: for Tom Brokaw. Andrea now covers the State Department. She is 
, I 

very aggressive and a very good reporter. 

4. Claire 'Shipman, CNNI-- White House correspondent. She is 
CNN's newest. White House hire, covering the WhiteHouse with Wolf 
Blitzer and Jill Doherty. Claire was' with us on our trip to 
south Asia. She is ve~y fair and positive toward you. She is 
also very easy going. 

5. Ann compton, ABC -- White House correspondent. Second to Brit 
Hume. Ann has covered the WhiteHouse for years, usually doing 
spots for Good Morning America. ·Ann can be aggressive, but is 
usually very fair. I hi' elieve we made her a Hillary fan on the 
South Asia trip. 

6. Martha Teichner, CBS General correspondent. Has done a 
large amount of foreigrt reporting. ' Martha was with us on the 
trip to south Asia andldid a number of very positive stories on 
you and your trip for CBS This Morning. She is still tal~ing 

I '. . • about how wonderful the South AS1a tr1p was. 

7. Hillary stout, Wall Street Journal -- White House 
correspondent. Covers the White House with 'Mike Frisby. Hillary 
came to the White House beat within the past month or so 
replacing Rick Wartzmari. Prior to coming to the White House, 
Hillary covered health Icare, and was one of the reporters who did 
the most balanced and most 1n depth coverage'of the debate. She 
interviewed you last fall and wrote a positive profile piece 
which appeared on the iront page of the Wall Street. Journal. -
" . I· 
S. Martha Brant, Newsweek -- General assignment reporter~ Mart.ha 
is about 28 or 29 yearEl old and has been a general assignment 
reporter with Newsweek Ifor a year. She is based in New York and 
was a writer and resea~cher'for Newsweek before becoming a 
general assignment repqrter. She is a Yale graduate. Martha did 
a significant amount ot'the general assignment reporting for the 

·Newsweek cover story ort· John F. Kennedy, Jr. earlier this month. 
.' . I ' 

9. John Ficara, Newsweek Photographer 
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10. Doug Mills, AP Photographer 

11. win McNamee, Reuters Photographer 

12. stephanie smith, ABC -- Network television pool producer. 

13. Gary Roseriberg, ABC -- Network television sound person. 

14. Douglas Allmond; ABC -- Network television camera person. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

LYNN CUTLER ~ 
FOLLOW-UP TO MEMO ON BEIJING 

MAY 25,1994 

( ~"t\.L to ~ ~ 

~ fr1(M \ . 
pl\. d..to~ ~ ~JV\w. 

ld tt. c.. 

~
. n Monday, I attended a meeting at USIA conducted by Iris Burnett, Chief of Staff afUSIA, 

1 and learned that there has been an interagency group of women who have come together to work 
• on intemational women's issues. . ... . . . 

Many Of the issues I shared with you in my first· memo are on their agenda as well. The main ~ 
point is that we need to deal with aU three international conferences (population, women, social • 
issues) with a set of articulated and ongoing issues. Also, beCause of the strong positions 
regarding women from the Vienna Conference on Human Rights, oontinuityis important. 

I also learned that the earlier suggestion I made to you about outreach to the agencies is ~ 
underway and each agency has been asked to submit what they are doing for women to the Sta$ . .. 
pepartment. After each agency's input is included into an overall document, which also includes 
recommendations from the last Preparatory Conference, it will go w the Hill for comment and ~1w ~ 
then to the next J!!ePcon in AprilqfJ.995. As you know, every country needs to prOduce a .. 

? ~tiona1 plCl!!..for the Beijing Conference . 

.. USIA wants to produce materials that can be used internationaily for training of women to help 
them. to achieve their goals in their countries. 

Finally, it is also dear that the women's community will need to keep continued pressure on to 
. move. the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women 

(CEDAW) to the Senate for action in this year. The United States and Iraq are the two larger 
countries which have not yet ratified the Convention. 

It is in the legal department at State, and is in the process of going out for ftnal comment to the 
agencies. As I discussed this with Senators Boxer and Murray, they are ready to raise the i~sue 
with'Secretary Christopher so that there is understanding that this must move sooner rather than 
later, and that there is a body of people who can be mobilized whelp gain passage. lael 
Staegell is in the process of analyzing all of the issues that could develop durfug the 
consideration by Foreign Relations and then the full Senate. 
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Hillary Rodham ClinLon 
May 25 t 1994 
Page Two 

I am attaching the dOCument which B'nai Brith Women, who have been heroes on this issue have 
prepared. Note the huge coalition they have put together over the years. 

I hope that this additional information is helpful and that we maybe able to talk soon. 

I was at the breakfast this morning-you were terrific. It was an important forum and you hit 
a home run. That whole message about women as the caregivers and deciSion-makers is what 
Ann Lewis and I were trying to ~et out there. 

cc: Melanne Verveer and Ann Bartley 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504 

January 21, 1999 

FOR FIRST LADY HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

FROM: . 

SUBJECT: 

Setting 

LARRymJTLE@ 

. Northern Ireland Poli.tical Leadership Opportunity 
for Women Event, Friday, January 22 at 10:45 a.m. 

You' are. g~eetingthe participants' of M~ry Loilise Oates' 
initiative:to provide a cross-section of Northern Irishwomen 
political activists with a week-:-longseminar(progiam attached) 
coveting the nuts-and-bolts of~politi~al action .. Most promiherit 
among the 20 attendees are Daphne Trimble (spouse of First 
.Minister David Trimble), Inez McCormick (head of Ireland's 
.Combined . trade union movement)· and Geraldine McAteer.. They ,are 
relatively ybun~ -- the average age is under 40,~eaning that. 

·tney have grown up with the Troubles. 

You are meeting them·following Mo.Mowlam's successful brokeiing 
of yet another cliff-:hanger deal that moved Good Friday 
implementation closer to. its final goal.' Though therrtood on the 
ground is generallygrim,and subject to fluctuations, there is 
reason for optimism. Your obj ecti Ves with this g,roup is: . 

• . Indicate your strong support for follow through on the 
September Vital Voices Conference in Belfast. 

• Reaffirm the President'sund,iminishedcommitlnent to supporting 
implementation of the Good Friday Accord~ 

• Remind them that thanks to hard.workand despite occasional 
setbacks, much'good has happened since Good Friday and that 
their. conunitmentis critical to the permanence of peace and' 

. establishment of social equality and justice iIi Northern 
Ireland. 

". '. . . ..' 

Trimble·accepted.February 15 as the date when the Assembly.will 
formally vote on establishing the new Executive, after' .which 
Mowlam is free to start the process of naming the'newministers. 
He skillfully secured a large majority of.unionist votes in 
support of this. This frames up the final step clearly -~ a 
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substantial IRA gesture on decommissioning or a bold political 
gamble by unionists to move forward in the absence of an IRA 
gesture will unl6ck the rest ~f the process. Th~ t~rget date 
for devolutibn is March 10, though Mowlam has allowed for a 
month's slippage to factor in the contribution our St~ Patrick's 
Day events can make if necessary. The combination of Mowlam and 
Blair, teamed with Bertie Ahern and the President is the best 
guarantee that peace will succeed·.andendure. 

However, Tony Blair told the President today that he is 
concerned at the prospett for renewed violence. He bases this 
fear on increasing "street" violence in the form of IRA and 
Loyalist·punishment attacks on members of their own communities, 
and on sporadic, and minor, acts of terrorism by renegade 
elements on both sides. Nonetheless, and in the face of strong
Tory~riticism~ Blair is holding firm on continuing prisoner 
releases and the other confidence-building areas of the Good 
Fr~day Accord ... 

The political context for Women in Northern Ireland (adapted 
from a NI Academic paper) 

. The Northern Ireland Assembly elections were encouraging for 
progress in women's participation in the ~olitical process as 14 
of the 108 se~ts went to wbmen candidates. However, this is 
still unacceptably low and the majority is tilted to nationalist 
~arties -- five for Sinn Fein and three for SDLP (Unionists 
placed three women in the Assembly, Monica McWilliams' Women's 
Coalition snagged two seats, though Pearl Sagar failed in her 
bid, and the remairiingseat went to the Alliance Party). 

Anyone looking at television footage of political leaders 
assembling for the all party talks or giving interviews could be 
forgiven for thinking that women have had a limited involvement 
in the peace process. ihe reality is different. Women h~ve 
made a distinctive and significant contribution to the search 
for peace in Ireland over many years and are playing an 
increasingly vital role at many levels. 

This has not been easy. Ireland, and Northern Ireland in 
partic~lar, is a (decre~singly) conservative society where 
women's roles were defined primarily in relation to home and 
f~mily. Some of the women involved in the early phases of the 
Civil Rights Movement remember participating in marches and 
demonstratiqns demanding "one man, one vote," without any 
consciousness· of the implicit anomaly. Such contradictions held 
true across both communities and were accentuated by the 
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religious and social'structures through which wdmen were 
elevated as symbols of ·community identity and bearers of 
tradition but precluded from a public role in the' negotiation 
and re-negotiation of those traditions~ 

At a practical levelwomeri have faced many problems in becoming 
in~olved in th~ initi~tives that underlay the start of. the peace· 
process.' Many had to' combine community and campaigning 
acti vi ties with responsibilities to family, home and emp·loyment. 
Amid all this many have also suffered terrible personal 
tragedi~s, loss of close relatives or friends and disruption oi 
family lif~, as a direbt result of violence. Such experiences 
.erected barriers of suspicion and fear between women and it is· 
hard to overestimate the ~ffort that has been needed to begin' 
the process of dismantling t~em: 

But out of all these problems, perhaps because of them, women 
have made a vital and distinct, if undervalued, contribution to 
the search for peace. In the initial phase of the current 
"Troubles" during the early 1970s, women were involved in the 
first groups, such as Women Together and Women for Peace, which 
emerged struggling to put some control on the spread and impact 
of violence, to keep communities together through disruption and 
intimidation and to begin the long process of building and 
rebuilding bridges across .the community divide. . 

Pioneers such as Sadie Patterson and Margaret Dougherty took 
courageous steps in a hostile ~nvironment to begin the search 
for reconciliation. The major outpouring of feeling against 
violence which was channeled into' the mass marches and rallies 

, . . 

of the P~ace People during 1976 and 1977 brought many women into 
a mbre public role. since the movement was largely led an~ 
supported by women, notably'Nobel Peace Prize Laureates Betty 
Williams and Mairead Corrigan (John Hume's wife, Pat, is a 
defacto Laureate given her partnership in his 30 year quest for 
peace that earned him and David Trimble a share of his recent 
Nobel prize as his partner the past 30 years; the same goes for 
Daphne Trimble, though that couple is a more recent entry to the 
political scene). 

The experience of ~hat period showed women trying to move 
outside the existing political structures, a distinctive and 
recurring theme in the contribution women have made to the peace 
process. While some jUdgements have labeled it ~s a phase of 
naIve optimism that did little to reduce violence or break the 
traditional political. mold, for many women it was a crucial 
experience;'They gained insights and understandings that led 
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them to involvement in a whole range of groups and initiat 
focusing rin practical social issues, inter-denomin~tional 
contacts and community' reconciliation. 

As a' result the 1980s, which seemed to be a period of marking 
time for women's influence, it can now be reasses~ed as a decade 
Qf "qbiet revolution." Women became increasingly a~tive at all 
sorts of levels in community groups, profe~sional organizations 
and th~ trade unions - tocusing on social, economic and 
environmental·problems. Women worked on the provision of 
employment opportunit s, expansion of childcare provision, 

. promotion of life-long education and awareness of women'·s health 
problems. 

Through their campaigning,difficult que ions such as domestic 
violence and rape became part of the public polity agenda arid 
women took active steps to provide women's refuges and help 
lines. Women also continued to be heavily involved in ' 
organizations combating intimidation and sectarianism, 
supporting victims of violence arid their families ~eeking 
increased understanding between the churches with many 
individuals actively networking across a whole range of groups~ 
You and the President met with one such group, WAVE, last May. 

In addition to the practical benefits of these actions, there 
was gain for futur~ pol ical in~ol~ement as women developed a 
range of skills of communication and presentation. They also, 
critically for the peace process, forged meaningful ,links across 
communit in order to address problems that transcended 
political divisions. 

Alt'hough in many cases women overtly rejected the description of 
their activities as pol ical,throughout the 1980s they built a 
basis for inputs to the peace process through establishing 
credibility and the practical value of their contribution. By 
the early, 1990s,community groups led by women were playing a 
significant role in defusing tensions around sectarian murders 
and intimid~tion and building local accommodations and 
understandings. This was in a real sense "second tr~ck" 
political. activity carried on often out the limelight and 
with limited access to resources but of enormous benefit to all 
sect of Northern Ireland society. 

At the same time women were not afraid to face the "difficult 
issues," areas which were bound to provoke controversy in a 
divided society: the relationship between feminism and 
nationalist and unionist ideologies, and the appropriate 
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response to the treat"ment of women prisoners convicted of 
terrorism offenses (primarily IRA-affiliated). 

. . 

Through handling such questions and accepting that there would 
be serious differences, women were able to work Qut strategies, 
which allowed them to.~cc~pt differences iri some areas without 
rejectirig the po~sibility of woiking together on ~thers. Seeing 
diversity as a normal, even a positive attribute, rather than a. 
thteat, is a lesson which many of them hope will not b~ lost on 
male politician$. 

After the experiences and' community--based successes of the 
1980s, it Was not surprising that with the recent cease-fires 
and the beginning of the riegotiation process, women's voices 
began tri be more clearly heard .. Women are now more actively 
involved in most of the political parties,someof which now 
formally recognize the importance and value 6f having a 
proportion of women repr~sentatives (notably Sinn Fein and SDLP) 
arid the formation of the Womenrs Coalition .has hadbo~h direct 
and indirect effects.' 

The whole process through which the Women's Coalition came into 
existence is a clear example of the contribution women are now 
making to the peace process. There was extensive debate among 

. ~omen in a spectrum of org~nizations with links across 
geographical, social~ economic and generational differences
such as The Northern Ireland Women's European Platform, The 
Derry Women's Centre, the Shankill Women's Forum and the Women's 
Information Group. 

They considered the central question of whether women should 
seek to engage in the peace process primarily.by working through 
the existing political groupings that reflected their community 
allegiances or whE?ther they should form a new organization. 
They sought to erigage .in dialogue with the established parties 
to ~ain inclusion of women represehtative groups and delegations 
and to ensure that. issues that impact on women '. s lives were' 
addressed in party platforms. 

Only when it became clear that most of the parties were not 
receptive to this approach did they move to Bstablish the 
Coalition. In developing policies and positions within the 
Coalition, women have also provided pointers for the peace 
process by their decision to pQt a formal view on the 
"constitutional position" on hold in order to allow discussion 
and the possibility of real negotiation and accommodation. 
(note -....: the Assembly elections seem to have indicated that 
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there are limitations to the broader appeal of a gender-oriented 
politibal party) . 

There has also been a vital contribution to the peace process by 
many women who are clear that they are "not involv~d in 
politics." Their activities in such things as "Talking and· 
Listening Circle~,~ and "Women in the Ch0rches" project, the 
Women's Festivals held in smalltowns,and the "Beyond Violence~ 
conference - linked to the ongoing work of Family and community 
center -- contain implicit actions and demands that are 
inseparable from the peace process. 

So over thirty year~, in ways adapted to their varied 
circumstances, women have continued to contribu-te to deepening 
the conceptualization of a peaceful society in Northern Ireland . 

. Particularly over the last years, they have made an important 
contribution to the peace process by increasing the range of 
options, many of which other groups find it difficult to· 
articulate be~ause'of their historicalbackgrounds~ 

One distressingarea,one which however distasteful, ·needs to be 
recognized, is the dismissive and sexist treatment of women 
activists by a number of prominent members of some political 
parties and organizations - as illustrated by the humiliating 
experiences of Women's Coalition members in the Forum. . This is· 

.a hangover from the past when women's public role was not 
recognized~ and one which women are determined ~ust finally be 
swept away as part of a wider peac~ procesS. 

COpy 
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---
THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 5, 1996 

MEMORANDUM FOR ERSKINE BOWLES 

DETERiiiUNED TO BE AN 
ADMINISTRATIVE MARKING . 
INITIALS: ~ ~DATE:\\/t' /"!.\, 

FROM: 

,SUBJECT: 

Bruce Reed 
Gene Sperling 

Yesterday's. Budget Meeting on Welfare Reform 

We met with Leon and key Cabinet and White House officials on Wednesday afternoon to 
narrow the options to present to the President on changes in w~lfare reform. Approximately $16 
billion over 5 years is available for welfare reform -- $3.4 billion for the welfare-to-work plan the 
President announced at the convention, and $13 billion to moderate the' impact of'the welfare bill 
and take additional steps to make welfare reform work. ($13 billion was the difference between , ' 
the savings we called for in our balanced budget proposal, and the amoUnt of savings in the bill 
the President signed. The $13 billion number has therefore been seen internally and externally as 
the number that we could add-back and still be consistent with our balanced budget plan. The 

, additional $3.4 bjllion for the welfare-to-work initiative waS paid for with additional financing" 
, measures that were announced On the convention week.) 

The Central budget issue for th~ President will be how to divide up that $13 billion. In 
signing the bill, the President promised to soften immigrant and food stamp, cuts, but never 
specified a dollar amount While most people at the meeting recognized that some good might 
happen from such a bill, much of what we .propose will be about what we want our message' to 
be -- and to whom. Advocacy groups expect the full $13 billion or more to go Into "fixing" the 
welfare bill, and will point to Presidential statements to suggest we have made certain , 

, commitments. "Republicans in Congress say (and many Democrats concede) that most of those 
changes won't happen, and Republicans will say that we are trying to weaken welfare reform. 

The menu of possible changes includes $0.1 - $3.4 billion for food stamps; $2.9 -11.3 
billion for: immigrants; and $0.3 -6.6 billion for child care tax credits and other measures to, 
promote~ork. (A related $2.0 - 6.4 billion change on disabled children can be done ' 
administratively, and if done a little later, could possibly not have to be paid for within the $13 
billion.) One idea that gained significant attention at the meeting was delaying the immigrant 
cuts for 1 - 2 years. Members of Congress would not have to say that they were reversing cuts -

, -only that it was giving legal immigrants a fair chance to achieve citizenship before any benefits . 
were eliminated. This idea also has the benefit of having no costs in the year 2002. 

The group agreed to develop three options for the President, each with a slightly different 
emphasis: 1) a "cuts" package that focuses primarily on restoring food stamp and immigrant 
cuts; 2) a "work" package' that meets a basic commitment on food stamps and immigrants, but 
puts more emphasis ,on new measures to promote work; and 3) a "kids" package that also meets 
the basic commitment on food stamps and immigrants, but goe~ further to protect children. We 

:,,~:~~~:~g with Ken Apfel, at OMB C.ra l se,'( that reflect the group's general 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: HllLARYRODHAMCLThITON 

FROM: LYNN CUTLER· 

RE: . WOMEN'S . CONFERENCE IN BEUINGt 1995 

DAlE: MAY 18, 1994 

Melanne suggested that I do a memo to both of you on this subject. First, I hope thatthisfmds 
. you well. . 

As you know, I have a great interest in the United Nations Conference on Women that will be 
held in Beijing in September of 1995. 

I have attended several· meetings here in Washington, but was out of the country at the time of 
the New York meeting . 

. Many of the women from inside the government as well as those of us outside have been talking 
and wanting .to be helpful. I feel that there are great domestic political gaJ-ns to be made from 
a successful United States effort. However,there is a growing concern about focus and resources .. 

Obviously, one of the first and most important decisions to be made in your office is what role 
you. want to play in all of this. H you head our delegation (and I think you should), it raises the 
stakes for the other countries. However, the potential for message to women in this country is 
.terrific. 

At this point, there is a feeling that we lack strong leadership in this effort. I am happy to 
repOrt that Tim Wirth told me last night that he is planning to enlarge his Secretariat to include 
support Jor the Women's Conference, as they have for the Population Conference. Because· 
,there has been such good outreach apd an open prqcess in the preparation for Caim, and because 

. the two are inextricably linked, it is good news indeed that Tim plans to become involved. 

Another issue to be faced soon is the make-up of the delegations to the preparatory conferences. 
·As you know, the regional meeting for the Far East will begin in Jakarta on June 7th. As I 

understand it, there are only State Department women on the delegation at this time. There is 
also an internal division of opinion about continuity. Some argue that different people should 
be sent to all of the preparatory conferences than ultimately go to Beijing. That argument calls 
for "spreading the political benefits around-. 

I would propose that it is critical to have the continuity with at least a portion of our final . 
delegation. Most of the work will be done before .Beijirig, and it will ~ important that it not 
all be the work of State Department staff. . 

The non-governmental organizations have an enormous interest in all of this, and are waiting 
for signals· that they will be inc~. A miV'that needs attention because of the 
resource question, ~ and most of ~\:.1 ~litfa1 ramifications.· . 



Hillary Rodham Clinton 
Memorandum 
Page Two 

-
As Karen Nussbaum is conducting preparatory meetings in the ten Federal Regions, (and with 
almost no money), she has found tremendous interest. The outreach to these meetings is limited 
by lack of resourceS, however. The Women's Bureau person in each of the Regions -is doing 
the best,they can to reach out especially to the N.O.O.'s. ' Fortunately, the far rightso-ca11ed 
pro-family crowd. has not yet invaded these meetings, as they did in preparatory meetings for 
previous conferenceS. We do have to be aware that this is a possibility in the future meetings. ' 

Again, depending on the role you decide to take in this whole effort, I would recommend that 
you have the White House request that each major department of the government come up with ' 
three recommendations for the U.S. document for the conference. This would enabl~ the women 
in those agencies and departments to come together and to look at the issues affectiilg women 
from the perspective of their work. This should only require one meeting, but would involye 
those working on policy in the process, and would ensure inclusion of diverse interests. (1 could 
never have made that statement in any previous Administration!) , 

I know how swamped your staff is, and that you must stay focused on health care. I hesitated 
to keep raising this issue, but if we have don't focus on this conference now, we risk losing a 
great domestic political opportunity. One recommendation 1 would make is that you quietly, but 
defmitively designate viable political leadership from the outside to be your eyes and ears on this 
conference. They could workwith Arvonne Fraser and her people, and with Tim Wirth, Karen 
-Nussbaum and others in the system to help pull all of the pieces together for you. You would 
have your own person to keep a political watch on events. Obviously, they would not speak for 
you unless specifically asked to. Infonnation would be fed back to you by confidential memo. 

It is my feeling at this time that Arvonne would welcome this. She has reached out to some of 
us a few times to seek political counsel and support. Certainly the women watching this whole 
process would welcome your involve~ent. ' I know for a fact that many of the women in the 
government who ,have been involved in discussions about the conference would be vastly 
relieved. -

I am willing to play that role for you. '1 believe I can do so, and have longtime working 
relationships with Arvonne and others. Most of all, I would keep an eye on the political piece 
of all of this. The women of this country continue to stand with you and the President. This' 

, conference can affect their perceptions only if we fail to make the most of it. From a positive 
side, it represents a fabulous opportunity to tie in with the exciting work that Karen Nussbaum 
is doing at the Women's Bureau, and to help keep the message out there to American women 
that this administration is their partner and advocate. ' 

Whatever your decision is, I wanted you-to know that I am prepared to put in the time required 
, to be of help in this process. Most of all, as you know, I want to be helpful to you personally. 

Thank you for your wonderful note last week., I will always treasure the contents! ' 

cc: Me1anne Verveer 
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TO: 

FROM: 

, MEMORANDUM 

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

LYNN ClJTLER ~ 
, RE: FOLLOW-UP TO MEMO ON BEIJING 

DATE: MAY 25,1994 

~( ~,,~ 
~, 
fol(M \ 

pl\w dM~ 4-- ~JV\w. 
ld'tt (.; 

, ' 

~ 
, - , 

On Monday, I attended a meeting at USIA conducted by Iris Burnett; Chief of Staff at USIA. 
,'7 and learned that there has been an interagency group of women who have come together to work 

. on intemational women t s issues. ' , '" , 
, ' 

Many of the issues I shared with you in my first memo'are on their agenda as well. The main ? 

point is that we need to deal with all three international conferences (population, womentsocial • 
-issues) 'with a set of articulated and ongoing issues. Also, beCause of the strong' positions, 
regarding women from the Vienna Conference on Human Rights; continuity is important. 

I also learned that the earlier' suggestion I made to you about outreach to the agencies is ,. 
underway and each agency has been asked to submit what they are doing for women to the Sta~ . , 

P , ' 

, pepartment. After each agency's input is included into an overall document, which also, includes , 
,recommendations from the last Preparatory Conference" it will go to the Hill for comment and ~ low ? 
then to the next J!!epron in April gf,l995. As you know ,every country needs to prOduce a 

? ~tiona1 plan for the ,Beijing Conference. 

USIA wants to produce materials that can be used mtemationally for training of women to help 
them to achieve their goals in their countries. -

Finally t it is also clear that the women's cOmmunity will need to keep continued pressure on to 
move· the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDA W) to the Senate for action in this year. The United States and Iraq are the tWo larger, 
countries which have not yet ratified the Convention. 

It is in the h~ga1 department at State, and is in the process of goi,ng out for fInal comment to the 
agencies. As I discussed this with Senators Boxer and Murray, they are ready to raise the issue 
with Secretary Christopher so that there is understanding that this must move sooner rather than 
later, and that there is a body. of people who can' be mobilized to help gain passage. Lael 
Staegell is in the process of analyzing all of· the issues that COUld. develop during the , 
consideration by Foreign Relations and then the full Senate. 



Hillary Rodham Clinton 
May 25 t 1994 
·page Two. 

I am attaching the docUffil!ntwhich Btnai Brith Women, who have been heroes on this issue have 
. prepared. Note the huge coalition they have put together over the years. 

I hope that this additional information is helpful and that we may be able to talk soon. 

I was at the breakfast this morning--you were terrific. It was' an important forum and you hit· 
a home run. That whole message about women as the caregivers and deciSion-makers is what 
Ann Lewis and I were trying to ~et out there. 

cc: Melanne Verveer and Ann Bartley 

COpy 
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·MEMORAlfDUM 

United States Department of State 

Office of the Under Secretary 
for Management 

White House Ltaison 

April 12, 1994 

. . 

There ate·a numbet Of':issues reltlt.ing to the Fourth World· 
Conference on Women (Beijing, Septernber 1995) which~ sooner or 
later., wi 1.1 stoke the interest of the white Ho,use. Thi's 
Memorandum· serves to introduce the issues and focus attention 
on· what:· ri~eds to he done to hav·e· (a) proqactive and meaningful· 
participatiori by the U.S. in the Women's Conference and (b) ~ 

.. usef?l· product that ·will 8.dvarll":A the Adminfstration' s interests 
in women's is~ues in 1996 atid thereafter. . .. . 

STRUCTURE· MID ·OUTPUT OF THE . WOMEN 'SCODKREIICE 
The Women's Conference wtll bring together delegations 

ftom around the world to diacu3Q. and adopt, .a~on9 6ther thin9s~ 
a ·Platform for Action that: is currently being develope.d by the 
u.~. CU.Il'iIllitHilo.n on Lhe Status ·ofW'o~en (CSW). (Each oountry 
will also'submit a report.on the status of women." The 

·piatform for Action follows u~ the For~ard-Lookin9 ~tiate9ie3 
adopted at the 1985 Nairobi Wo~en'$ Conference and will strive 
to ·elevate· the aialogue on. women I 5 iS5Ut3t{ from ,exhQrtatic:in to 
action ltems. 

Previous me·et1ngs of the l-:SW (Vienna 19~3; NYC J~nu8ry 
and March 1994) laid the gro~rid~ork ·for drafting the Platfcirm 
fQr Action. TheCSW will continue to develop the araft.throuyh 
re9i~nal wo~ld meetirigs in ·1994, and the draft is expected to 
be finalized in the be~inn1n~ of19~5. . . 

It is the goal of the World C6nference that each 
90vernment wfll adopt the Platform .forAction,· ~rhe.re is some 
discussion that governments maybe encouraged to announce their 
specific commitments on action items. Of cours~( it 15 

COpy 



imposl;lible to know what the Platform will look like at the time 
of the vote, and, t:horeiore 1 whlf: the U.S.-posi.tion on the 
Platform wi.ll be. Nevertheless; this Admi.riistrati'on will ent:er 
1996 havin9 'taken I!l. p051 tion on th'e Platform for Aotion on 
women' Ii ific:lUeS tb'atw83 preiertted in Beij im;t'. 

DEV&lIOPDNT 01'· THE US POSITION OJ!fCORFImBlCCB ISsUEs 
preliminary 6rafts~f tbe,P1aL!o~m for Action delineaf:e 

eri t 1oa1 areas of concern ,suell as lack. of pow,er"'shering, 
growing burdeh of poverty on women, ine~uarlLy in acces~ to' 

· economio cl'evel'Opment, violence against women, and lack of 
commftment to women's human ri.g'htS. Strategic objeclivelS (the 
~nticipated action items) address the criticai are8~ of 
conc~rR. . . '. ' 

The US has submitted a Dumbe'! of proposell stra,tegie 
ob1ec,ti ves in several preparatory meetings of the CSW. They 

. have not been presented, however I in a manne.r. that reflects. a 
focused set of priorit·ies. More opportunit.i;es to make 
n~cornmendettons will occur in the upcoming regi'onal meetings 
and in t.he final drafting session at 'the ,end of the year. 

An overlay of three major areas for the us pod tion has 
been disClussed to 1;(11)9 ext.ent at State: women as equal' 
oitizen~c1tdmin9 full r'igh:t:s (ie. not as victims), women's , 
legal lite'racy, a'nd equal Clev~loprnent. of the g'irl-child. The 

. time is- now ap.propriate for the Admi.nistration to reflect on 
'ita prioril;iea on women's .issues -- especially the ones which 
i tVlould. wish to hfgh-light in the Platform to he ad,o.llted in 

· Beij ing. The Platform presenl:s an opportunity 1:'0 "hrin(l back 
· to the US" issues the Administration~i.hQs to hi9hli~ht and .' 

implement in 1~96 and beyond. If a psrtioubrovererohin9 
foe!.u:; i:s, desi red, it ml£~da to beoXpreBElGld to the responi!l'ible 
person in tbe 6La I;e Departrnent:. White House input will be' most 
productive 1fpI'ovlded early in the prooess. 

PARTICIPATIOS OF MON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANI&ATIONS(RGOs) 
NGOS are important to the mobl1iiatlon o~ 5uppoft for the 

Administration' spolS1tions in the women' a CtJnference"which 
w11l aGdress issueS ranging from abortion a~d [eproductive 
rf.ghts to violenc$ against women. NOOS are ot:tep on the . 
cutting edge of. issues, and they hope andexpe,ct to conb;ibute 
to the'US position. This feedhack e¥ercise can be an excellent 
opportunityt.o develop close andpos~tive' relat'ions between 
them and the Admi,nistration. Broad~b'asednation&l and ' 
grassr.o'otsOrgjintzetions can 0) provid'e important input to 
U.s. positions on issues, (2) disseminate information on 
Con·ference preparations, . (3) help' implement action 'items ' 
expecte'd to come 'out of China, and. (4) 'help build. support ·for 
t.he Admlnistration I s priori ties. ' 

Thus far, NGOs have been disappointed with the USG in it,s 
prepar.ations for the Women's Conference. They have expressell 
Fr.u!I!Itrati-on at being excluded 'from the prooess of developIng 
the uS posit.io;ns on the Platform.' It is tbeir unOerstanC11ng 
'that theUS" does not sincerely seek thei r input. ,They get 

- 2 -
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lltLle or no ~uppo~t in their efforts to attend and partioipate 
in ~~glon~l meeting~. 

The illtlll:Uil age ha~ to go out chat NGO input is weleoroe end 
their support is necessaiy. If it is a White House p~iority, 
that neeCs to be expre6B~~to Lhe reepori9ible person in the 
state Department. 

I intenq. to acld uP.to ten NGOs Bill "private8ector 
advisers" o.n deleg8tions to regional prepaultorymeeting~ of 
the CSW. The USG wi 11 n.ot pay for the travel !:lml expenses of 
the NOOS as private sector advisers, and they will no.t have 
authority to speak on ·beh.slf of the USG~ The. NG06,however, 

. will be members of the official delegation and .thus will be 
invested in the success of. US efforts, .. 

. . I welcome! Whi te House suggestions on NGOS that have broad 
membership, geogra··phlcal di vers'i ty and a history of involvement 

. in national erid international W'omen I s issues. 

US ROLE IN TW CONFERENCE 
The role of the US in the international arena must be 

sensitiv. to fegional and other dynamics, The US should not 
try to dominate the dl~loQue th~t includes groupings of 
cou'ntr~es into Third World, G-77, MUllilim, and ·geographical 
blocs. Neverth·e.less, thaUS can signal ·i t:;principled position· 
on iasue3 withou,1;; being a bully. It Should sot: its part .a·sa 
world lea~er by expree~ln~ ·its prioritiQs clearly end . 
developing support through quiet d·:i.plomaoy in CSW megting~. 

Ii the US· C8~ develop gancirsl priority arGas that do not 
automatically preclude inp~i; from NOOs, the st:tuoi;ure of 
ptio:dtiea will help focus US effort~ ot the regional IDQQtitlgs 
am"· in EI.elj ing . 

The StateOepartlll~nt 1s the lead 8gency on thEa Women's 
conference and its pIe~arati¢n~. If th~ Whi~e Hou~e intends to, 
Offer input into the setting of US prioritiel5! dl5cusedons nood 
to t~ke place ~itb (at least) Aivonne F!aser l the U.S. 
Representative to the CSW/ and Melinda· Kimble,·Oeputy Assistant 
Secretary of State covering the Women's Conferenc.:e. 

DELEGATIO. TO BEIJING 
Interest in membership on the U. S, Delegation to the· 

Women's Coneererice is alriady strong and is e~p~cted to bec~me 
quite intense. y' have already recei'ved many letters and 
resumes. Because there is na need to focus on delegation 
mAmbetship until 1995, it: will be .politically wise to acoept 
l~fter8 oi interest and advise individuals that no decision 
will b~· Rnnounced until late Summer 199·5.· 

OUTREACH 
The nepartmantof Labor Women's Bureau is sponsoring a 

sliries of regions 1 mAst i'ngs in the US that wi 11 bring together 
local leaders and NGOs to disseminate information on the 
Women·' iii Conferenee. Tha agenda for the·se meet ings ishoul~ 
clearly set:. up a proce~s for prnvidinoinput from the NGOs for .. ~ -
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the draft Placform for Action. These Tneu~tii:1g~ provide 
importarit outreach opportunitiesiricluding! 

·perti'cipation of Congressional Women'S Caucus and 
other~ 
mobll·iiation of regional-women leaders. 
l~adhlng out toNGOB 
speaking opportunitiel5 for women appointees 

.• The white ·House may wish to tak.e .B'dvante9 8 . of the::ie 
o.pp6 r·tun'1 ties. 

MemberS of delegations attendiny previoul5 Women's 
Conferences (Mexico 19'15, copenhagen 1980, Nairobi1ge·S)· can be 
brought together to p,rovide counsel on preparations, gener~te . 

. BupportforUS p05i tions, and increase outreach oppo:L"tunil:iea •. 
Attached is a copy of the lists of previous d:elegation 
members. . 

CONGRESSIONAL INTEREST 
Me~bers Of the Congr~ssional Women's Caucus will probably 

be. quitRint.ereBted in the Women's Conference and related 
issues. They.have not been mobilii".ed·asyetinany coordinated 

. way. .Ye~t·he Caucus can be helpful. For example, it might 
sponsor legislation cr~~tiriQ a fund that would help fund the 
NGO Forurn in SQij ing, [lay. foT' travel of NGOs to Eeij ing aq'd 
oover Bome oosts of orgeni:dncr TJS prQ{)aratioo6 fo·r Ben ing. I 
beliove something like this was dort~ for the population: 

. Conference in Cai roo . 
1£ there is. Whii:e ·House i·ntl;.rest:: in thts, it mtght tie 

appropriate to ~~~ up(~ meetin~ with members of th~ Caucu~ -
end other· Con9r~sslonal supporters -- and relevant ~hit~ ~ou~e 
a~ltl Sta\;;e Depa:rtment folks (includingOffica of LQ91s1etive 
Affaits, ~~ course). 

BRIEFING 
I propo·se that Arvonne P'ra:stJ!', Melinda Kimble, and qther 

State· folkS brief you on the -aboveiscsuee. I will call tq 3e~· 
up the Meeting in the next couple of daY~· 

, 
i 

- 4 -
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CIRL SCOUTS OF THE USA 
WASHINGTON OFFICE 

1025 CON'N:F.CTlCUT AVENUE, NW 
. SUITE, 309 

WASHINGTON, DC 20036 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEEt 

Please deliver the followinq pages: 

~b1 IYJ c,. TO: 

LOCATION; 

subiect/Title 
of Piece Transmitti~~: 

ar;> 
MAY I I 1994 

Number of pages( including this coversncet) ~_ 
~ ------------

Date Transmitted: S-/n;'/;'f 
. . I 

Tinle Transmitt~d: /: J....i &It 

Transmitted by: 

Additional, Co~ents: 

'P.e.tR t? v fl r:~N j/t..1i1, :;'i!t -n' f.;)/V , 

, If you hllve notrece-lved the complete transmission, please 
call us at (202) 659-3780. 

AMH: 
I spoke with Carmen (6593780) . She is worried about US representatic 
on Status of Women ,at UN. The US lost seat on this Commissi'on. 
They are shocked. "Someone must've been asleep at switch." 
Sh~ said there is a preparatory meeting in NY. The list was 
composed of 10 white women. Shouldn't thishav~~orediversity and 
more non-government members (There are 9 governmental reps.) What 
is the ruling? 'She talked to Mack and has faxed a copy of his 
response. Carmen wants you to watch this. We have this ~eat 
until the end of this year. This commission has been in existence 
for 50 years. ' 
r 
5/10/94 
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I TH e: WHITE: HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

March 29, 1994 

MS. Carmen Da1oaao vocaw 
Director, Ccvernment Relations 
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. . 
~O~5 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Suit€!! 309 
Wa~hington, D.C. 20036 

DearMfl. Votaw: 

I 

•• ,_.... .\T ••• ; .... 

. 'R~cejvod tn .. 
WashingUJllO..fica 

APR 5 1994 

tftM:~ .... .;.'.-., .. "~M'''''_ .... "" ...... _ ... 

It W<:lS a pleaeuremeet.ing you at the Women in Coverr.mellt 
Re;!lat.ions meeting on Wedneacay. I surE!ly a.9pn~ciated being 
i~cluded ill the pragraIlL 

Thank you for L'aising the quel;itions a.bout off~cial delegatic":"ls 
s~mt. from the United States. My st.at' ( hd.s lOoked into 1:hia 
matter and hasbc,;~Il given assuranCC!il by the State Department that 
there is not a ten pe=aon limit fur official delegations. In 
fact, the nUmbf!T t'luct:uates dependi:lg on the mif!sion. 

I have not~d and agree t.har: we need broad baeed~ep:ce8eI1tation OIl 
such trips, and you Can be ~llr8 that: we will be sensitive to that 
issue. 

AgaIn, it was nice seeing yeu and I appreciaLe your qtlE!stion. 

Personally, 

Mac}:: McLartv 
Chief of St~tt to the President 
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Ms. Alexis Herman 
Assistant to the President 

and Director of Public Liaison 
The Whi te,House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Alexis: 

United States Department of State' 

Under Secretary of State 
for Global Affairs 

Washirigton, D.C. 20520-7250 

May 24, 1994 

This note is to follow-up on Friday's discussion on 
organizing to manage U.S. participation in this September's 
Conference on Population and Development in Cairo, the Social 
Summit in Copenhagen n~xt March and the Conference ori Women in 
Beijing in September 1995. 

The State Department is settihg up a full-time secretariat 
t6 backstop all three conferences. This will be staffed with a 
small group of dedicated Administration people and foreign 
service officers from State's population office, the ~ureau 6f 
International Organization Affairs ~hich deals with U.N. 
issnes, and'elsewhere within State as appropriate. We will 
also coordinate existing worJdng groups, and be sure that an 
inter-agency worl~ing group decides questions of policy and 
coordinates inter-agency participation in developing 
substantive positions for--and participation in--the three 
conferences. Our participation in the U.N. Committee on the· 
status of Women as it .relates to preparations for Copenhagen 
and Deijihg, in particular, will be managed by this working 
group. , Th~ secretariat and the policy group will report to 
llIe. We are close to a decision on an extremely capable, senior 
woma,n foreign service officer to head the secretari'at, chair 

,lheinter-agenty group, catry the lead for negotiations in the 
U.N. system, ,and be my operational eyes ~nd ears as 
preparations for the conference~ go forward. 

If,you agree with the second organizational piece, the 
~trong political appointee, I will need your help. As 
discussed, ,we need a full-time, seni6r Administration appointee 
with strong credentials on women's issues and credibility with 
relev~nt NGO'~ to assist Ambassador Arvonne Frazer (our 
representative oh the Committee on the Status of Women) and to 
act as liais6n with NGO's in Washington and around the cOuntry, 
between the staff secretariat and the White House, Ambassador 
Albright's office and key Departments represented on the 
inter-agency working group. I need your suggestions for 
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candidates for thi sposi t ion, . and your intervention with. OPM in 
getting a non-career SES slot for her. The sooner we get this 
position filled, the better; while the Cairo conference seems 
well in hand ~t this point, we must get to work soon with the 
NGO~s and within the Administration on Copenhagen and Beijing. 

In particular, we ne~d-to make a public announcement soon 
. about our national commitment to Beijing. I will also need 
y6ur help with funding for the three confer~nces. We probably 
have adequate funds in hand to cover Cairo, but th~ two 
follow-on confer~nces will be as or more costly and in a period 
of tight budgets ~e will have to fi~ht-for the money we will 
need; and we will certainly want ~o include NGO's as broadly as 
possible in our delegations. I will get back to you on this 
central issue for support and ~ssistance . 

. This summartzes the discussion of Friday afternoon. None 
of this is particularly complicated now. We are moving ahead. 
Can you help now on a political appointee? (I'll follow-up 
wi th you by tele-phone.) The main issue down the road is 
funding. In a separate note I transmitted information about 
the selection of conference delegates--this per your request. 
For the next two weeks I will be mostly on airplanes; you can 
always reach me through Sandra Ulmer (647-6240), and in my 
absence, Andy Sens is in charge of my office (647-9333). 

with best regards, 

Timothy-E. Wirth 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

. DATE: 

. -.---~ ... ,-: .. '~-~.-~., ~, .. --- ........ ,' .... . .. l .. 

MEMORANDUM 

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

LYNN CUlLER ~. 
FOLLOW-UP TO MEMO ON BEIJING 

.:.,---.- .. ~" .. --"'.'-:-""-"~--" - ._ ... .:.._ .......... -... "' . 

~ l. ~"t\£ to ~ I;, 
~ m(M \ 

- pl\~ dM~ ~ ~JV\l-(. 
ld It c... 

~
n Monday, I attended a·meeting at USIA conducted by Iris Burnett, Chief of Staffat USIA, 

'1 and learned that there has been art interagency group of women who have come together to work 
. on international women's issues. . . 

Many of the issues I shared with you in my first memo.are on.their agenda as well. The main ? 
point is that we need to deal with all three international conferences (population, women, social • 
issues) with a set of articulated and ongoing issues. Also, beCause of the strong positions 
regarding women from the Vienna Conference on Human Rights, continuity is important. 

1 also learned that the earlier suggestion I made to you about outreach to the agencies is ~ 
underway and each agency has been asked to submit what they are doing for women to the Sta~ . 
Department. After each agency's input is included into an overall document, which also includes 
recommendations from the last Preparatory Conference,.it will go to the Hill for comment and ~k.., ? 
then to the next J!!"epcon in April qf~995. As· you know, every country needs to prOduce a 

? national plan for the Beijing Conference. - . 

USIA wants to produce materials that can be used internationally for training of women to help 
them to achieve their goals in their countries. 

Finally, it is also clear that the women's community will need to keep continued pressure on to 
. move the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women 

(CEDA W) to the Senate for action in this year. The United States and Iraq are the two larger 
countries which have not yet ratified the Convention .. 

. ' 

. It is in the legal department at State, and is in the process of going out for [mal comment to the 
agencid:""'-A"S I discussed this with Senators Boxer and Murray, they are ready to raise the issue 
with Secr~tary Christopher so that there is understanding that this must move sooner rather than 
later, and that there is a body of people who can be mobilized to help gain passage. ·Lael 
Staegell is in the process of analyzing all of the issues that could develop during the 
consideration by Foreign Relations and then the full Senate. 

y 



: , .. I .. <:~ .. ;. ._r":"':":"";':~.L""' .... ; ... :....: .. ~:...: __ ~.:..;.;.' .... :.._ ...•..... _ ~ .. 

,Hill,ary Rodham Clinton 
May 2S t 1994 
Page Two 

. .... --..:. . 

I am attaching the document which B'nai Brith Women, who have been heroes on this issue have 
prepared. Note the huge coalition they have put together over the, years. 

I hope that this'additional information is helpful and that we may be able to talk soon. 

I was at the breakfast this morning-you were terrific. It was an important forum and you hit 
a home run.- That whole message about women as the caregivers and decision-makers is what 
Ann Lewis and I were trying to $!;et out there. 

cc: Melanne Verveer and Ann Bartley 
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May 4, ·1994 

MEMORANDUM TO ALEXIS HERMAN 

FROM: 

RE: 

PURPOSE': 

DORIS MATSUI 

FOURTH WORLD CONFERENCE ON WOMEN 
May 4, 1994 
3:30 PM 

To assess the progress and direction of the Platform for Action 
being . developed by the UN. Commission on the status of Women. 

BACKGROUND: 

The Platform for Action follows on the Forward Looking strategies 
adopted at the 1985 Nairobi Women's Conference. Previous 
meetings of the CSW (Vienna 1993, NYC january and March 1994) 
laid the groundwork for drafting the platform. CSW will ,continue 
to develop the draft through the regional world meetings in 1994 
and. is expected to be finalized at the beginning of 1995. 

Preliminary drafts contain critical areas of concern su~h as lack 
of power sharing, growing burden of poverty on women, inequality 
in access in economic development, violence against women and 
lack of commitment to women's human rights. 

The U.s. has submitted a number of proposed action items. There 
is concern, however, that there isa lack of focus on what the 
priorities should be. We still have the opportunity to give 
some guidance in the upcoming regional meetings and in the final 
drafting session at the end of the year. However, time is short 
and the train has alre~dyleft the station. 

state has been taking the lead on the development of the U.s. 
position on .the Conference issues. Now is the.time for the White 
House to set forth its priorities on women's issues. If there is 
a particular focus that the White House wishes to emphasize, it 
must be clearly stated to the state Department as quickly as 
·possible. 

The NGOs have been disappointed at their lack of inclusion in the 
development of U.s. positions on' the Platform .. We need to work 
wi th state to make sure tha·t they communicate to the NGOs that 
they are indeed very important to the process. 

In" summary, this meeting gives us an opportunity to have an 
update on the progress thus far. At the same time, it will be 
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necessary for us to pull in internally to decide what the 
administration's priorities are and how we communicate it to the 
csw. 
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GENERAL MESSAGE POINTS 

• The UN agreement includes a commitment to immediate, unconditional, and 
unrestricted access to all sites in Iraq, including the Presidential sites and other 
so-called sensitive sites that UNSCOM has never had accessto. Given 
Saddarn's track record, what's important is whether he lives up to these 
commitments: 

• There are Some question marks and ambiguities in the agreement with respect 
to procedures '[or Presidential sites. We will need to work very closely with the 
Security Council and UNSCOM to close any possible loopholes. 

• The Secretary General has agreed to allow some diplomats to accompany the 
inspectors in the palace sites. That may be acceptable if the inspectors are free 
to conduct rigorous and professional inspections. 

• We are keeping our military forces in the Gulf at a high state of preparedness' 
while we see if Saddam lives up to these commitments. We will continue to 
back the diplomacy with force. 

• . UNSCOM, with our support, will test Iraq's promise thoroughly and 
comprehensively in the days and weeks ahead. 

• -If Iraq interferes with the inspections or tries to undermine UNSCOM's efforts 
in any way, we will act firmly and forcefully and without delay. We 'will not 
allow Saddarn to take us from crisis to crisis. 

• As the President told the American people yesterday, he hopes the agreement 
will prove to be a step forward. But the proof is in. the testing. The U.S. 

.. 

remains resolved and ready to secure -- by whatever means necessary-- Iraq's 
full compliance with its commitment to destroy is weapons of mass destruction .. 

• If Iraq undermines this agreement and the President determines that military 
" force is required, ()ur purpose remains clear: 

• We will seriously. diminish the threatposed by Iraq's weapons of mass 
destruCtion program. 

• And we will seriously reduce his capacity to threaten his neighbors. 
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o A military operation can't destroy his entire WMD program, but will leave 
him worse off than he is now. 

• And, if he seeks to rebuild hi~ weapons of mass destruction, we will be . 
prepared to strike him again .. 

• Saddam Hussein, unlike any other world leader today, has Llsed weapons of 
mass destruCtion -.against his own people and his neighbors. He is a repeat 
offender. Dealing with Saddam requires constant vigilance. Consider: 

•. Sanctions have denied Saddarri $ I 10 billion, revenue he could have used to 
make his anned forces stronger and advance his pursuit of weapons of mass 
destruction. 

• Since the Gulf War, we have pushed back every time he has posed a threat 
to the region. 

• Determined UNSCOM inspectors have done a remarkable job despite Iraq's 
deceptions. They have uncovered and destroyed more weapons of mass 
destruction capacity than was destroyed during the Gulf War, including: 

• Nearly 40,000 chemical weapons. 
• More than 100,000 gallons of CW agents. 
• 48 operational missiles. 
• 30 warheads specifically fitted for chemical and biological weapons. 
• And a massive BW facility at AI-Hakim, equipped to produce anthrax 

.. and other deadly agents. . ' 

• In the 2 I st century, the community of nations may see more and more of the 
very kind of threat that Iraq poses now, a rogue state with biological and 
chemical weapons. 
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